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Résumé
La croissance internationale a placé un fardeau considérable sur les paysages
fluviaux. Pour de nombreuses espèces de poissons, la prolifération des barrages
hydroélectriques a causé une fragmentation importante de l’habitat à l’échelle des
bassins versants. Les traversées de cours d’eau et de voies ferrées (ponceaux), qui
provoquent la fragmentation à plus petite échelle, constituent également un problème
urgent. De plus, certaines barrières infranchissables réduisent l’accès à l’habitat de
frai et d’alimentation et causent des retards migratoires, autant de facteurs qui
influent sur la capacité physique et la capacité de reproduction de la population.
Cette thèse contribue à la résolution de ces problèmes selon deux grands thèmes:
(1) en améliorant la compréhension de la façon dont le passage des poissons peut
être amélioré aux traversées de routes par des méthodes expérimentales, et (2) en
évaluant l’utilisation de la dynamique des fluides computationnelle, tel que le logiciel
source ouverte OpenFOAM, pour la conception de passes à poissons dans l’espoir
d’étendre son utilisation dans la recherche sur le passage du poisson.
Le premier article de cette thèse étudie l’influence des chicanes (éléments de ru-
gosité isolés installés sur le radier du ponceau) sur la motivation et la performance de
l’omble de fontaine (Salvelinus fontinalis) et de la truite brune (Salmo trutta) pour
entrer et monter un canal hydraulique expérimental imitant un ponceau. L’ajout
de chicanes a significativement amélioré les performances (distance maximale at-
teinte), mais a entraîné une réduction marquée au niveau de la motivation. La
performance et la motivation ont montré des réponses dépendantes de l’espèce, la
longueur du poisson et le type de chicane en place. Les résultats suggèrent que la
forme de chicane influe les taux de passage d’une manière jusqu’alors inconnue. De
plus, les résultats soulignent l’importance de considérer ensemble la motivation et
la performance lors de l’évaluation de l’efficacité d’une configuration de chicanes.
Le deuxième article étudie les effets du dépôt de sédiments dans un canal expéri-
mental sur le passage et la réponse comportementale de la truite arc-en-ciel juvénile
(Oncorhynchus mykiss). Une interface graphique a été développée et utilisée pour
fournir les quantités cinétiques détaillées en trois dimensions du trajet du poisson.
La vélocimétrie stéréoscopique des images de particules a permis une description à
haute résolution du champ de vitesse sur une configuration à chicanes et les mêmes
chicanes avec des coins de sédiments placés dans leur sillage. Le contrôle de la
station ne s’est produit que lorsque les coins de sédiment bloquaient la région de
recirculation des chicanes. De plus, en présence des coins de sédiment, les distances
maximales d’ascension étaient plus élevées et les vitesses au sol plus modérées. Une
métrique pour évaluer comment un sillage de recirculation peut induire des instabil-
ités posturales est proposée. Les résultats suggèrent que les sillages recirculatoires
des chicanes ont provoqué des instabilités posturales et étaient, à bien des égards,
nuisibles à la performance du passage. Des recherches continues sur l’influence des
sillages recirculatoires sur les métriques de passage sont méritées.
Dans le troisième article de cette thèse, le solveur interFoam d’OpenFOAM a
été utilisé pour modéliser un champ d’écoulement tridimensionnel complexe d’une
passe migratoire. Les résultats numériques d’OpenFOAM et du solveur commer-
cial FLOW-3D sont comparés et validés avec des données expérimentales in situ.
OpenFOAM et FLOW-3D ont produit des champs d’écoulement similaires. Les
deux modèles ont prédit avec précision les vitesses dans un bassin représentatif de
la passe et les vitesses de barrière en aval de l’entaille, mais les niveaux d’énergie
cinétique turbulente prédits sont significativement sous-estimés. Les résultats dé-
montrent que interFoam a prédit les vitesses de barrière, les débits, les magnitudes
de turbulence et les profondeurs à une précision acceptables pour évaluer les passes
à poissons.
Mots clés: passage de poisson, ponceaux, passe migratoire, mechanique des flu-
ides, dynamique des fluides computationnelle, vélocimetrie par images de particules,
truite brune, truite omble de fontaine, truite arc-en-ciel
ii
Abstract
Global economic growth has placed a considerable burden on riverine landscapes.
For many fish species, the proliferation of hydroelectric dams has caused extensive
habitat fragmentation at drainage basin scales. Road and rail stream-crossings (cul-
verts), which cause fragmentation at smaller scales are also a pressing concern.
Impassable barriers reduce access to spawning and feeding habitat and cause migra-
tory delays – all factors impacting population level fitness and reproductive capacity.
This thesis contributes to the resolution of these problems along two major themes:
(1) by improving understanding of how fish passage can be improved at roadway
crossings through experimental methods, and (2) by assessing the use of compu-
tational fluid dynamics, such as the open-source package OpenFOAM, for fishway
design in the hope of extending its use in fish passage research.
The first article of this thesis studies the influence of baﬄes (isolated rough-
ness elements installed on the culvert invert) on the motivation and performance of
brook (Salvelinus fontinalis) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) to enter and ascend
an experimental hydraulic flume mimicking a roadway box culvert. The addition of
baﬄes significantly improved performance (maximum distance attained), yet caused
a marked reduction in motivation. Performance and motivation showed species and
size class dependent responses to baﬄe treatment. The findings suggest baﬄe form
influences passage rates at road crossings in ways previously unknown. Further-
more, the findings stress the importance of considering the ensemble of motivation
and performance effects when assessing the efficacy of a culvert design.
The second article investigates the effects of sediment deposition within a baﬄed
experimental channel on passage and behavioral responses of juvenile rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss). A three-dimensional fish tracking graphical user interface
was developed and used to provide detailed kinematics of fish. Stereoscopic particle
image velocimetry permitted high-resolution descriptions of the flow over a clear
baﬄe configuration and the same baﬄes with sediment wedges placed in their wakes.
Controlled station-holding, suggestive of flow-refuging, only occurred when sediment
wedges were blocking the baﬄes’ recirculation regions. Also, maximum distances
of ascent were higher, and more moderate ground-speeds were employed in the
sediment condition. A metric to evaluate how a recirculation wake may induce
postural instabilities is proposed. The results suggest the recirculatory wakes of the
clear bed baﬄes caused postural instabilities and were in many ways detrimental to
passage performance. Continued research on the influence of recirculatory wakes on
passage metrics is merited.
In the third article of this thesis, OpenFOAM’s interFoam solver was used to
model a complex three-dimensional flow field of a large pool and weir fishway. Nu-
merical results from OpenFOAM and the commercial solver FLOW-3D are com-
pared and validated with in situ experimental data. OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D
produced similar flow fields. Both models accurately predicted velocity magnitudes
throughout the pool and barrier velocities downstream of the notch, yet significantly
under-predicted turbulent kinetic energy levels within it. The findings demonstrate
that interFoam predicted barrier velocities, flow rates, turbulence magnitudes and
depths to accuracies acceptable for fishway design evaluation.
Mots clés: fish passage, road culverts, fishway, fluid mechanics, computational fluid
dynamics, particle image velocimetry, brook trout, brown trout, rainbow trout
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1
1.1 Problem statements
This thesis investigates two research issues related to fish passage, Civil and Environ-
mental engineering. The following two subsections describe and provide context for
each issue, and highlight how addressing them contributes to improving engineering
practice.
1.1.1 Problem 1 - Fish passage at culverts
Culverts are engineered hydraulic structures that play a crucial role in road and rail
stream-crossings. Culverts are designed primarily to provide adequate hydraulic con-
veyance through the roadway’s structural fill to prevent embankment overtopping.
However, culverts are also structures with which many migratory and resident fish
species interact with at various stages of their life cycle. It is widely known that cul-
verts can act as barriers for aquatic organism migration (Warren and Pardew, 1998;
Macpherson et al., 2012) and improving fish passage through culverts has been a topic
of mounting interest over the past few decades (Ead et al., 2002; Hotchkiss et al., 2008;
Feurich et al., 2012; Olsen and Tullis, 2013; Khodier and Tullis, 2014).
High velocity sections and shallow depths are well documented challenges to up-
stream fish migration (Devkota et al., 2012; Olsen and Tullis, 2013; Goerig et al.,
2016). Culvert inlets can locally constrict channel widths, causing increased velocities
over the culvert length. These velocities may surpass physiological swimming capacities
of target fish species, inhibiting successful passage and ultimately blocking access to
upstream habitat. Even at lower cross-sectional velocities, culverts of excessive length
and especially those lacking appropriate resting areas, demand a protracted period of
physical exertion from upstream migrants. In such cases, weaker species or juveniles
from stronger swimming species may lack the stamina to complete ascent. Inadequate
flow depth also impedes upstream fish passage by inhibiting adequate thrust from be-
ing developed from caudal fin movements. Fish failing their first ascent may eventually
succeed, but likely only after incurring significant migratory delays and energetic costs
- both factors reducing individual and population level reproductive health.
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The practice of retrofitting aging corrugated steel culverts with smooth high-density
polyethene pipes (HDPE) (Syachrani et al., 2010), threatens to increase the number of
culverts exhibiting impassable hydraulic conditions. The need to repair failing culverts
in a timely and economic fashion, while limiting impact on traffic and freight routes, has
increased the popularity of sliplining. The use of HDPE in slipline retrofits, is advan-
tageous because the low hydraulic roughness of the plastic can in many circumstances
(but not all) offset losses to discharge capacity caused by the reduction in available flow
area (Duguay and Lacey, 2015). However, even at relatively low grades (e.g. < 1 %),
supercritical flow conditions are prone to develop over hydraulically smooth HDPE
material (Devkota et al., 2012). In the transition from subcritical to supercritical
conditions, depths reduce and average cross-sectional velocities increase considerably.
Research effort towards developing fish passage solutions for HDPE retrofits is needed
to mitigate impacts on the health of migratory riverine fish populations.
In recent decades, public awareness towards fish passage issues at culverts has
increased. As a response, governmental bodies have strengthened regulations, often
recommending or requiring land owners to provide measures to ensure adequate fish
passage at stream-crossings (e.g. Haché and Savoie, 2002). The addition of baﬄes
is a popular measure to remedy the commonly suboptimal hydraulics for fish passage
at impassable box, corrugated steel and slipline rehabilitated culverts. Baﬄes are
simple prismatic objects patterned along the culvert’s invert with the intent of adding
hydraulic roughness, causing greater depths and reducing cross-sectional velocities.
The benefits of decreasing velocities on improving fish passage through culverts is
widely known (Castro-Santos et al., 2013; Olsen and Tullis, 2013; Goerig et al., 2016).
Beyond fish passage considerations, baﬄes can pose risks to the culvert’s discharge
capacity; increasing Manning’s n roughness values, reducing the available flow area, and
amplifying risk of debris blockage (Tullis et al., 2008; Webb and Hotchkiss, 2009). If
the culvert’s discharge capacity decreases severely, headwaters may overbank, placing
public and private infrastructure at risk. Thus, baﬄe configurations must also be
optimized to allow adequate discharge. Furthermore, baﬄed culverts increase the risk
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of sediment and debris deposition within the inter-baﬄe region. This has the potential
to remove the benefits these low velocity resting zone may have for fish passage, while
simultaneously affecting discharge capacity.
In recent decades, numerous baﬄe forms and spatial arrangements of baﬄes have
been proposed and hydraulically characterized in the laboratory. Despite this atten-
tion, however, testing the impacts of baﬄe form on live fish passage while accounting
for practical engineering considerations is still limited. Thus, the first research problem
of this thesis is to evaluate measures for improving fish passage through culverts, while
simultaneously keeping the practical constraints of hydraulic capacity and sedimenta-
tion in mind. Section 1.2 details the principal research questions and objectives guiding
this work.
1.1.2 Problem 2 - Fishway modeling with OpenFOAM
Despite the attraction of experimentally characterizing flow fields through fish passage
infrastructure, experimental methods often require: (1) considerable labor and material
costs and (2) controlled laboratory environments and preparation. Furthermore, the
obtained data only characterizes a limited region of the flow. Prior to construction
of a new or rehabilitated fishway project, numerous designs may be scrutinized for
their ability to provide fish passage. Also the dynamic responses of the fishway over a
range of flow conditions (i.e. water-levels at crucial sections) will likely be addressed.
In industry, contracting an experimental laboratory to perform such detailed studies
increases costs, leaving less capital for passage efficacy studies and design rectifications.
Numerical methods for modeling fish passage infrastructure is a promising low-cost tool
to rapidly verify a number of fishway design permutations.
One option is to employ 1D or 2D hydrodynamic models to verify fishway designs
(e.g., HEC-RAS, TELEMAC 2D). However, lower dimension models should only be
applied in situations where a 1D or 2D approximation of an inherently 3D flow is
appropriate. Unfortunately, such situations rarely, if ever, truly exist in fishways. In
contrast, 3D computation fluid dynamics (CFD), based on the resolution of the Navier-
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Stokes equations, is a method to quickly evaluate the entire flow field of a culvert
or fishway design (Andersson et al., 2012; Feurich et al., 2012; Clark et al., 2014;
Marriner et al., 2014). Improvements in computational resources and reductions in
hardware costs are making CFD assisted fishway design more commonplace. However,
the ability of CFD to faithfully predict a turbulent flow field is sensitive to a number of
modelling parameters. For instance, the choice of turbulence closure method, boundary
conditions, choice of discretization scheme and mesh quality have important effects
on results. A sensitivity analysis of how important fishway design parameters (i.e.
pool depths, barrier velocities, turbulence levels) respond to variations to modeling
parameters is prerequisite to obtaining quality results.
The improved spatial resolution gained from performing 3D CFD comes at the cost
of higher computational demands. Commercial codes are popular for their user-friendly
working environment, accuracy and thoroughly validated code. Yet, these advantages
often come with substantial licensing fees, scalability (parallelization) limitations and
restricted access to source code, rendering them costly to use to simulate modern
muliti-million cell 3D CFD fishway domains. Alternatively, OpenFOAM is a free and
open-sourced 3D CFD code. Liberated from licensing restrictions, its scalability is
limited only by available hardware, allowing researchers and industrial practitioners to
efficiently allocate resources to resolve fishway problems.
OpenFOAM’s two phase solver, interFoam, has achieved success modeling complex
flows such as hydraulic jumps, sewage collection systems, free surface flows around
submerged hydrofoils and determining wave forces on coastal bridge decks (Seiffert et
al., 2014; Bayon-Barrachina et al., 2015; Bayon-Barrachina and Lopez-Jimenez, 2015;
Prasad et al., 2015). Results from these studies demonstrate the potential of Open-
FOAM to predict fishway design parameters of interest such as barrier velocities, pool
depths, turbulence metrics and mean flow patterns. Despite its many advantages,
OpenFOAM has not been applied for fishway design evaluation in published literature.
The lack of OpenFOAM’s use in this field of study is likely due to a combination of
factors; absence of research evaluating interFoam’s ability to replicate in situ experi-
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mental fishway data; the steep learning curve associated with OpenFOAM and a lack of
guidance on how OpenFOAM cases can be setup to model the free surface (air-water)
flows associated with fishways.
The second problem of this thesis is to address some of the difficulties associated
with using OpenFOAM for modeling fishways in the hopes of promoting its use in
further academic and industrial fish passage research. This will be achieved by evalu-
ating the interFoam solver to model a large operational pool and weir fishway and by
comparing the interFoam solver to the widely used commercial CFD solver FLOW-3D.
The objectives of this portion of the thesis are outlined in section 1.2.
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1.2 Research Questions and objectives
1.2.1 Problem 1 – Fish passage at culverts
The work presented in this thesis addressing fish passage at culverts was performed
with the following research questions in mind; (1) How does baﬄe form and spatial
arrangement affect fish passage?; and (2) Does sediment deposition in the recirculatory
wakes of baﬄes detriment fish passage through culverts? These two research questions
are broken down into research objectives for which the experiments presented in chap-
ters 3 and 4 were designed to address. The research objectives pertaining to each
question are listed below.
Question 1: How does baﬄe form and spatial arrangement affect fish
passage?
• Understand the mechanisms driving baﬄe form dependant variations
in performance and motivation among fish length class sizes, ranging
from juvenile to fully sexually mature body morphology.
• Investigate how baﬄe form modifies cross-sectional velocities and free
surface elevations.
• Determine if interspecific performance and motivation differences in
relation to baﬄe form exist between two trout species of socioeco-
nomic importance to North America - brook (Salvelinus fontinalis)
and brown trout (Salmo trutta).
Question 2: Does sediment deposition in the recirculatory wakes of baﬄes
influence fish passage through culverts?
• Obtain fine-scale characterization of the hydrodynamic flow field gen-
erated in proximity of baﬄes with and without sediment present in
their lees.
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• Relate the sediment affected turbulent hydrodynamic flow field to 3D
trajectories of juvenile rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss).
• Gain insight on the effect of sediment deposition on ground speed and
performance of juvenile rainbow trout.
• Deepen understanding of how fish interact with the complex turbulent
recirculatory wake present in the lees of isolated roughness elements.
• Demonstrate a method to track fish trajectories in 3D and develop
an open-source graphical user interface in Python 3.6 to facilitate 3D
tracking for future research efforts.
1.2.2 Problem 2 – Fishway modeling with OpenFOAM
The work in this thesis related to using OpenFOAM for modeling a large technical
fishway was performed with the following research question in mind: Can OpenFOAM
perform equally well at replicating in situ experimental flow data of a large pool and
weir fishway as the widely used commercial CFD code FLOW-3D? The specific research
objectives pertaining to this question are listed below.
• Experimentally characterize a typical pool of a large pool and weir
fishway with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter.
• Gather water surface elevations at key positions upstream of the fish-
way and within a typical pool of the pool and weir fishway.
• Develop numerical models in both OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D of the
fishway.
• Compare velocity and turbulence fields obtained by OpenFOAM with
FLOW-3D and experimental data.
• Perform a grid sensitivity analysis of both OpenFOAM and FLOW-
3D.
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• Understand the shortcomings of the industrial standard k −  turbu-
lence closure approach to modeling the complex turbulent flow field of
pool and weir fishway.
• Investigate the sensitivity of the volume-of-fluid’s alpha phase frac-
tion (α) for locating the free surface of the turbulent air-entrained
fishway pool and estimating the volume of water within the pool for
the calculation of the pool’s volumetric dissipative power.
• Provide a global assessment of OpenFOAM as a tool to accurately
predict fishway design criteria (i.e. barrier velocities, flow patterns,
turbulence metrics, water surface levels and pool volumes).
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1.3 Document outline
Chapter 2
Presents a detailed background of the principal concepts, theories and experimental
and numerical methods relevant to the field of fish passage research. The background
begins with a presentation of the various forces and moments induced on a fish by a
hydrodynamic turbulent flow. It then provides a detailed review of work related to how
turbulence affects fish passage and how flow velocities increase energy expenditures.
After, an overview of the use of particle image velocimetry in fish passage research is
presented.
Chapter 3
Details an experiment performed with wild brook and brown trout at the U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey-Leetown Science Center, S.O. Conte Anadromous Fish Research Center in
the Fall of 2015. This experiment had as its principal objective to study the influence
of baﬄe form on performance and motivation of trout to succeed and attempt ascents
through an experimental box-culvert mimicking a roadway culvert.
Chapter 4
Provides the details and results of a small-scale flume experiment of fish ascending over
a treatment of weir baﬄes with and without sediment wedges placed in their recircula-
tory wakes. The experimental apparatus is presented along with the various technolo-
gies used including passive integrated transponders for fish detection and identification,
video camera array, three-dimensional fish tracking with high-speed videography and
stereoscopic particle image velocimetry.
Chapter 5
Presents the findings of a comparative study of the computation fluid dynamics models
OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D. The models were compared and assessed for their ability
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to reproduce the experimentally measured turbulent velocity field of in a large func-
tional pool and weir fishway in Québec. The methods used in the field work as well as
the numerical approaches employed in both OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D are explained.
Appendix A
Presents an extract from the article presented in Chapter 4 that did not get submitted
with the article due to word limit considerations. The extract is included because of
the potential relevance it may have for future research.
Appendix B
Provides an explanation of the pytracker3D python package and graphical user interface
that was developed to perform high-speed three-dimensional tracking of fish presented
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The following sections synthesize the principal concepts, theories and experimental
approaches required for the pursuit of the objectives of this thesis. The chapter begins
with a discussion on how fish locomote and maintain postural stability in complex
turbulent flow fields (section 2.2). This provides context for the discussions focusing
on how turbulence (section 2.3) and velocity (section 2.4) influence locomotion and
stability of fish in engineered structures. This is then followed by a discussion on
energy minimizing strategies that fish employ to navigate complex turbulent flow fields
(section 2.5). Finally, a brief overview of particle image velocimetry (PIV) and its
application to fish passage research is presented.
2.2 Fish locomotion and stability
A fish swimming in a turbulent flow is challenged to maintain forward locomotion
and postural stability while navigating a complex hydrodynamic environment capable
of rapidly transferring erratic forces to its body (Ffluid). For a fish to maintain a
streamwise position relative to the ground (station holding), it must overcome the drag
force induced majoritarily by tangential viscous stresses of water flowing over its body
(pressure drag plays less of a role in species with a fusiform body morphology). This is
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achieved primarily through powered caudal fin movements. To gain a forward ground
speed, the fish must not only overcome the drag force of the oncoming water, but
also supply an excess force sufficient to accelerate its mass forward. Simultaneously,
vertically and laterally orientated fluid forces (turbulent forces) must be overcome
through coordinated movements of the pectoral, caudal and dorsal fins (Drucker and
Lauder, 2001; Drucker, 2005). Fluid forces applied at a moment arm from the center-
of-mass of the fish may produce destabilizing moments resulting in yawing, pitching
or rolling rotational accelerations of its body. Because fish have physiological limits to
muscle power output, thresholds for counteracting fluid induced forces and moments
exists. When fluid forces surpass these thresholds, fish will abandon their swimming
or station holding efforts and drift downstream. The downstream drifting may or
may not be preceded by a loss of postural stability. In the case of engineered fish
passage structures, fish abandoning their ascent incur migratory delays and energetic
costs, causing negative consequences such as reduced reproductive health, increased
exposure to predation and reduced access to suitable feeding habitats (Silva et al.,
2018).
A free-body diagram of the principal forces acting on a fish is presented in Fig.
2.1. These forces include the longitudinal (Fxfluid, principally Fdrag), lateral (Fyfluid)
and vertical (Fzfluid) fluid forces, as well as the buoyant and gravitational forces acting
on the fish’s body. Vertical, lateral and streamwise stability (i.e. postural stability)
is achieved when the vector sum of fluid forces acting on the fish (Ffluid), locomotor
forces (Ffish) produced by the fish and body forces (Fbody, gravitational and buoyant
forces) balance in the x, y and z directions:
∑
Ffluid +
∑
Ffish +
∑
Fbody = 0,
and moments caused by fluid forces along these axis are balanced by moments generated
by locomotor forces of the fish:
∑
Mfluid +
∑
Mfish = 0.
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Figure 2.1: Free body diagram of a fusiform shaped ﬁsh. Fish can largely cancel the buoyant
force by varying their volumetric density through ﬁne tuning the volume of their swim bladder.
The forces generated by ﬁn movements impart momentum to the surrounding ﬂuid.
By Newton’s second law, the change in momentum within a control volume surrounding
the ﬁsh is equal to the sum of forces exerted on the control volume (by pressure and
shear) and within the control volume by the locomotive ﬁn movements of the ﬁsh and
the dampening eﬀects of the ﬂuid’s viscosity. The force balance of a control volume of
incompressible ﬂuid surrounding a ﬁsh is expressed in equation Eq. 2.1. The ability of
a ﬁsh to locomote and maneuver in a body of water can be understood by examining
this force balance closer.
∂
∂t
∫
V
ρudV +
∫
S
(ρ · un)udS =
∫
pndS + Fvis + Ffish (2.1)
Consider an initially quiescent control volume (dV ) with Eulerian velocity ﬁeld
u(x, y, z, t) = ui+ vj +wk, where u, v and w are the ﬂow speeds respectively along
the x, y and z directions (i, j, k indicate unit vectors along x, y and z ). The ﬁrst
term of Eq. 2.1 indicates the temporal variation in ﬂuid momentum in the control
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volume while the second term indicates the transfer of momentum across the control
volume surface, with outflux being positive (n is a normal unit vector to the control
volume surface dS pointing outwards). The third term of Eq. 2.1 represents the
surface forces acting on the control volume by pressure (p) and Fvis indicates forces
acting on the control volume surfaces and between fluid particles in the control volume
through viscous stresses. Finally the fifth term Ffish, represents the sum total of forces
generated within the control volume by powered movements of the fish’s body.
At time to, the total momentum in dV is zero, and the left two terms of Eq. 2.1 are
null. Between to and t′, the fish completes a combination of fin movements, producing
a net Ffish which imparts momentum to the fluid measured as ρudV at time t′. By
Newton’s third law, the fish experiences a reaction force equal and opposite to Ffish,
and it is this reactionary force that propels the fish, or assists the fish to correct for
destabilizing fluid forces and moments (Dabiri, 2005). By measuring the momentum
contained within vortices shed by fin movements, researchers have taken advantage of
the coupling of fluid motion and fin movement to measure forces generated by fish fins
(Drucker and Lauder, 2001; Drucker, 2005).
The exchange of momentum between the body of a fish and the surrounding water
(or vice-versa) is generated through either of two processes: (1) viscous stresses along
the surface of the fish, or (2) net pressure differentials over the surface of the fish (Lucas
et al., 2017). Viscous stresses are the dominant component of the drag force acting on
fusiform body morphology fish (e.g. trout) holding station or swimming in a rectilinear
flow. Pressure forces contribute little drag due to minimal flow separation over the fish’s
streamlined body. The total drag force (Fdrag) applied to a fish swimming streamwise
through a rectilinear flow can be approximated with Eq. 2.2, where ρ is the density of
water, S is an arbitrary reference area (often the maximal cross sectional area of the
body), vr is the water velocity relative to the fish and CD is the drag coefficient.
Fdrag =
1
2
ρSv2rCD (2.2)
Momentum exchange through fluid pressure differentials over the fish’s body is
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what enables forward fish locomotion, permits maneuvering and contributes largely to
the destabilizing effects of turbulent flow features (shear stress distributions also play
an important role). Examples of such destabilizing turbulent flows include transient
high velocity fluid wedges, rotating eddies (rotational shear) and shear layers generated
in flows in proximity to isolated roughness elements. Parts of the fish in contact with
the higher velocities of these turbulent fluid features may be characterized by relatively
high (stagnation) pressures and shear stresses. The imbalance of surface forces over the
fish’s body results in a net force to transfer momentum to the fish’s body and accelerate
its mass. During voluntary locomotion and maneuvering, powered fin movements work
in along the same principal by establishing momentary pressure differentials on their
surfaces to generate resultant forces directing the acceleration of the fish’s body in a
desired trajectory (Lucas et al., 2017).
The discussion above has provided a general overview of the theory of how turbu-
lent velocity fields impart momentum to a fish’s body and how a fish employs powered
fin movements to perform locomotion. Momentum transfer between fluid and fish,
whether through viscous stresses or pressure differentials, is a persistent challenge for
fish attempting to maintain stable locomotion through engineered hydraulic structures.
The degree to which a fish is able to successfully navigate and overcome the destabi-
lizing and retarding effects of a turbulent flow environment depends on a number of
factors including the fish’s body morphology (Lupandin, 2005), power output of its fins
(Drucker and Lauder, 1999; Drucker, 2003), exposure times to turbulent features (per-
sistence, Cotel and Webb, 2015), dominant orientations of turbulent features (Webb,
2004; Tritico and Cotel, 2010) and other hydrodynamic flow parameters such as the
time-averaged velocity field (Katopodis and Gervais, 2012; Castro-Santos et al., 2013),
background turbulence (Enders et al., 2003) and pressure distributions within the flow
field (Ristroph et al., 2015). The following sections develop the relationship between
the most important of the these factors and fish passage through engineered structures
in relation to the objectives of this thesis.
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2.3 Turbulence and fish Passage
Turbulent flows demonstrate a continuum of intermittent coherent motions of the fluid
characterized by varied vorticity, length-scales and orientation. Lacey et al. (2012)
outline a comprehensive framework for the study of turbulence on the locomotion and
behavioral responses of fish in turbulent flows. The mnemonic IPOS (intensity, period-
icity, orientation and scale) summarizes the key turbulent descriptors. The following
paragraphs discuss each IPOS descriptor and the principal metrics used to evaluate
them. Influential studies that have investigated the effects of turbulence on the stabil-
ity and locomotion of fish are discussed throughout.
2.3.1 Measures of turbulent intensity
Turbulence intensity is a measure of the fluctuating normal components of the Reynolds
stress tensor derived from Reynolds-averaging the Navier-Stokes equation (Lacey et
al., 2012). Turbulent intensities for the three directional velocity field components are
calculated as the square root of the Reynolds normal stress terms divided by density
(
√
u′u′ ,
√
v′v′ ,
√
w′w′), which is equivalent to the standard deviations of the velocity
component (σi = σu, σv, σw, where i, j and k respectively represent the longitudinal
(x ), lateral (y) and vertical (z ) velocity components). An alternative turbulence metric
is the turbulent kinetic energy (k = 0.5(σ2u + σ2v + σ2w)), which evaluates the local
3D turbulence at a point within the flow. The Reynolds shear stresses (e.g., −ρu′v′ ,
−ρu′w′ , −ρv′w′ , where ρ indicates the fluid’s density), on the other hand, represent the
momentum flux due to the turbulent transfer of fluid between adjacent fluid parcels.
The Reynolds shear stresses (RSS) have units of stress, making them attractive metrics
for investigating the effect of turbulence on fish locomotion in the context of the body
force diagram presented in Figure 2.1.
A number of studies have attempted to investigate the role of k (Nikora et al., 2003;
Enders et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005), σi (Nikora et al., 2003; Enders et al., 2005;
Smith et al., 2005; Cotel et al., 2006) and Reynolds shear stresses on inciting behavioral
responses in fish (Nikora et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2005; Goettel et al., 2015). The
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conclusions are varied, with numerous studies indicating k and σi have little or limited
effects on fish stability, energetics or locomotion (Nikora et al., 2003; Goettel et al.,
2015) and others indicating these metrics have a considerable influence (Smith et al.,
2005; Enders et al., 2003; Enders et al., 2005; Cotel et al., 2006). Discrepancies across
studies on the importance of turbulence are thought to be reconcilable in the fact that,
though k and σi values may be of similar order in two studies, the length scales and
orientations of the underlying turbulence of one study may deviate significantly from
the other (Lacey et al., 2012). Despite the intuitive appeal of Reynolds shear stress as
a turbulence metric, few studies have evaluated how this metric affects the behavioral
responses of fish. Nikora et al. (2003) noted varied distributions of −ρu′w′ between
a roughened and a smooth channel did not have appreciable effects on behavioral
responses of fish. Smith et al. (2005) found correlations between the vertical momentum
flux (−ρu′w′) and fish focal points, yet no such correlation with lateral momentum
fluxes (−ρu′v′). Lacey et al. (2012) furthered that the lack of lateral correlation in
Smith et al. (2005) data, may be due to the fish’s greater tolerance to lateral forces
than vertical forces, yet cautioned that the lack of correlation in Smith et al. (2005)
data may be because the lateral fluxes did not surpass the threshold required to elicit
a behavioral response.
Turbulent intensity (σi), k and Reynolds shear stresses are also attractive metrics
from a practical standpoint because they can be readily obtained with point-wise ve-
locity measurement devices (e.g. acoustic Doppler velocimeter). However, interpreting
the effects these metrics have on fish stability and locomotion is difficult, as witnessed
by the conflicting results of many of the studies listed above. Without further data
analysis, these metrics offer little insight into the dominant scales, orientations and
periodicity of the turbulence in the flow and are essential quantities to understand the
magnitude and direction of the hydrodynamic forces acting on the fish. To obtain
these quantities, one has to resort to the statistical analysis of velocity time series data
(power density spectrum) or the spatial interpretation of vorticity fields from PIV mea-
surements. However, these approaches have difficulties and limitations which restrict
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their precision and their range of application. Furthermore, these methods are difficult
to do simultaneously with live fish movements. Both approaches are detailed below
and in section 2.3.2.
Vorticity provides an alternative interpretation of the turbulence within a flow field.
Calculated as twice the angular velocity (Ω, Eq. 2.3 for the z direction) of a fluid parcel,
vorticity (ω, Eq. 2.4 in the z direction), can thus be understood as a measure of how
fast a fluid parcel is spinning (Tritico and Cotel, 2010; Lacey et al., 2012).
Ω =
1
2
(
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
)
(2.3)
ω =
(
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
)
(2.4)
Care must be taken in the interpretation of vorticity for the identification of eddies,
since its mathematical definition does not distinguish between vorticity produced by
shear and the rotational motion of the fluid (Kolář, 2007). Thus spatially and tem-
porally averaged vorticity will likely result in a depiction of the spatial distribution of
shear, with the rotational components obscured within the averaged values. Spatially
averaged vorticity can be of interest when evaluating zones dominated by persistent
rotational vorticity (i.e. recirculatory wakes in the lees’ of bluff bodies, see Fig. 5.9 for
an example), by providing estimates of the rotational strength of an eddy. Figure 2.2
provides an example of the time averaged spatial distribution of vorticity around a bed
mounted cube obtained with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter. From Fig. 2.2, vorticity
is seen to increase with decreasing relative height z+, suggesting stronger vertically
aligned (explained in section 2.3.3) vortices near the bed. However, the contribution of
the rotational shear from shedding vortices at the front edge of the cube is difficult to
distinguish from the shearing of the fluid along the streamwise walls of the cube. This
is an inherent weakness of temporally averaged vorticity obtained from interpolated
point-wise measurements. This limits their application to flows where the rotational
contribution to vorticity is of little importance.
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Figure 2.2: Spatial distributions of mean vertical vorticity ωz in s−1 in the downstream wake
of a bed mounted cube at various relative heights (z+) in the flow (Lacey and Rennie, 2012).
To overcome the challenge of distinguishing rotational and shearing vorticity, one
must resort to further analysis of instantaneous velocity fields of the flow obtained by
PIV measurements. The swirl strength is a vortex identification metric applicable to
PIV vector fields. Swirl strength is calculated using the imaginary part of the complex
eigenvalue of velocity gradient tensor of the flow field to locate and estimate the strength
of the swirling motion inside a vortex of fluid (Zhou et al., 1999; Kolář, 2007). The swirl
strength effectively eliminates the ambiguity between shear and rotational vorticity
and adequately locates vortex cores. An example of the spatial distribution of swirl
strength around a bed mounted cube taken from preliminary PIV results of this thesis
is presented in Fig. 2.3.
One must perform further analysis on the vorticity field in the vicinity of each
identified vortex core to extract the strength (angular momentum, Πe) and scale (eddy
diameter de) of the vortex. These metrics can then be used to successfully infer the
likelihood that the vortex field may cause postural stability challenges to fish. To
obtain these metrics, the vorticity ω over an area of interest delimiting the spatial
extents of the vortex must be summed (area of the eddy S as in Eq. 2.5) and then
converted to angular momentum using Eq. 2.6. Integrating vorticity around the core
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Figure 2.3: Example of swirl strength spatial distributions indicating cores of shedding vortices
around a transparent bed mounted cube (flow is from right to left). The bright particles in
the background are laser illuminated flow seeding.
is performed over successively larger concentric circles until the circulation of a given
eddy Γe asymptotically levels off as the vorticity significantly diminishes in the fluid
adjacent to the eddy. To convert to angular momentum, Γe is multiplied by the eddy
mass (me = ρwVe, where ρw is the density of the fluid and Ve is the eddy volume)
and then divided by 4pi as in Eq. 2.6 (Drucker and Lauder, 1999; Tritico and Cotel,
2010). The eddy volume can be estimated as the volume of sphere of diameter equal
to the eddy diameter for flows in the range of Reynolds numbers between 340-45 000
(Williamson, 1996; Tritico and Cotel, 2010). Therefore, the angular momentum of an
eddy is a function of its vorticity and size. Thus, a vortex with greater vorticity would
have a higher momentum, or in terms of the IPOS framework - a higher intensity,
than a vortex of similar size with less vorticity. Since fish locomotion is influenced
primarily by hydrodynamic forces and moments, the concept of angular momentum
provides a physical interpretation for estimating the forces a fish will be subjected to
in a turbulent flow field.
Γe =
∫
S
ωavg · dS (2.5)
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Πe =
meΓe
4pi
(2.6)
Tritico and Cotel (2010) demonstrated that the threshold to incite postural spills
in creek chub was 30 000 g cm2s−1, below this level the occurrence of spills was incon-
sequential and higher values increased the frequency of spills dramatically as observed
in Fig. 2.4. Tritico and Cotel (2010) remarked that the onset of postural spills reduced
critical swim speeds (defined in section 2.4) by 10 to 22 %, which can have negative
impacts on fish navigating turbulent zones. Despite the attraction of angular momen-
tum as a fish passage metric, no attempts have been made to use angular momentum
to define the chaotic turbulent flows in baﬄed culverts or fishway.
Figure 2.4: Observed spills as a function of angular momentum (adapted from Tritico and
Cotel, 2010).
2.3.2 Periodicity
Periodicity is a measure of the consistency at which a flow phenomena (i.e. shedding
vortex) appears at regular intervals in a flow. Periodic flows are believed to provide a
level of predictability allowing fish to foresee vortices and adjust swimming behaviors to
energetically benefit from their passing (Liao, 2007; Lacey et al., 2012). Fish have been
shown to passively extract energy from oncoming vortices (Liao, 2004; Akanyeti and
Liao, 2013), a behavior described in further detail in section 2.5. For example, rainbow
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trout adjust their body kinematics in tune to the highly periodic Kármán vortex street
in the wake of a moderate Reynolds number flow around a cylinder D-section, thus
benefit from reduced muscular activity (Liao et al., 2003). Such ideal periodic flows
rarely occur in nature or baﬄed culverts, thus the extent to which fish may benefit
from periodicity is somewhat questionable.
Aside from the studies by Liao (Liao et al., 2003; Liao, 2004), not much attention
has been given to the role of periodicity in altered turbulent flows. This could be due
to the difficulty of accurately identifying vortex frequency, turbulent length-scales and
intensities with point-wise measurement devices. One may apply spectral analysis to
reveal the periodicity of vortex shedding of a flow. Spectral analysis employs a discrete
Fourier transform to decompose a velocity time series into constituent sinusoidal waves
with unique amplitudes and frequencies. The power spectral density (PSD) is then
calculated to determine the contributions of the each of the frequencies to the total
power of the signal. Peaks in the PSD reveal periodicity associated at that frequency.
Spectral analysis has been used successfully to identify periodicity in altered turbulent
flows of interest to fish locomotion (Enders et al., 2003). However, the technique
may not be suitable for all flows, since vortex interactions for example coalescence
(Mohanraj et al., 2016) and coherent turbulence motions stemming from upstream flow
phenomena (Becker et al., 2002) attenuate peaks in the PSD and obscure identification
of periodicity.
2.3.3 Orientation
The orientation of a spinning eddy is determined as the direction of the axis around
which the eddy revolves. Figure 2.5 depicts two counter-rotating eddies with axis
aligned parallel to the z axis, or in other words, vertically aligned vortices. Figure 2.6,
on the other hand, illustrates two counter-rotating eddies with their axis aligned parallel
to the x axis (horizontally aligned). In turbulent fluvial environments, a complex field
of eddy orientations is expected (i.e. diagonally aligned). This is also true for many
engineered flows such as at roadway culverts and technical fishway. Exceptionally,
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however, a dominant eddy orientation may prevail in ﬂows around simple geometric
objects such as weir and spoiler baﬄes.
Figure 2.5: Fish subjected to two counter-rotating vertically orientated vortices with axis of
rotation pointing along the z-axis.
During a ﬁsh-eddy interaction, the forces imparted to the ﬁsh will depend on the
surface area of contact. Thus diﬀerent ﬁsh species encountering an identical eddy,
will not experience the same forces due to variations in body morphology. Lacey et
al. (2012) point out that fusiform ﬁsh will generally experience similar resultant forces
independent of whether the force is of vertical or horizontal orientation, simply because
fusiform ﬁsh have similar width and body heights. In contrast, laterally compressed
ﬁsh (e.g. bluegill sunﬁsh, Lepomis macrochirus) will experience a higher resultant force
from vertically rather than horizontally aligned eddies. Creek Chub, which present ﬁn
patterns and body morphology of many common stream ﬁsh, encountering horizontally
aligned eddies with diameters greater than 76% percent body length demonstrated
higher spill frequencies than when encountering vertically aligned vortices of similar
diameter (Tritico and Cotel, 2010). A possible explanation is that correcting for eddies
causing pitching moments is more diﬃcult, than for perturbations causing yawing
moments in fusiform ﬁsh (Liao, 2007). Yawing moments can be countered through
strong caudal ﬁn movements, whereas pitching moments can only be countered through
comparatively weak pectoral ﬁn movements.
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Figure 2.6: Fish subjected to counter-rotating horizontal vortices with principal axis of rota-
tion lying on the x-y plane.
2.3.4 Scale
The scale of hydrodynamic perturbations is an important consideration for postural
stability of ﬁsh. This can be illustrated by analyzing the ratio between the momentum
of a moving ﬁsh and the momentum comprised within an oncoming eddy or front of
high or low velocity relative to the mean (ﬂuid wedge). The ratio of wedge momentum
to ﬁsh momentum has been shown (Lacey et al., 2012) to follow the relation (where ue
is the wedge velocity and uf is the ﬁsh velocity,
Wedgemomentum
Fishmomentum
∼
(
Lu
Lf
)3
ue
uf
(2.7)
which is highly dependent on the ratio of the wedge length to the body length (as the
ﬁrst term in Eq. 2.7 is cubed). Therefore small wedge length scales will not likely
inﬂuence the stability of a moving ﬁsh, since the momentum comprised in the wedge is
small compared to that of the ﬁsh. This concept can also be extended to eddies, with
the eddy diameter replacing the wedge length scale, and an appropriate body length
scale for the ﬁsh momentum term. Furthermore, as can be seen in Eq. 2.6, the total
angular momentum of a vortex is a function of the length scale (i.e. eddy volume) over
which the vorticity is integrated. Thus, larger vortices will contain greater momentum
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than smaller vortices spinning with the same angular velocity. Eddies of a similar scale
to the fish length have been shown to cause challenges to the postural stability of fish
(Pavlov et al., 2000; Tritico and Cotel, 2010). The concept of eddy scale is of prime
concern in the present thesis given its influence on angular momentum of vortices and
their effect on the stability of fish.
2.4 Velocity and swimming energetics
The effect of velocity on fish passage is perhaps the most rigorously investigated fish
passage stressor in the field of fish passage research. A number of studies have examined
velocity within the context of a diverse range of fish species of socioeconomic importance
(Enders et al., 2003; Kemp and Williams, 2008; Poplar-Jeffers et al., 2009; Davis and
Davis, 2011). By one account Katopodis and Gervais (2012) state that at least 1900
studies have been performed investigating swimming metrics related to flow velocity.
The following paragraph provides a brief introduction to the different swim speeds
fish adopt in response to local velocity conditions. This is then followed by energy
expenditure and passage efficacy models based on fish ground speeds and local flow
velocities.
2.4.1 Swimming speeds
Fish present three fundamental swimming speeds (Clay, 2017). The fastest, a fish’s
burst speed, is normally applied in nature only to evade predators and swim through
short sections (chokes) with much higher than average water velocities. Burst-speed
can only be maintained for very brief periods and a recuperation period is needed after
its use. A fish’s sustained speed, on the other hand, can be maintained for a duration of
a few minutes. Fish use their sustained speed to navigate swift reaches of a river, over
small sets of rapids or to overcome low level cascades. Cruising speed, sometimes called
prolonged speed, can be maintained for a long period of time and is used while feeding
or moving over slower reaches of water (Clay, 2017). Among these three characteristic
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speeds, the burst speed of the target species is of particular importance for the design
of baﬄe configurations and technical fishway. If the velocity at a section surpasses the
burst speed of the target fish species, then passage may be jeopardized (Castro-Santos,
2006). Reduced passage success can also result if fish are exposed to prolonged reaches
presenting velocities at their sustained swimming speeds. A number of sources exist in
the literature which provide threshold velocities for these three swimming modes for a
variety of fish species (Peake et al., 1997; Katopodis and Gervais, 2012).
2.4.2 Energy relation to local velocity
The effort required for a fish to maintain a position relative to the ground (i.e. station
holding) while enduring a mean velocity (Uflow) in a flow can be represented as work
(W ) following a method proposed by Pavlov et al. (2000). Work is calculated with
Eq.2.8, which requires an estimate of the streamwise drag force (Fx, Eq. 2.9) that the
fish must overcome while holding station in the flow. The body drag force coefficient
Cs, which is a function of the Reynolds number of the flow, is introduced as well as the
wetted surface area of the fish S. Substituting Eq. 2.9 into 2.8, results in a complete
expression for the work expended (Eq. 2.10). Thus, the importance of velocity on the
energetic requirements of a fish attempting to holding station against a rectilinear flow
is reflected by the cubed velocity term in Eq. 2.10. The work required for fish to swim
upstream against a stream velocity can be determined through Eq. 2.10, substituting
Uflow with the relative velocity (Urel) obtained by adding the ground speed (Ug) of the
fish to the velocity of the flow (Uflow). To highlight the importance of Urel on swimming
energetics, a fish swimming at a relative velocity of 2 m/s will use approximately 3.3
times less energy that a fish swimming at 3 m/s. The work relation may be insightful
for analyzing the preferred trajectories fish adopt traversing engineered structures.
W =
∫ t2
t1
FxUflowdt (2.8)
Fx = ρCsSU
2
flow/2 (2.9)
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W =
∫ t2
t1
ρCsSU
3
flow
2
dt (2.10)
2.4.3 Performance estimates based on Ug and Uflow
Castro-Santos (2006) proposed a model (Eq. 2.11) to predict the maximum ascent
distance (Dmax) through a culvert presenting sections of distinct velocities (i.e. vena
contracta at the entrance or a backwater condition downstream). The model requires
the determination of the fatigue time (t∗), dependent on the species and size of fish
(Brett, 1964), and an adequate decomposition of the channel’s velocity field into rep-
resentative reaches. Maximum distance of ascent (Dmax) is determined using Eq. 2.11
and can be used to evaluate the passability of the culvert given Ug of the fish and the
length required to be traversed. The interested reader is directed to Castro-Santos
(2006) for a detailed derivation of the model.
Dmax =
∫ t∗
t=0
(Ug − Uflow) dt (2.11)
2.5 Energy minimizing behaviors
Fish swimming in turbulent flows demonstrate a number of energy minimizing behav-
iors in response to the turbulent wakes generated by either abiotic or biotic sources.
Liao (2007) describes the three main strategies (flow-refuging, entrainment and vortex
capture) observed across numerous studies investigating fish locomotion in proximity
to in-stream objects (i.e. boulders, logs, anthropomorphic objects). The first of these
strategies, flow-refuging, occurs when a fish takes advantage of the lower velocity wake
downstream of an object relative to the mean free-stream velocity. Figure 2.7 schemat-
ically depicts the position of a fish performing flow-refuging behind various natural
(boulders and logs) and artificial objects. Shuler et al. (1994) observed that the spatial
density of fish in a sampled reach of a river increased with increasing density of bottom
boulders. This suggests that fish actively seek low velocity flow opportunities to reduce
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energy requirements while performing migratory and feeding tasks.
Figure 2.7: Fish flow-refuging in the low velocity wakes of in-stream objects, (a) boulders
(Shuler et al., 1994), (b) logs (McMahon and Hartman, 1989), (c) Plexiglass T sections
(Fausch, 1993). Figure adapted from Liao (2007).
The second energy minimizing strategy, vortex capture, occurs when fish extract
energy from properly aligned vortices shedding from either abiotic or biotic sources.
This behaviour in Rainbow trout was observed behind a cylinder by Liao (2004). The
authors noted that Rainbow trout voluntarily altered swimming kinematics to capture
energy from shedding vortices by performing the “Kármán gait”, in reference to the
Kármán vortex street that can form downstream bluff bodies objects at appropriate
Reynolds numbers. Liao (2004) observed this behaviour to be most pronounced when
the cylinder size is large relative to the fish length. This behaviour is schematically
represented in Fig. 2.8 where a fish is observed to adjust body kinematics to absorb
energy from counter-rotating (red and blue) vortices shed from the half cylinder bluff
body. Similar use of vortex capture strategies have been observed in schools of fish
(Weihs, 1973) and in birds flying in formation (Maeng et al., 2013; Ghommem and Calo,
2014), suggesting that vortex capture can be achieved in biotically altered turbulent
flows as well.
Figure 2.8: Fish capturing vortices in drag wake of a half cylinder bluff body (Figure adapted
from Liao (2007)).
Entrainment, the third strategy, is distinguished from flow-refuging because the fish
is actively being pulled (or held in position) by the counter-current suction immediately
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downstream of an obstacle. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the approximate position of a ﬁsh
relative to the obstacle as observed in Webb and Hotchkiss (2009). Note how the ﬁsh’s
position is in close proximity of the obstacle, in contrast to when ﬁsh use ﬂow-refuging,
where they are generally located further downstream in the wake (Fig. 2.7). An inter-
esting study by Taguchi and Liao (2011) conﬁrmed that ﬁsh using entraining strategies
to hold station in proximity to a cylinder, consumed less oxygen than ﬁsh performing
Kármán gaiting, bow waking (where a ﬁsh holds station in the upstream bow wake
of an obstacle) and free stream swimming. These results suggest that entrainment is
an eﬀective strategy for ﬁsh to gain an energetic advantage while navigating complex
ﬂows such as those developed through engineered ﬁsh passage structures.
Figure 2.9: Fish entraining behind (a) vertically orientated and (b) horizontally oriented
cylinders. Fish take advantage of the suction region near the cylinder body to reduce energetic
demands (Figure adapted from Webb (1998).
The wide-scale observation of ﬂow-refuging, entrainment, and vortex capture around
solitary and grouped in-stream structures suggests ﬁsh may be able to also perform
these strategies through the complex turbulent velocity ﬁeld of baﬄed culverts. One of
the research objectives of this thesis is to understand how favourable ﬂow environments
can be created in baﬄed culverts to promote the use of energy minimizing strategies.
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2.6 Particle image velocimetry and fish passage ap-
plications
High speed particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a powerful tool to investigate the fine
spatial and temporal scales of turbulent fluid motion. The strength of PIV resides in
the technique’s ability to acquire instantaneous velocity vectors over a large field of
view. Vector fields are then processed to identify dominant flow patterns and derive
hydrodynamic variables. Knowledge of the velocity field and the spatial scales of flow
phenomena is of particular importance to fish passage applications. As mentioned in
section 2.3, during an eddy-fish interaction, the scale of the eddy and its orientation
in relation to the fish can have important impacts on its ability to locomote and main-
tain postural stability. Furthermore, the length-scales of recirculation zones and their
characteristic velocity and vorticity fields, are known to influence the use of energy
minimizing strategies (i.e. flow-refuging, entrainment and vortex capture).
Planar PIV provides velocity vectors over a region of interest by determining the
displacement of microscopic particles suspended in the flow over a short period of time.
The particles are illuminated by means of a coherent light emitting source (laser) that
has passed through optics to produce a sheet of desirable thickness and width (Fig.
2.10). A first image is rapidly followed by a second image separated by a time interval
∆t. Statistical techniques (autocorrelation or cross-correlation using fast Fourier trans-
forms) determine the displacement of particles contained within interrogation windows
disecritizing the field of view of the camera. Velocities are determined knowing the
time step (dt = t′ − t) separating the two captured images. Time-resolved particle
image velocimetry is obtained by taking a time series of images seperated by a small
dt. A typical velocity field obtained from preliminary work of this thesis is presented
in Fig. 2.11. In Fig. 2.11 the lateral extents of the separation region in the wake of
bed-mounted weir baﬄe can be observed.
Various studies have employed PIV techniques to analyse the locomotory and pre-
dation mechanisms of fish. Notably, Drucker and Lauder (1999) employed PIV to es-
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Figure 2.10: Typical particle image velocimetry experimental set-up, showing the laser light
sheet, image plan and the displacement of the illuminated particles within an interrogation
window at times t and t′ (Raﬀel et al., 1998).
Figure 2.11: Example vector ﬁeld obtained using stereoscopic particle image velocimetry.
Color indicates instantaneous u-component values of the ﬂow in vicinity of a bed-mounted
weir baﬄe conﬁguration. The separated drag wake is clearly visible downstream of the baﬄe
(gray inﬁlled square).
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timate the lift and thrust force components of bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus)
pectoral fins and Drucker (2003) performed a similar study on rainbow trout (On-
corhynchus mykiss). Gemmell et al. (2014) employed tomographic PIV to determine
that planktivorous fish use hydrodynamic stealth to aid in the capture of evasive prey.
Numerous researches have also applied various PIV techniques to study aspects of the
swimming locomotion of biomimetic fish (Chambers et al., 2014; Neveln et al., 2014) in
efforts to improve the locomotion of underwater craft. However, it has not been until
fairly recently that PIV has begun to see applications in the field of fish passage. In
published peer-reviewed fish passage literature, PIV has only been applied to vertical
slot fishway Tarrade et al., 2011 where the influence of various weir geometries were
investigated for their influence on planar velocity and turbulence profiles across vertical
sections of the fishways pools. A recent doctoral thesis published online (Khodier and
Tullis, 2014), contains a chapter comparing CFD generated results with time-averaged
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy (k) profiles obtained from a planar profile PIV
view of flow over a weir baﬄe fixed along the invert of a culvert. Aside from these
works, PIV has seen little application directly within the field of fish passage research.
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Chapter 3
Baﬄe effects on passage
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Avant-propos
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French abstract: Il reste beaucoup à apprendre sur les moyens d’améliorer la concep-
tion des chicanes pour accroître le succès des passages de poissons dans les ponceaux.
La motivation d’un poisson à tenter d’entrer dans le ponceau est d’une importance clé.
Une fois le poisson engagé, le succès de son passage dépend principalement de sa capac-
ité physiologique de négocier toute la longueur du ponceau. La motivation d’ombles de
fontaine (Salvelinus fontinalis (Mitchill, 1814)) et de truites brunes (Salmo trutta Lin-
naeus, 1758) à tenter de remonter un canal hydraulique expérimental qui reproduit un
ponceau routier sans chicane (lisse) ou doté soit de chicanes de type spoiler ou de type
déversoir est évaluée. La performance, mesurée comme étant la distance maximum
d’ascension dans le ponceau, est également quantifiée. Le ponceau lisse était le plus
motivant pour les ombles de fontaine, et les déversoirs pour les truites brunes. En règle
générale, les truites brunes montraient moins de motivation à faire des tentatives que
les ombles de fontaine, sauf dans les traitements avec des chicanes de type déversoir.
Pour les petites truites, la performance était la plus grande pour les chicanes de type
déversoir, et pour les grandes truites, pour les chicanes de type spoiler. Nos constata-
tions indiqueraient des influences auparavant inconnues de la forme des chicanes sur les
taux de passage aux franchissements de route et ils soulignent en outre l’importance
d’examiner ensemble la motivation et la performance des poissons au moment d’évaluer
l’efficacité de différentes formes de chicanes.
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3.1 Abstract
There is much to learn about improving baﬄe designs to increase successful fish passage
through culverts. A fish’s motivation to attempt entry into the culvert is essential.
Upon entry, successful passage will largely depend on the physiological ability of the
fish to navigate the entire culvert length. In this study, the motivation of brook and
brown trout to attempt ascent of an experimental flume which mimics a roadway culvert
left bare (smooth) or fitted with either spoiler or weir baﬄes is assessed. Performance,
measured as maximum distance of ascent within the flume is also quantified. The bare
flume was the most motivating for brook trout, and the weirs for brown trout. As a
rule, brown trout showed less motivation to stage attempts than brook trout, except
within the weir baﬄe treatments. Performance was greatest for smaller trout in the
weirs, and in the spoiler baﬄes for larger individuals. Our findings suggest that baﬄe
form influences passage rates at road crossings in ways previously unknown and further
stresses the importance of considering fish motivation and performance together when
assessing the efficacy of baﬄe forms.
3.2 Introduction
Culverts are crucial elements of road and rail stream crossings. By providing adequate
hydraulic conveyance, culverts protect supporting structural fill, prevent embankment
overtopping and provide for passage of debris and sediment. Aside from respecting
these engineering considerations and minimizing costs, culvert designers must also en-
sure hydraulic conditions do not impede movement of fish and aquatic organisms.
High velocity sections and shallow depths are well documented challenges to up-
stream fish migration (Devkota et al., 2012; Olsen and Tullis, 2013; Goerig et al.,
2016). Culvert inlets can locally constrict the channel width leading to an increase in
average cross-sectional velocities over the culvert length. Furthermore, even at rela-
tively low grades (e.g. < 1.5 %), supercritical flow conditions are prone to develop over
hydraulically smooth culvert materials such as prefabricated concrete and high-density
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polyethylene (HDPE). If flow transitions from subcritical to supercritical conditions,
depths decrease and velocities increase. Currently, hydraulically rough, yet aging cor-
rugated steel culverts are being retrofitted with smooth HDPE pipes (Syachrani et al.,
2010). HDPE retrofitting threatens to impede access of species exhibiting anadro-
mous, potamodromous and catadromous life cycles to spawning and feeding habitats
upstream of the culvert. Installing hydraulic roughness elements such as baﬄes along
the invert (“floor”) of smooth culverts is one approach to mitigate these challenging
hydraulic conditions.
A suite of baﬄe forms to use in culvert construction have been proposed over the
last half century (Ead et al., 2002). Among these, two forms have received particular
attention: weir and spoiler baﬄes. Weir baﬄes (WB) span the width of the culvert and
protrude from the bed between 0.05 to 0.15 of the culvert diameter (D) and are spaced
longitudinally at distances of 0.5D to 2D. Spoiler baﬄes (SPB) consist of isolated
roughness elements patterned in rows along the invert of the culvert. Each baﬄe form
generates a distinct flow field with the potential to influence how fish navigate the
culvert.
A low velocity recirculatory zone develops in the lee of weir baﬄes (Ead et al., 2002).
Fish are known to exploit this zone, taking advantage of the lower velocities as a refuge
from the free stream (Liao, 2007; Khodier and Tullis, 2014). Yet, this benefit may be
reduced by the presence of a laterally spanning shear layer at the interface of the wake
and free stream regions. Vortex shedding in this zone has the potential to provoke
instability in fish (Liao, 2007; Tritico and Cotel, 2010). For spoiler baﬄes, velocities
relatively lower than the free stream are expected to predominate at elevations less
than the height of the spoiler baﬄes. Even lower velocity recirculatory zones occur
directly to the leeward side of the spoilers. Ascending trout may benefit from reduced
energy expenditures by slaloming within the low velocity zones near the bed of the
spoiler baﬄes while taking intermittent refuge in their lees (Standen et al., 2002).
Fish proceeding quickly through a passage barrier incur lower migratory delays lead-
ing to improved chances for reproduction (Castro-Santos and Haro, 2003; Castro-Santos
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et al., 2009; Nyqvist et al., 2016). Spoiler baﬄes are thought to provide unimpeded
trajectories which fish may adopt to decrease transit times through culverts (Macdon-
ald and Davies, 2007; Feurich et al., 2012). In contrast, fish have been observed to pass
considerable time in the lee of weir baﬄes (Feurich et al., 2012; Khodier and Tullis,
2014). Despite their potential benefit to reduce transit times, for equal baﬄe height,
spoiler baﬄes develop shallower depths and higher velocities than weir baﬄes. This is
due to the lower hydraulic roughness of spoiler baﬄes compared to weir baﬄes (Ead
et al., 2002). While the lower hydraulic roughness is beneficial for passing flood waters,
the resulting shallower depths and higher velocities may be a detriment to the passage
of weaker swimming fish.
Though swimming capacity plays an important role in culvert passage, a fish lack-
ing motivation to attempt entry (and possibly multiple attempts) is at risk of incurring
migratory delays (for both resident and anadromous forms; Morinville and Rasmussen,
2003) or failing to pass altogether. The time it takes for fish to stage an attempt
provides a quantifiable metric for evaluating the motivating qualities of a given baﬄe
form (Castro-Santos, 2004; Goerig et al., 2016). However, it is possible that a highly
motivating baﬄe may also exhibit impassable hydraulic conditions. Or, conversely a
baﬄe developing favorable hydraulic characteristics may incite little motivation. Thus,
to obtain optimal passage rates through culverts, baﬄe designs should motivate mul-
tiple attempts and develop hydraulics conducive to the swimming ability of the target
species. Despite some recent progress in this area (Enders et al., 2017), much remains
to be learned on how baﬄe forms and the hydraulics they develop motivate fish to
stage ascent attempts through culverts.
In this study, motivation and performance results from experimental trials of res-
ident freshwater forms of wild brook and brown trout attempting ascents within an
experimentally simulated culvert were analyzed. Trout volitionally staged attempts
over the bare flume - mimicking a smooth culvert - and the same flume fitted with
either one of two spoiler baﬄe arrangements or a weir baﬄe arrangement. Each flume
bed configuration was tested at a low (0.10 m3/s) and high discharge (0.15 m3/s).
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We applied the methods of event analysis (also known as, survival or time-to-event
analysis) to improve our understanding of how these common baﬄe forms influence
motivation, performance and rates of movement of trout through baﬄe fitted culverts.
The findings of this study should be of significant interest to fisheries managers and
culvert designers.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 The flume
Experiments were performed in the fall of 2015 in the Aquatic Biomechanics and Kine-
matics Station (ABiKiS) flume facility at the S.O. Conte Anadromous Fish Research
Center (U.S. Geological Survey) in Turners Falls, Massachusetts. The flume is 35 m
long, 0.635 m wide, with a maximum full flow depth of 0.635 m (Fig. 3.1) and was set
at a 1.5% slope. The floor, top, bottom and walls of the flume are constructed from
transparent acrylic sheeting supported within aluminum framing to facilitate observa-
tions and videography. The downstream end of the flume is fitted with a 53 m2 staging
area with a maximum free surface depth of 1.5 m.
Flow was supplied by gravity to the flume by adjusting an intake valve connected
to a supply pipe fed by the adjacent hydroelectric power canal. Flow entered the flume
under an adjustable sluice gate then proceeded downstream over an 18.5 m section of
smooth acrylic before reaching the 15 m long baﬄe test section. Within the staging
area, flow established a dominant clockwise recirculatory pattern. The central region of
the staging area contained low velocity zones providing adequate resting areas for fish.
The design allowed fish to enter the flume under their own volition, thus no coercive
tactics were used to incite fish to stage attempts. Flow exited the staging area through
a semicircular wall (10.4 m2) of perforated steel plate (50% open) screens into a channel
equipped with a weir. The motor-actuated weir adjusted the water surface level in the
staging area. Flow rates were monitored with an HTTF Transit Time Ultrasonic flow
meter (Racine, Wisconsin) with a manufacturer stated accuracy of ± 1% fitted to the
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supply pipe from the reservoir. Flume water temperatures were monitored using a
HOBO Water Level Data Logger (ONSET, Bourne, MA) with a manufacturer stated
accuracy of ± 0.44 % within the applied temperature range (0-50 °C). Water surface
levels within the ﬂume were manually recorded for each trial at 20 equidistantly spaced
locations along the length of the ﬂume.
HTTF flow meter supply intakeflow control valvesluice gate supply pipe
unbaffled section baffled section
adjustable weir
staging area
return channel
PIT antennas
metal meshing
2 m
Figure 3.1: Layout of the Aquatic Biomechanics and Kinematics Station (ABiKiS) ﬂume
facility at the S.O. Conte Anadromous Fish Research Center. River water is gravity fed from
the adjacent power canal. Tagged ﬁsh were placed within the staging area and allowed to
stage ascent attempts upstream within the antenna ﬁtted ﬂume operating under various baﬄe
and ﬂow rate treatments. Note - the non-baﬄed section of the ﬂume extends farther in reality
than depicted. Drawing approximately to scale.
3.3.2 Flume instrumentation
Fish movements within the ﬂume were monitored using a passive integrated transpon-
der (PIT) system consisting of antennas ﬁtted to the ﬂume, a personal computer and
other necessary data acquisition equipment. Antennas were located at 1.83 m intervals
along the length of the ﬂume, with the ﬁrst antenna placed 0.49 m from the ﬂume
entrance. A total of 20 antennas were ﬁtted to the ﬂume, though only antennas 1-9
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were required to cover the movements of fish over the baﬄe test section. Antennas
were tuned to detect tags over a ± 0.5 m buffer region and adjusted to charge and read
tags at a rate of 10 Hz. At each detection, the antenna number, the time of acquisition
to the nearest 0.01 s and the fish’s identification number were recorded onto a personal
computer via in-house acquisition software. Further details of a similar PIT system to
the one used here are available in Castro-Santos et al. (2013).
3.3.3 Fish collection and manipulation
All animal care and handling was performed in accordance with the US Geological
Survey Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol # LSC-116). Fish
were collected in late September 2015 by electrofishing over various stream reaches on
the Connecticut River watershed within a 20 km radius of Turners Falls, Massachusetts.
A total of 167 fish were captured: 108 brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) and 59 brown
trout (Salmo trutta). Though efforts were made to capture equal numbers of each
species, brown trout were far less numerous in the streams fished. Electrofishing was
performed using a Smith Root model 12 (Vancouver, WA). In each stream the voltage
was regulated to the minimum required to solicit rollover responses of the trout. The
voltage required varied as a function of the conductivity of the stream being fished and
varied between 400- 700 V (frequency: 45/ 60 Hz, duty cycle range: 0.9%–72%). Fish
were transported to the laboratory in tanks filled with water collected from the fished
stream. Upon arrival, fish were anesthetized (0.4g MS-222 and 0.4g NaHCO3 were
added to 4 L of water to prepare the anesthetic solution), weighed, measured, identified
for species and tagged. The fish length was measured as the length between the apex
of the snout to the end of the middle caudal fin rays of the fish (i.e. fish length). Fish
were surgically fitted with uniquely coded 12 mm half-duplex PIT tags (Oregon RFID,
Portland, OR) following the intraperitoneal method outlined in Castro-Santos and
Vono (2013). Both species of fish were then segregated for size and split into two interior
holding tanks with a flow-through feed of river water, cooled to maintain temperatures
between 14 and 16 °C. During the maintenance drawdown of the hydroelectric canal
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that supplied this ﬂow, ﬁsh were held in de-chlorinated city water maintained at the
same temperature. The drawdown lasted 8 days, at which time the ﬁsh were moved to
two diﬀerent exterior holding tanks with a ﬂow through river water system. Fish were
fed a mixture of manufactured feed pellets and earthworms. Held ﬁsh were monitored
at least twice daily during the scheduled feeding and maintenance periods of the holding
tanks. Any ﬁsh observed to demonstrate signs of illness were removed from the tanks.
3.3.4 Trial treatments
Mixed groups of individuals from both species were exposed to the ﬂume ﬁtted with
one of the following four bed conﬁgurations; (1) bare, (2) SPB-212, (3) SPB-333 and
(4) weir baﬄes (Fig. 3.2). The bare ﬂume consisted of only the smooth transparent
polycarbonate onto which the baﬄe conﬁgurations were installed. Spoiler baﬄes (SPB)
with heights and widths of 0.05 m were arranged in either rows of three (SPB-333) or
in a repeating pattern of rows of two baﬄes followed by a row with only a single baﬄe
(SPB-212). Weir baﬄes spanning the width of the ﬂume with a height of 0.05 m were
also tested. Regardless of baﬄe type, spacing between rows was set at 0.41 m. All
baﬄes were fabricated from 4 mm thick 90° white PVC angle stock.
0.41 m
 
0.158 m
 
0.635 m
 
0.316 m
 
h = 0.05 m
 
 
a) SPB-333 b) weir baffle c) SPB-212
Figure 3.2: Relevant dimensions and layouts of the two spoiler baﬄe (a and c) and weir baﬄe
(b) conﬁgurations studied. Baﬄes were actually white, but are dark gray here to improve
contrast.
A total of 18 trials were performed from October 2 to October 20, 2015. Each of
the 18 trials tested a combination of two discharges: low Q = 0.10 m3/s and high Q
= 0.15 m3/s, with one of the three baﬄe conﬁgurations or the bare ﬂume. Four bed
conditions and 2 ﬂow conditions made for a total of 8 treatments. Each treatment
was performed twice, except for the bare ﬂume which was performed three times (at
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the beginning, near the middle and the end of the experiment). Trials lasted from 2-3
hours, contingent on operational constraints at the laboratory. The order of appearance
of the baﬄe configurations was chosen at random. Details of the treatments tested in
each of the 18 trials are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Baﬄe configurations, water temperatures, flow rates, average cross-sectional velocities and characteristics of groups
of fish available for staging an attempt in each trial.
trial dur. conf. Q T h† U nom †† Fr
Brook trout Brown trout
n % attmp FL ± SD n % attmp FL ± SD
151002A 3 bare 0.15 16.0 0.070 3.4 4.1 31 55 124 ± 47 18 22 98 ± 19
151002B 3 bare 0.10 16.0 0.055 2.9 3.9 31 48 124 ± 47 18 28 98 ± 19
151003A 3 333 0.10 16.2 0.140 1.1 0.9 30 38 104 ± 38 16 27 140 ± 66
151003B 3 333 0.15 16.0 0.180 1.3 1.0 30 28 104 ± 38 16 7 140 ± 66
151004A 3 WB 0.15 15.6 0.250 0.9 0.6 18 50 99 ± 36 20 75 116 ± 52
151004B 3 WB 0.10 15.6 0.200 0.8 0.6 18 56 99 ± 36 20 75 116 ± 52
151014A 2 WB 0.10 14.8 0.205 0.8 0.6 34 26 110 ± 35 29 26 113 ± 47
151014B 2 WB 0.15 15.0 0.250 0.9 0.6 34 18 110 ± 35 29 53 113 ± 47
151015A 3 212 0.10 14.4 0.115 1.4 1.3 20 55 123 ± 52 16 25 141 ± 60
151015B 3 212 0.15 14.7 0.140 1.7 1.5 20 40 123 ± 52 16 44 141 ± 60
151016A 3 bare 0.15 14.0 0.070 3.4 4.1 47 40 114 ± 44 32 53 137 ± 57
151016B 3 bare 0.10 14.4 0.055 2.9 3.9 47 32 114 ± 44 32 47 137 ± 57
151017A 3 333 0.10 13.5 0.140 1.1 0.9 47 17 114 ± 44 32 9 137 ± 57
151017B 3 333 0.15 14.1 0.170 1.4 1.1 47 23 114 ± 44 32 22 137 ± 57
151019A 3 212 0.15 12.5 0.140 1.7 1.5 47 2 114 ± 44 32 3 137 ± 57
151019B 3 212 0.10 12.9 0.115 1.4 1.3 47 2 114 ± 44 32 0 137 ± 57
151020A 2 bare 0.10 11.8 0.055 2.9 3.9 47 13 114 ± 44 32 0 137 ± 57
151020B 2 bare 0.15 12.0 0.070 3.4 4.1 47 17 114 ± 44 32 6 137 ± 57
Notes: Duration (dur.) is measured in hours, discharge (Q) in m3/s, temperature (T ) in °C, average depth (h) in m, Unom in m/s
and fish length (fl) in mm. The trial identifier indicates the date (yymmdd) followed by trial order with A preceding B, Fr is the
non-dimensional Froude number. Please see Materials and Methods for discussion on the number of available fish for the last eight
trials.
† Standing waves were present within the SPB and WB trials and could locally vary water surface levels by as much as ± 5 cm.
†† Unom is calculated as the discharge divided by the average cross-sectional area of the flow.
Two trials were performed each day, with fish from the morning trials being reused
in the afternoon trials. Before each trial, fish were randomly removed from the holding
tanks, identified and placed within the staging area. For the majority of the trials, fish
were removed from the staging area at the end of each day and returned to the holding
tanks. The number of fish placed in the staging area varied as the trials progressed
due to a number of practical reasons, mortalities, and laboratory logistics. For the last
4 trial days, fish were left overnight in the staging area with an appropriate amount of
flow provided. This was done to reduce handling stress on the experimental animals. At
the end of the last trial, fish were removed and counted. Four fish were not accounted
for. Since we cannot be sure which trials these four fish were in, we were not able
to adjust the numbers of fish present in the last eight trials (four days) in Table 3.1.
The implications of these missing fish on the experimental results are treated in the
Discussion.
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3.3.5 Flow conditions
Regardless of baﬄe treatment, supercritical flow (Fr > 1, where Fr is the Froude num-
ber) was established upstream of 15 m (antenna 9) from the entrance of the flume.
With spoiler baﬄes installed, flow conditions remained supercritical or near critical
within the baﬄed section. The increased hydraulic roughness of the weir baﬄes de-
veloped a subcritical normal depth within the baﬄed section. Nominal velocities in
the weir baﬄe treatments were markedly lower compared to the bare and spoiler baﬄe
treatments. Froude numbers and nominal velocities within the baﬄed section for each
trial are presented in Table 3.1.
3.3.6 Analysis
Raw data acquired from the PIT system were treated and analyzed to understand the
influence of flume bed and flow rate treatments on motivation (time-to-attempt, ta),
performance (Dmax), and the transit time required to reach Dmax. The data were first
treated to delineate individual attempts. An ascent attempt was defined as a gap in
detection of more than 40 seconds at the antenna placed at the entrance of the flume
(the most downstream antenna). This threshold was determined using interval analysis
(Castro-santos and Perry, 2012). Brief detections by only the first antenna (nose-ins)
were retained as valid attempts for analysis of time-to-attempt and Dmax, but were
not included in estimates of transit time. This is because detections by a minimum of
two antennas are required to determine transit times. The detection efficiency of the
antennas was estimated by determining the proportion of missed detections to valid
detections for each antenna in the baﬄed section. The efficiency was 94.7%, meaning
5.3% of fish arriving at a given antenna may not have been detected.
The data were used to form life tables for event analysis, demonstrated by Castro-
Santos and Haro (2003) and Castro-Santos (2004) to be an insightful tool for the
analysis of PIT data in fish passage studies. One of the strengths of this approach is
its ability to quantify covariate effects on any continuously distributed response variable
(e.g. distance of ascent up a flume or fishway). Event analysis also robustly handles
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partial (censored) observations caused by limitations in the experimental apparatus not
permitting a complete measure of the response variable (e.g. limited flume length for
Dmax or limited trial duration for ta). Details on event analysis methods can be found
in Allison (2010) and Kleinbaum and Klein (2005). To study covariate effects on ta
andDmax, we employed parametric Weibull accelerated failure time (AFT) models with
the R package survival (version 2.41-2, Therneau, 2015). The two parameter Weibull
survival function takes the form of Eq. 3.1. The survival function gives the probability
of an event occurring after time t given the event has not already occurred before
t. The coefficients βp in Eq. 3.1 are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE), zk denotes the components of the covariate vector z and p denotes the shape
parameter (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2005).
Allison P. D. 2010 Survival analysis using SAS: A practical guide. 2nd ed. SAS
Institute
S(t) = e−e
[(β0+β1z1 + ...+ βpzp)]tp (3.1)
t = [−ln(S(t))]1/p e[β0+β1z1+ ...+βkzk] (3.2)
Note that t in Eq. 3.1, normally indicating time until death in medical literature,
can represent any continuous or sequential variable at which an event of interest may
occur. For time-to-attempt analysis, t in Eq. 3.1 is replaced by ta. In the study
of Dmax, the event is a fish attaining its maximum distance of ascent within a given
treatment. Therefore t in Eq. 3.1 is replaced by Dmax.
Equation 3.1 solved for t is shown in Eq. 3.2. In this form, the event t is calculated
for any value of St. For example, substituting St = 0.5 in Eq. 2 gives the median
event time. The exponential terms are the acceleration factor (AF ). Acceleration
factors allow the (MLE) coefficients to be interpreted as stretching-out or contraction
factors on the time-to-event compared to the baseline treatment. Therefore, an AF >
1 indicates the covariate stretches the time-to-event (increasing Dmax and slowing ta)
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compared to the covariate’s base level. Conversely, AF < 1, reduces the time-to-event
and indicates a decrease in Dmax.
The lapse of time between contiguous attempts or the start of the trial and the first
attempt is denoted as the time-to-attempt (ta). Time-to-attempt is an appropriate
method to quantify motivation of fish as they attempt to pass a barrier. Shorter
time-to-attempt intervals indicate higher motivation. For the analysis of ta, fish not
staging attempts during the trial were right censored at trial duration (Kleinbaum
and Klein, 2005). To reduce the bias introduced from highly motivated individuals
in the study of ta, the maximum number of attempts considered within each day for
each individual was five. Attempts exceeding the fifth attempt within the day were
removed from the dataset. Fish present but not staging an attempt within a two hour
trial, were censored at 2 hours and retained in the dataset to contribute to fitting the
model. Within each treatment, Dmax was calculated as the distance corresponding to
the farthest antenna attained by each individual within all the trials of that treatment.
For the analysis of Dmax, trials were truncated at 2 hours to not introduce a bias
potentially caused by fish having a longer period of time to maximize their ascent
distances. Fish that ascended upstream of the baﬄed section were included in the
Dmax analysis as censored observations at 15 m. Transit time (TDmax) was calculated
as the time elapsed between the last detection of the fish at the first antenna and
the first detection at the maximum antenna attained during the attempt. No further
calculations or modeling was performed on transit time.
Cohorts of candidate terms were formed from combinations of main effects deemed
reasonable to influence ta and Dmax. Common main effects to the candidate terms for
both ta and Dmax were: flume configuration, discharge, fish length, species, flume water
temperature and holding time. Over the duration of the trials, holding times of the fish
varied between 6 and 28 days, with an average of 19 days. Water temperature varied
between 16 °C and 12 °C, dropping 4 °C over the study period. Consequently, holding
time and temperature were also included as main effects in the candidate terms for both
ta and Dmax. Because temperatures were declining throughout the study period, there
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was strong correlation between temperature and holding time (r = -0.86). Because
not all fish were captured on the same day, however, there was partial decoupling of
temperature and holding time. This means that we can meaningfully test these as
independent variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a strong correlation means that
any interpretation of either of these variables should be viewed with caution.
Because fish were reused over trials, previous experience in the flume is thought to
have affected both ta and Dmax. Therefore, an additional term, exposures was consid-
ered for inclusion to account for the number of trials individuals had previously been
exposed to. However, exposure was found to be strongly correlated with holding time
and was consequently dropped from the set of candidate main effects. This means that
the influence of prior exposure is confounded within holding time and the interpreta-
tion of holding time should be done with further caution. For only ta, the term attempt
number was included to investigate possible dependency of time-to-attempts on the
number of previous attempts staged on the same day. An additional term, order, was
included in the study of ta to account for whether the attempt occurred on the first or
second trial of the day.
For both ta and Dmax, five two-way interaction terms constructed from main ef-
fects were included to form the complete sets of candidate terms. The configura-
tion:fish length term was included to reveal possible interaction effects between config-
uration and fish length on ta and Dmax. In a similar manner, the following interaction
terms were included to reveal possible interactions between their respective compos-
ite terms: species:configuration, configuration:discharge, fish length:discharge and dis-
charge:species.
Within the models configuration, discharge, species and order are categorical vari-
ables with the following levels - configuration: bare, SPB-212, SPB-333 and WB; dis-
charge: 100 and 150 (0.10 and 0.15 m3/s); species : brook (0) and brown (1); order :
first (1) and second (2). Fish length is treated as a continuous variable modeled in in-
crements of 1 mm. Temperature and holding time are continuous variables incremented
in °C and days of holding time, respectively.
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Main effects that are not included within a two-way interaction are interpreted
as having a universal effect on the response variable independent of treatment. The
coefficients of a main effect and its two-way interaction are additive, and so must be
considered together. The two-way interaction will either strengthen or diminish the
influence of the main effect depending on the sign of the interaction. Interpreting a lone
main effect that is also included in a two-way interaction, reveals how the considered
level of the main effect affects the response variable compared to base level. The base
levels for each covariate are: configuration = bare, discharge (Q) of 0.10 m3/s, fish
length (FL) 56 mm, species brook trout of 0 (brown trout = 1), temperature of 12 °C,
holding time of 6 days, attempt number of 1 and order of 1. The predictive power of the
resulting models were assessed by ranking them using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC ) (Eq. 3.3), where L is the model’s likelihood estimation and K is the number
of modeled covariates. Lower values of AIC indicate a better fitting model. Plots of
ln[−lnS(t)] versus ln(t) for each of the main effects were inspected for parallelism to
validate the accelerated failure time assumption. The straightness of the lines was also
assessed to verify the applicability of the Weibull distribution.
AIC = −2logL+ 2K (3.3)
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Time-to-attempt
For the study of ta, a total of 1151 candidate Weibull accelerated failure time models
were formed from possible combinations of candidate terms. Each main effect and
two way interaction within the cohort of candidate terms is considered to potentially
describe the response variable to an unknown degree and therefore all possible combi-
nations of the cohort terms were evaluated. The eight lowest AIC models are presented
in Table 3.2. The most parsimonious model (Model 1, AIC = 6745.92) includes the fol-
lowing main effect terms: order, temperature, holding time, attempt number, fish length,
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configuration, species and discharge. The following two-way interactions were also re-
tained: fish length:configuration, configuration:species and species:discharge. Model 1
has a ∆AIC of 1.26 from Model 2. With an Akaike weight (w) of 0.47, Model 1 is inter-
preted as having a 47% probability of being the best model given the data. Many of the
models presented in Table 3.2 share common terms with those in Model 1. Inspection
of the coefficients of the common terms between Models 2 to 8 revealed they were all
of similar sign and magnitude to those presented in Model 1. This reinforces the find-
ing that these common terms contribute the most towards maximizing the likelihood
function. For models containing uncommon terms with Model 1, the uncommon terms
have p-values > 0.5 and standard errors greater than the value of the term; indicating
they are not significantly improving the fit of the model. In particular, between Model
1 and Model 2, the only difference is the term fish length:discharge. Yet the significance
of this term is questionable given it presented a standard error (0.00235) larger than
the coefficient (0.00203) and a p-value of 0.37. The evidence presented supports Model
1 as the best choice for further analysis of ta.
Table 3.2: Model selection for time between attempts (tA).
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1 x x x x x x x x x x x 6745.92 - 0.47
2 x x x x x x x x x x x x 6747.18 1.26 0.25
3 x x x x x x x x x x 6749.68 3.77 0.07
4 x x x x x x x x x x x x 6749.79 3.88 0.07
5 x x x x x x x x x x x 6750.89 4.98 0.04
6 x x x x x x x x x x 6750.90 4.99 0.04
7 x x x x x x x x x x x x x 6751.09 5.18 0.04
8 x x x x x x x x x x x 6752.54 6.63 0.02
Note: Subset formed of the eight models producing the lowest AIC within a group of 1151 candidate
models. Main effect explanatory variables include: temperature (T, continuous - °C), trial order
(dichotomous categorical), holding time (ht, continuous - day), attempt number (continuous), fork
length (fl, continuous - mm), configuration (config, polychotomous categorical), species (dichotomous
categorical) and flow rate (Q, dichotomous categorical). Two-way interactions are separated by
colons. ∆AIC is calculated as the difference between modeli and the lowest AIC model. Akaike
weights (wi) can be interpreted as the probability the model is the best model given the data Burnham
and Anderson, 2004.
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The proportions of trout staging attempts within each of the treatments are pre-
sented in Table 3.3. Approximately 20% to 30% of brook trout available staged at least
one ascent attempt in each treatment. Smaller proportions were observed for brown
trout compared to brook trout in all treatments, except in the weir baﬄes where greater
than 38% of brown trout available staged at least one attempt. For attempt numbers
> 2, larger proportions of brook trout continued to stage attempts within the bare
and spoiler baﬄes, and brown trout continued to stage more attempts within the weir
baﬄes. Within the spoiler baﬄes, the proportions of trout staging > 1 were generally
less than 10% and were as low as 1% for brown trout. The observed variations in
the proportion attempting across treatments demonstrates that motivation is highly
influenced by baﬄe configuration and discharge treatments. To study how covariates
influence motivation, time-to-attempt (ta), defined as the time elapsing between the
start of the trial and the first attempt or the time elapsed between any two successive
attempts, was modeled using parametric survival methods. A cohort of candidate co-
variates were used to form potential models (see Materials and Methods). The results
of the best fitting ta model (Model 1, Table 3.2) are presented here.
Table 3.3: Number of fish available and attempting within treatments
Treatment Available
Number of fish staging at least n number of attempts
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
brook brown brook brown brook brown brook brown brook brown brook brown
bare-0.10 m3/s 125 82 42 (0.34) 21 (0.17) 30 (0.24) 15 (0.12) 24 (0.19) 10 (0.08) 20 (0.16) 8 (0.06) 18 (0.14) 8 (0.06)
bare-0.15 m3/s 125 82 38 (0.30) 22 (0.18) 27 (0.22) 14 (0.11) 18 (0.14) 7 (0.06) 13 (0.10) 6 (0.05) 10 (0.08) 6 (0.05)
S212-0.10 m3/s 67 48 12 (0.18) 5 (0.07) 9 (0.13) 4 (0.06) 7 (0.10) 2 (0.03) 6 (0.09) 0 (0.00) 3 (0.04) 0 (0.00)
S212-0.15 m3/s 67 48 10 (0.15) 7 (0.10) 9 (0.13) 6 (0.09) 6 (0.09) 4 (0.06) 5 (0.07) 3 (0.04) 2 (0.03) 1 (0.01)
S333-0.10 m3/s 76 47 19 (0.25) 7 (0.09) 13 (0.17) 1 (0.01) 7 (0.09) 1 (0.01) 3 (0.04) 1 (0.01) 2 (0.03) 1 (0.01)
S333-0.15 m3/s 76 47 19 (0.25) 8 (0.11) 11 (0.14) 3 (0.04) 7 (0.09) 2 (0.03) 4 (0.05) 1 (0.01) 3 (0.04) 1 (0.01)
WB-0.10 m3/s 52 49 18 (0.35) 20 (0.38) 6 (0.12) 11 (0.21) 2 (0.04) 10 (0.19) 2 (0.04) 9 (0.17) 2 (0.04) 8 (0.15)
WB-0.15 m3/s 52 49 16 (0.31) 25 (0.48) 5 (0.10) 14 (0.27) 1 (0.02) 12 (0.23) 1 (0.02) 9 (0.17) 1 (0.02) 5 (0.10)
Note: Available fish are the sums of all fish present across trials of the same treatments (bed configuration and discharge) presented in Table 3.1.
Of the eight main effects of Model 1 (Table 3.2), order, attempt number, temperature
and holding time do not appear within interactions and are interpreted as having a
universal influence on ta independent of treatment. The acceleration factor (AF) of
2.16 (p < 0.001) for order suggests fish staged attempts 2.16 times slower in the second
trial of the day compared to the first. The within day attempt number, with an AF of
0.546 (p < 0.001), suggests fish staged their second attempt in about half the time as
their first. Subsequent attempts occurred at even shorter intervals. However, this is a
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general trend for attempts > 2; further examination of the data revealed ta intervals do
not forcibly become shorter with each successive attempt beyond 2. Time-to-attempt
quickened at higher water temperature (AF = 0.59, p < 0.001) and with increasing
holding time (AF = 0.96, p = 0.017). However, the contributions of temperature
and holding time should be interpreted with caution, for reasons detailed later in the
discussion.
The remaining main effect terms (configuration, fish length, species, discharge) all
appear within at least one two-way interaction. Since two-way interaction coefficients
additively modify the main effect, both main effect and interactions must be interpreted
together. In Table 3.4, the main configuration terms reveal how the baﬄe treatments
affect ta compared to the bare culvert. Both SPB-212 and the weir baﬄe incited faster
time-to-attempts than the bare flume (AR of 0.52 and 0.63 respectively). Conversely,
SPB-333 caused slower time-to-attempts. Yet, the two-way interactions between config-
uration:fish length and configuration:species demonstrate that motivation within each
configuration was strongly dependent on species and fish length. Fish length stimulated
1.5% faster times-to-attempt per mm compared to a 56 mm fish in the bare flume, indi-
cating that larger fish demonstrated a higher level of motivation within the bare flume
than smaller fish. The coefficients for the fish length:configuration interaction are of
opposite sign to the main effect fish length, demonstrating a reduced motivation within
the baﬄes compared to the bare flume with fish length. The species term suggests
that brown trout staged attempts more slowly than brook trout (species) in the bare
flume (species AF = 1.664, p = 0.039). Yet, interestingly, the species:configuration
interaction reveals that brown trout demonstrated faster time-to-attempt within the
weir baﬄes than brook trout.
The main effect for discharge suggests that the 0.15 m3/s discharge treatment con-
siderably slowed ta over the low discharge (Q, AF = 1.49, p = 0.015). This is a general
trend common to all baﬄe configurations, with the exception that brown trout staged
attempts quicker in the high discharge compared to brook trout (species:WB, AF 0.43,
p = 0.019).
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Table 3.4: Estimated parameters for time-to-attempt (ta)
from model 1 in Table 3.2.
Variable βi SE AF p
intercept 16.262 -
attempt number -0.604 0.053 0.546 < 0.001
temperature (°C) -0.526 0.110 0.590 < 0.001
holding time (days) -0.044 0.019 0.956 0.017
order 0.771 0.140 2.163 < 0.001
fish length (mm) -0.015 0.002 0.985 < 0.001
Q 0.395 0.162 1.485 0.015
species 0.509 0.247 1.664 0.039
SPB212 -0.650 0.555 0.521 0.241
SPB333 0.145 0.502 1.157 0.772
WB -0.458 0.440 0.631 0.297
fish length:SPB212 0.010 0.004 1.010 0.007
fish length:SPB333 0.005 0.003 1.005 0.159
fish length:WB 0.007 0.003 1.007 0.011
species:SPB212 0.277 0.407 1.320 0.494
species:SPB333 0.824 0.427 2.281 0.053
species:WB -0.763 0.326 0.466 0.019
Q:species -0.836 0.263 0.433 0.001
Note: Standard errors are noted as SE. AF stands for accel-
eration factor. The covariates configuration, discharge, species
and order are categorical variables with the following levels
- configuration: bare, SPB-212, SPB-333 and WB; discharge:
0.10 and 0.15 m3/s; species: brook (0) and brown (1); order :
first (1) and second (2). Fish length is treated as a continuous
variable modeled in increments of 1 mm. Attempt number is
continuous and increments in integers. Temperature and hold-
ing time are continuous variables incremented in °C and days
of holding time.
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Figure 3.3 illustrates how the two-way interactions influence time-to-attempt. The
curves are predictions from the Weibull regression coefficients of Model 1. The grey
curves in Fig. 3.3 represent the proportion of a fictive population of fish that have
staged an attempt between the start of the trial and time (t) into the trial. The
black curves represent the proportion of fish staging a third attempt after the time
elapsed since the end of their second attempt. Higher percentages attempting indicate
higher motivation. The curves were modeled from coefficients in Table 3.4 using an
average fish length (125 mm) exposed to average trial conditions (temperature = 14.6
°C, holding time = 19 days, order = 1.5) with an attempt number of either 1 (grey)
or 3 (black lines).
From Fig. 3.3 generally less than 30 – 40% of fish staged at least one attempt by
the end of the trial, which agrees with the empirical values presented in Table 3.3.
Successive attempts occurred at faster ta as observed by the black lines in Fig. 3.3.
Brook trout were most attracted to the bare flume (quickest attempt times), whereas
the weir baﬄes were the most attractive for brown trout. Both spoiler baﬄe config-
urations stimulated lower percentages of entry than the bare culvert. The interaction
between species and discharge is also apparent, where slight reductions in the percent-
ages attempting are seen for brook trout between low and high discharge and a more
substantial increase is visible for brown trout.
3.4.2 Maximum distance of ascent
For the study of Dmax, 575 models were run on the full dataset from the possible com-
binations of the cohort of candidate terms. The eight lowest AIC models are presented
in Table 3.5. Of the twelve candidate terms, the most parsimonious model (Model 1,
AIC = 1006.44) include configuration, fish length, species, discharge and the interaction
terms fish length:configuration, configuration:species and fish length:discharge. Model 1
has a nearly two point ∆AIC (1.66) from Model 2. With an Akaike weight (w) of 0.29,
Model 1 is interpreted as having a 29% probability of being the best model given the
data. Considering w, Models 2 and 7 have between 13% and 11% probabilities of being
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Figure 3.3: Modeled time-to-attempt regression curves for brook and brown trout at low and
high flows. Grey lines represent time to first attempts and black lines represent time to the
third attempt. The third attempt was chosen to illustrate the effect of the covariate attempt
number. Study average values were used for the other covariates: order = 1.5, fish length =
125 mm, temperature = 14.6 ° C , holding time = 19 days.
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the best model. Given their relatively high Akaike weights, both Models 2 through 7
cannot be neglected outright. For all eight models presented, configuration, fish length,
discharge, fish length:configuration and fish length:discharge are common terms. Com-
paring coefficients of these common terms reveals they are nearly identical across all
eight models and likewise for standard errors and p-values, reinforcing their important
contributions to the MLE. For models where temperature, holding time appear, these
terms have p-values > 0.5 and standard errors greater than the value of the term, in-
dicating the terms are not significantly improving the fit of the model. Between Model
1 and Model 2, the only difference is the term configuration:species. Yet, inspecting
the coefficients for this term in Model 1 reveals it contains an important interaction of
interest between species and the weir baﬄes. The similarity of coefficient values among
the common terms in the models, the insignificant contribution of uncommon terms
and the weight of evidence supports Model 1 as the best choice for further analysis of
Dmax.
Table 3.5: Model selection for maximum distances of ascent (performance, Dmax)
based on AIC.
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1 x x x x x x x 1006.44 0.29
2 x x x x x x 1008.10 1.66 0.13
3 x x x x x x x 1008.14 1.70 0.12
4 x x x x x x x x 1008.26 1.82 0.12
5 x x x x x x 1008.39 1.95 0.11
6 x x x x x x x x x 1008.40 1.96 0.11
7 x x x x x x x x 1009.59 3.16 0.06
8 x x x x x x x x 1009.65 3.21 0.06
Note: Subset of the eight lowest AIC models from a group of 575 candidate models. See
notes of Table 3.2 for variable definitions.
Results for the retained maximum distance of ascent (Dmax) model (Table 3.5) are
presented in Table 3.6. For the study of Dmax, acceleration factors (AF) < 1, indicate
treatment decreased maximum distances of ascent. Considering only the main effects
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for configuration without interactions, all three baﬄes configurations increased Dmax
(AF > 1). Both SPB- 212 and SPB-333 increased Dmax by a factor of 2.32 and 2.02
respectively, yet these terms were only marginally significant (p ≈ 0.01), suggesting
benefits over the bare flume may be partly due to chance. Weir baﬄes in contrast,
increased Dmax with a significant acceleration factor of 13.6 (p < 0.001). The increase
in discharge reduced Dmax (AF = 0.290) and brown trout generally under-performed
brook trout (species, AF = 0.640). Fish length, with an AF = 1.01, increased Dmax in
the bare flume by 1% for each mm in fish length compared to a 56 mm trout.
Table 3.6: Estimated parameters for maximum distance of
ascent (Dmax) from model 1 in Table 3.5.
Variable βi SE AF p
Intercept
FL 0.098 0.002 1.010 < 0.001
Species -0.446 0.157 0.640 0.005
Q -1.237 0.331 0.290 < 0.001
SPB-212 0.841 0.530 2.319 0.113
SPB-333 0.704 0.437 2.023 0.107
WB 2.615 0.484 13.670 < 0.001
FL:SPB-212 -0.001 0.003 0.999 0.877
FL:SPB-333 0.003 0.003 1.003 0.418
FL:WB -0.013 0.003 0.988 < 0.001
SPB-212:Species 0.148 0.312 1.152 0.650
SPB-333:Species 0.013 0.342 1.012 0.970
WB:Species 0.691 0.257 1.996 0.004
FL:Q 0.006 0.002 1.006 0.019
Note: Parameterization of modeled terms is available in Table
3.4. Standard errors are noted as SE. AF stands for acceleration
factor.
The three main effect terms (fish length, species, discharge and configuration) ap-
pear within one or more two-way interactions. The additive effect of interaction coef-
ficients on main effects reveal many interesting insights. Figure 3.4 displays survival
curves derived from Dmax Model 1 stratified by species, discharge and fish length. The
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median maximum distance of ascent (D50) – the distance at which 50% of the popula-
tion of attempting fish are able to attain or surpass – provides a convenient indication
of how treatment affects performance.
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Figure 3.4: Curves are derived from regression coefficients (βi) in Table 3.6. The expected
percentage of trout attaining a given value of Dmax can be read from these curves. Black
lines represent brook trout and grey lines indicate brown trout (see legend below figure). Fish
length increases from left to right, FL = 100 mm (a & d), 150 mm (b & e) and 200 mm (c
& f). The top row of plots presents the low flow condition of 0.10 m3/s, the bottom row
presents the high flow condition 0.15 m3/s. Study average values were used for the modeling
the following covariates: fish length = 125 mm, temperature = 14.6 °C, holding time = 19
days.
Though brown trout generally attained lower Dmax than brook trout, brown trout
out-performed brook trout in the weir baﬄes by a factor of 2 as witnessed by the
interaction termWB:Species in Table 3.6 (AR = 1.996). This is evident in Fig. 3.4(a,d),
where D50 for 100 mm brook trout within the weirs was 7.9 m and 10.1 m for brown
trout in low flow, and 4.0 m and 5.1 m respectively at high flow. Interactions between
fish length and configuration demonstrate a reduction of 1.2% in Dmax per additional
mm of fish length in the weir baﬄes (Table 3.6, AF = 0.988), suggesting larger fish
under-performed smaller fish in the weir baﬄes. This effect is observed in Fig. 3.4,
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where 100 mm brown trout attained a higher D50 than 150 mm and 200 mm brown
trout in the weir baﬄes. Similar results are seen for brook trout. Large individuals
from both species (fish length = 200 mm, Fig. 3.4c and e) benefited the most in
the SPB-333 condition, with D50 > 15 m for brook trout and approximately 11.8 m
for brown trout at low discharge, substantially surpassing the Dmax values attained by
larger trout in the weir baﬄes. Regardless of species and fish length, SPB-333 improved
D50 over SPB-212, suggesting that doubling the number of baﬄes resulted in better
performance.
The interaction term between fish length and discharge produced a 0.6% increase
in Dmax with each 1 mm increase in fish length in the high flow treatment. This
result suggests the performance of larger fish was impacted less during the high flow
than smaller fish which can be explained by the offsetting effect that the fish length
coefficient has on the lone discharge term. As an example, a 100 mm brook trout in
the bare flume at low discharge has a D50 of 2.0 m, and 1.02 m at high discharge (a
49% decrease). In contrast, a 200 mm brook trout in the bare flume at low flow has a
D50 of 5.44 m, and 4.79 m at high flow (a 12% decrease).
3.4.3 Transit time to Dmax
The transit time (TDmax) required to attain Dmax for each of the eight treatments,
both species and three fish length classes are presented in Figure 3.5. Points in Fig. 3.5
correspond to the Dmax attained by each attempting fish for each of the eight tested
treatments. Attempts ending with Dmax at the first antenna (0.5 m) could not be used
to determine TDmax and were therefore excluded from Fig. 3.5. For the bare flume,
TDmax was in all cases less than 15 s in both the 0.10 m3/s and 0.15 m3/s conditions.
Mean TDmax were 5.4 s and 4.8 s in the 0.10 m3/s and 0.15 m3/s conditions respectively.
Within the SPB-212 configuration, a single point from a large brown trout was recorded
(lone red square right in Fig. 3.5c) with a long TDmax (469 s). During its ascent, this
fish held station behind a spoiler baﬄe at mid-length of the flume for a considerable
period of time. For the SPB-212, mean TDmax were 10.6 and 7.5 s (with the aberrant
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point removed) for low and high discharge. Within SPB-333 further increases were
observed, with mean TDmax of 13.7 and 12.5 s for low and high discharges respectively.
With the exception of the large brown trout, these rapid values for TDmax within
the spoiler baﬄe configurations suggest fish were not significantly exploiting velocity
refugia in the lee of the spoiler baﬄes. TDmax was considerably higher in the weir
baﬄes compared to the other flume bed treatments. Interestingly, for Q = 0.10 m3/s
within the weir baﬄe, numerous small brown trout spent considerable time (> 1000
s) reaching Dmax. This behavior was not observed for brook trout, who demonstrated
similar TDmax as in the SPB-212 and SPB-333 treatments.
SPB-333SPB-212bare weir baffle
a) b) c) d)
e) f) g) h)
Time to Dmax (s)
brook
brown
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally observed transit times (s) for fish to attain their farthest Dmax
within each treatment. Subplots a-d are for low discharge, i.e. Q = 0.10 m3/s, whereas
subplots e-h are for Q = 0.15 m3/s. Data points are further distinguished among FL class
sizes, (1) 0-100 mm, (2) 101-200 mm, (3) 201-300 mm and brook (black) and brown trout
(red).
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Effects of temperature, holding time and hydraulic jump
To increase the number of ascent attempts, trials were performed during the fall spawn-
ing period of the wild non-anadromous freshwater trout used in the experiment. Mid-
study, an unexpected delay of eight days ensued from a rescheduling of an annual
maintenance drawdown of the adjacent hydro-electric reservoir. This delay caused a
considerable drop in temperature between the first and last trials and prolonged hold-
ing times beyond those originally planned. Consequently, the effects of temperature
and holding time on the health and the swimming capacity of our fish were a con-
cern for the study of Dmax and ta. For Dmax, the retained model (model 1 Table 3.5)
did not include either temperature or holding time. Further, these terms appear only
with low significance in models 3, 6 and 7 in Table 3.5. This provides evidence that
temperature and holding time did not meaningfully increase the MLE of the model
and consequently had little influence on Dmax. For ta, temperature and holding time
appear in both of the two lowest AIC models. Times-to-attempt became substantially
shorter with increasing water temperature. Also, ta was found to slightly quicken with
holding time (during which temperatures dropped). The reasons for these reactions are
unclear. Possible explanations include; the warmer water at the beginning of the study
stimulated fish to stage quicker ascent attempts to return to their origins in the cooler
headwaters and; the decrease in ta with holding time may possibly be explained by a
progressive onset of behaviors to locate favorable spawning habitat upstream. Both
temperature and holding time were found to have had a significant effect on ta and
should be considered when interpreting time-to-event results.
During the bare flume trials, a hydraulic jump was present at the downstream
end of the flume. Though efforts were made to reduce the intensity of the jump by
adjusting the water level in the staging area, its presence was unavoidable. The jump
was confined downstream of the detection buffer of the first antenna to ensure fish
were exposed to approximately 0.3 m of supercritical flume conditions before detection.
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Hydraulic jumps were not observed in either of the baﬄed trials. The jump is believed
to have played an important role in attracting fish to stage attempts in the bare flume.
The increased attraction may be caused by the high levels of turbulence generated
within the jump (Coutant, 2001) or attraction to another mechanism such as locally
elevated levels of dissolved oxygen or the sound generated within the jump. All of these
possibilities are attractive hypotheses for future study.
3.5.2 Effects of trial order, density and reuse of fish
Our time-to-attempt and performance analyses provide useful insights towards under-
standing how the baﬄes influenced passage at culverts. However, a number of diffi-
culties and operational constraints occurred during the experiments which may have
introduced various levels of bias into the results. The following discussion presents
these difficulties and describes the potential biases they may have introduced within
the models.
In Table 3.1 the percentage of attempting fish wanes during the last eight trials.
Consequently, a large number of time-to-attempt observations censored at the end of
the trial were recorded during the last eight days. The numerous prolonged times to
first attempt in the last four days contained within the dataset mean the coefficients
presented in Model 1 (Table 3.4) likely underestimate the true motivation of fish to
stage attempts to some degree that is not fully controlled for by the holding time term.
Analysis of models run on the same dataset (not presented here), yet truncated to
include only observations occurring over trials 1 to 12, demonstrated modeled coef-
ficients of identical sign, yet with slightly lower magnitudes to those in Model 1 for
ta, suggesting that including the last eight trials did indeed reduce the modeled lev-
els of motivation. Due to various practical constraints, fish were left in the staging
area overnight during the last eight trials. This is a change from the procedure during
the first 10 trials, in which the fish were removed overnight and replaced with a new
random group the following day. Leaving the fish in the staging area may have been
partly responsible for the observed decrease in motivation over the last four days of
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the experiment. The reader should be aware of this potential bias while interpreting
the time-to-attempt results.
In our experimental design the order of appearance of discharges was reversed in the
repeat treatments. This was done to control for any effect that experience gained by
the fish during the first trial of the day may have had on motivation and performance
in the second trial. However, due to human error, the discharges were not reversed for
the repeat trial of the SPB-333 configuration. Instead, the high discharge was tested
in the second trial of both days. Since time-to-attempts were found to generally slow
down within the second trial of the day independent of treatment (Table 3.4, order,
AF = 2.16, p < 0.001), the modeled coefficients for the SPB-333 configuration likely
predict faster time-to-attempts than what occurred, because fish were generally more
motivated in the first trial. For Dmax, in analysis not presented here, the order variable
was found not to appear within the eight lowest AIC models (e.g. Table 3.2). Meaning
Dmax was not affected by whether it occurred in the first or second trial of the day.
Therefore, both high discharges occurring in the afternoon for the SPB-333 trial should
not affect the interpretation of Dmax results.
Due to mortalities and operational constraints, each day we had to reevaluate an
appropriate number of fish for the trials. As a result, unequal densities of fish were
present within the staging area from trial to trial. Densities varied between 0.7 fish per
m3 to 1.5 fish per m3. Little research has been done to examine whether fish density
affects motivation. Goerig et al. (2016) and Goerig and Castro-Santos (2017) provide
some insight on the potential effects of density on motivation. Goerig et al. (2016)
found brook trout caged at a density of 5.5 fish per m3 staged more upstream attempts
into an in-situ culvert than uncaged brook trout released freely downstream. Goerig
et al. (2016) suggest the increased motivation of the high density caged fish may have
been due to an escape response. Since the uncaged fish of Goerig et al. (2016) were free
to move downstream, it is difficult to determine the density of uncaged fish that were
available to stage an attempt. However, it was likely substantially lower than the 5.5
per m3 density in their cage. It is unlikely that the small differences in densities that
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occurred over our trials was sufficient to introduce an escape or “crowding” response
that stimulated more attempts per trial.
The varied number of fish available in the staging area may have resulted in more
observations (i.e. attempts) to have been collected in the denser trials compared to
less dense trials. Since event analysis is an observation-based modeling method, where
each observation is treated as independent from the number of other individuals in the
test, not having equal numbers of fish in the trials does not undermine the validity
of the approach. Variable density, however, does mean that some treatments may
have had a greater number of observations for model fitting than others (Kleinbaum
and Klein, 2005). Aside from density, it should be mentioned that the number of
observations is also dependent on the motivating effects of the treatments in question.
Therefore, even with equal numbers of fish available to stage entry, the number of
observations is expected to vary across treatments. However, treatments with more
observations provide more data for model fitting, helping to lower standard errors and
higher confidence in the results.
A tally done during the removal of the fish at the end of the last four days indicated
that four fish went missing during this period. It is possible that these fish were not
present in some or all of the last eight trials. The missing fish were kept in the dataset
of available individuals for the study of ta. Because only four fish are at question within
the group of available fish present in the last four days, we are not concerned that this
introduced a significant bias into ta or Dmax modeling. However, the reader should
keep in mind that the numbers used to quantify attempt rate during the last four days
may exceed the actual number available by as many as four fish.
The reuse of fish over multiple trials was unavoidable given the limited quantity of
wild trout we were able to acquire. Prior experience gained during previous exposures
to the flume may have influenced time-to-attempt and maximum distances of ascent.
Since fish were randomly reused in different treatments, it was impossible for us to
decouple the effects of reuse from that of the treatment. However, for the study of
Dmax, reusing fish should not have introduced a bias within the model, since we are
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interested only in the highest Dmax attained by each fish within each treatment. For
the study of motivation, however, our study and others (Goerig and Castro-Santos,
2017) strongly suggests that motivation is a function of the number of prior attempts
within the same trial. At this point, it is unclear how long any experience gained is
retained within wild trout and whether or not it might introduce a significant bias over
multi-day experiments.
3.5.3 Motivation, performance and transit times
The motivation of fish to quickly stage multiple attempts at crossing a hydraulic chal-
lenge is essential for successful passage (Castro-Santos, 2004; Goerig and Castro-Santos,
2017). In this study we quantified motivation by modeling covariate effects on the
time elapsed between attempts, with the assumption that shorter intervals correspond
to increased motivation. From this standpoint, passage through baﬄed culverts can
only be evaluated as the product of a baﬄes’ capacity to stimulate attempts while
also improving passage performance. A successful configuration should also reconcile
the attraction-performance paradox recently discussed by others (Castro-Santos, 2004;
Goerig and Castro-Santos, 2017). The paradox can be stated as: passage conditions
favorable to motivation are often also coincidentally detrimental to performance. Our
results indicate that this paradox is strongly at play in some treatments and not at all
in others.
In terms of Dmax, our results indicate that baﬄes always improve performance com-
pared to the bare flume. Yet, true to the attraction-performance paradox, the bare
flume enticed faster times-to-attempt compared to all other treatments. The one ex-
ception to this was among brown trout, which demonstrated their quickest attempts
in the presence of weir baﬄes. This suggests that brown trout preferred to stage
attempts into the deeper, lower velocity fluvial conditions characteristic of the weir
baﬄe trials. For smaller juveniles, and especially brown trout, weir baﬄes significantly
improved Dmax while simultaneously being the most motivating configuration. Weir
baﬄes developed the lowest nominal velocities and largest depths of all the flume bed
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treatments. These qualities are likely responsible for much of the observed improve-
ments in Dmax for smaller fish. Interestingly, larger fish attained lower Dmax in the weir
baﬄes compared to smaller fish. It is doubtful that larger trout attained physiological
limits when traversing the weir baﬄes, rather an alternative hypothesis is that larger
fish were repelled by hydraulic characteristics of the weirs. Many smaller trout were
observed bounding between weirs, refuging in their lees as they progressed upstream.
Our observations of smaller fish holding station in the lee of the weirs for extended
periods agrees with similar observations by Feurich et al. (2012) and Khodier and Tullis
(2014). It seems because of their size, larger trout adopted a direct route above the
baﬄes instead of performing the bounding/refuging behavior observed in smaller fish.
This stands in contrast to the larger brown trout (approximately 275 mm fork length)
in Khodier and Tullis (2014), which were observed to hold station in the lee of their
weir baﬄes. The weir baﬄe heights of Khodier and Tullis (2014) where nearly double
ours (91.5 mm compared to 50 mm). The expected additional vertical space of the
recirculation zone in the lee of Khodier and Tullis (2014) weir baﬄes may have been
sufficient to accommodate the larger brown trout used in their study.
Recent work (Enders et al., 2017) has demonstrated that Dmax improved within
vertically oriented baﬄes compared to horizontally orientated baﬄes in a similar open-
channel flume to ours. Enders et al. (2017) hypothesized that the presence of strong
laterally orientated roller vortices shedding off the crests of the horizontal baﬄes may
have been an important factor in reducingDmax. Work by Tritico and Cotel (2010) pro-
vides strong evidence that laterally orientated vortices can cause postural instability in
fish detrimental to passage metrics (e.g. energy use, increased transit times, abandoned
attempts, lower performance). It is possible the larger fish in our study were avoiding
zones characterized by strong laterally orientated vortices shedding off the upper edge
of the weir baﬄes. Future work performing fine scale hydraulic characterization in
these zones would be beneficial to understand if laterally orientated vortices impedes
upstream movement of fish within baﬄed culverts. Considering the same species and
FL class in Fig. 3.5, numerous fish are seen to have spent more time reaching the
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same Dmax in the weir baﬄe than in the spoiler baﬄe configurations. This supports
anecdotal evidence of Feurich et al. (2012) suggesting fish navigate spoiler baﬄe arrays
with greater ease than weir baﬄes. Indeed, our fish were observed to generally adopt
a direct unimpeded trajectory between the side wall and the outside baﬄe (from un-
published video data). On rare occasion, fish opted for a partial trajectory within the
spoiler baﬄes. Partial because, they were often observed to exit after a few rows to
seek a path along the side wall. Similar behaviors have been observed by Macdonald
and Davies (2007) and Feurich et al. (2012). Goerig et al. (2016) also mention fish
exploited trajectories within the low velocity regions near the edges of the flow of their
circular culverts. The increased transit times in the weir baﬄes is likely a consequence
of station holding behavior in the lees of the weir baﬄes. In field application, these
prolonged transit times may lead to increased exposure of fish to predation. In some
contexts, this risk could potentially offset the benefits accrued from employing weir
baﬄes.
Fish demonstrated marked improvements of Dmax in the spoiler baﬄes, especially
for larger trout from both species, with a slight advantage to brook trout. Additionally,
transit times through spoiler baﬄes were low, indicative of quick passage. However, in
terms of absolute passage success, these benefits may have been offset by the relatively
prolonged times-to-attempt observed within the spoiler baﬄes and also because spoiler
baﬄes only marginally improved the performance of smaller fish compared to the bare
flume.
Feurich et al. (2012) mention their 0.12 m SPB baﬄe height was sufficient to provide
passage for fish with lengths less than 100 mm through a 16 m long culvert. Here,
however, trout within the first size class (< 100 mm, Fig. 3.5) were only rarely observed
above 5 m for both spoiler baﬄe configurations (Fig. 3.5). This difference may be due
in part to differences in experimental variables (e.g. average cross-sectional velocities,
spatial density of baﬄes, flow rates, depths) or by variations in swimming capacity
between the studied species. Peake et al. (1997) found 100 - 150 mm brown and brook
trout maintained prolonged swimming in velocities up to 0.6 m/s for brook trout and
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0.8 m/s for brown trout. Mitchell (1989) showed jollytails (Galaxias maculatus) with a
FL of 52-73 mm (20-50 mm smaller than those used by Macdonald and Davies (2007)
and about equal to those studied by Feurich et al. (2012) could maintain a prolonged
swim speed in velocities less than 0.3 m/s. Despite these results suggesting brook and
brown trout have at least a slightly superior or similar swimming capacity to jollytails
of the same fish length, the jollytails were able to attain greater ground distances. To
achieve this, it is likely that the fish in Macdonald and Davies (2007) and Feurich et al.
(2012) where able to improve ground distances by exploiting velocity refugea within
their spoiler arrangements. In our study, station holding near spoiler baﬄes was not
observed with the sole exception of a single mature brown trout.
The following reasons may help explain why our trout were not observed holding
station within the spoiler baﬄe arrays: (1) in contrast to the 2D plastic angles used
here, the 3D SPB forms (blocks) of Macdonald and Davies (2007) and the streamlined
forms of Feurich et al. (2012) likely generated a horseshoe vortex originating at the
upstream face of the baﬄe (Lacey and Rennie, 2012) aiding in developing a larger
low velocity wake zone suitable for station holding in the baﬄe’s lee; (2) the flow
regime through their spatially denser baﬄes likely produced a wake interference flow
regime (Morris, 1955), contributing to reduced velocities within the arrays compared
to the isolated roughness flow regime expected around our SPB; (3) the baﬄes used
in Macdonald and Davies (2007) and Feurich et al. (2012) were generally larger than
those studied here, which would have produced wider wake zones and lower velocities
in the baﬄe’s lee; and (4) variations in responses to hydraulic cues between Galaxias
truttaceus, Galaxias maculatus and the trout used in our study may have also played
an important role.
The increase in discharge slightly decreased motivation for brook trout and caused
higher motivation in brown trout. A number of other studies, employing a similar
definition of motivation as used here, have also investigated the effects of discharge
on motivation of brook and brown trout. Castro-Santos et al. (2013) came to the op-
posite conclusion of ours, instead providing evidence that motivation in brown trout
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decreased with increased discharge and motivation increased for brook trout with dis-
charge. Similarly, Goerig and Castro-Santos (2017) found that brook trout attempt
rates increased with higher discharge in their culverts. Yet, for brook trout Enders
et al. (2017) came to a similar conclusion as ours – that attraction decreased with
increased discharge. One possible explanation for this difference is that in both Enders
et al. (2017) and the current study, motivation may have been adversely affected by
turbulence caused by the roughness elements placed along the floor of the flume. In
contrast, the studies by Castro-Santos et al. (2013) and at least some of the culverts
studied by Goerig and Castro-Santos (2017) were in smooth channels, which likely
exhibited lower levels of turbulence compared to our roughened flume. Also, much of
the conflicting observations noted across these studies may be due to random errors
introduced by limited sample sizes, regional differences between study populations or
influences of study specific conditions. Consequently, it is difficult to draw conclusions
on the influence of discharge on attempt rates for brook or brown trout species.
3.5.4 Engineering considerations
Aside from their influence on fish passage, baﬄes reduce the hydraulic capacity of
culverts (Ead et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2017) and increase the risk of debris blockage
and sediment deposition. These are important engineering considerations, especially
for slipline retrofitting applications where reductions in cross-sectional area pose risks
to hydraulic capacity (Duguay and Lacey, 2015). In open-channel flow, additional bed
roughness reduces velocities and increases depth, both favorable for fish passage yet
detrimental to hydraulic conveyance. Thus, an important research question arises: can
baﬄe form be optimized to respect engineering requirements and provide for effective
fish passage?
For the baﬄe geometries studied here, free surface Manning’s coefficients (n) were
approximately 0.016 for SPB-212, 0.022 for SPB-333 and 0.037 for the weir baﬄes
compared to approximately 0.010 for the smooth flume bed which is comparable to a
smooth plastic culvert (calculated using depth and discharge values in 1). For compar-
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ative purposes, a corrugated steel culvert generally presents a Manning’s value of 0.024
at full flow and upwards of 0.04 at shallower depths. Manning’s n varies non-linearly
with depth in partially full flowing pipes (Akgiray, 2004). Therefore, the Manning’s
coefficients we observed are expected to decrease with increasing depths brought on
by higher flow rates through the culvert. Duguay and Lacey (2015) found weir baﬄes
with similar relative roughness heights (h∗) and spacings (α∗) to those studied here
(this study: h∗ = 0.08, α∗ = 0.63; Duguay and Lacey, 2015 h∗ = 0.10, α∗ = 0.6) had
a fully pressurized n of 0.018. The relative height of the weir baﬄe studied here was
nearly half that of those used in similar studies (e.g. h∗ = 0.15; Olsen and Tullis,
2013; Khodier and Tullis, 2014). Despite the low relative roughness height of our weir
baﬄes compared to these previous studies, our weir baﬄes were still capable of greatly
improving Dmax compared to the bare flume. This is encouraging for applications re-
quiring low roughness baﬄes and the passage of juvenile trout. Additional work may
demonstrate that weir baﬄes with even lower values of h∗ (e.g. 0.05) may prove equally
effective and develop lower values of n.
The lees of weir baﬄes are prone to sediment deposition because of the low velocities
and reduced bed shear in this zone. As sediment accumulates, the flow field in the lee
may be altered to such an extent as to reduce or nullify the low velocity recirculatory
zone. Spoiler baﬄes in contrast, because of the inter baﬄe voids, may improve sediment
transport through the culvert since spoiler baﬄes provide unimpeded paths for the
saltation of sediments downstream. Our SPB-212 configuration, despite developing a
small n of 0.016, still provided for exceptional performance improvements over the bare
culvert for our larger fish (e.g. > 150 mm fork length), with even greater improvements
observed in the SPB-333 baﬄe for only a small increase in n. In streams with high
sediment bed load transport rates, spoiler baﬄes may present a significant advantage
over weir baﬄes in this regard. At present, little is known on how sediment deposition
within baﬄe arrays may affect the passage of fish and further research in this area is
merited.
This study provides evidence that baﬄe form has important impacts on the motiva-
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tion of brook and brown trout to attempt entry and successfully pass baﬄed culverts.
The bare high velocity supercritical flow conditions of the smooth flume motivated
brook trout the most to stage ascent attempts. In contrast, brown trout were most
motivated to attempt ascent in the low velocity subcritical conditions developed over
the weir baﬄes. Larger fish were much less motivated to enter the weir baﬄes than
smaller fish. Baﬄes significantly improved Dmax compared to the bare flume condi-
tion. Larger fish performed best in the spoiler baﬄes. However, smaller fish of both
species improved performance best in the weir baﬄes, especially brown trout. Transit
times within the bare and spoiler baﬄes were similar, yet slowed drastically in the
weir baﬄes, especially for smaller fish. Our results demonstrate that the motivation
of brook and brown trout to stage entry is influenced to a large extent by baﬄe form,
species, fish size and hydraulic conditions. Furthermore, our work suggests that pas-
sage performance of brook and brown trout over smooth bottomed culverts can be
greatly improved with the addition of short, sparsely spaced baﬄes imposing minimal
impact on the discharge capacity of the culvert. These findings will be of interest for
applications where maintaining adequate hydraulic capacity is of prime concern such
as in rehabilitated slip-line culverts.
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Chapter 4
Sediment effects on passage in a
baﬄed channel
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Contribution to the dissertation:
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this work, a comprehensive graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in Python to
extract the 3D trajectories of fish. In the article, the GUI is only mentioned briefly,
but its development required a significant amount of effort. Further details on the GUI
code layout is presented in Appendice A.2.
French abstract: On pense que les poissons exploitent des zones de recirculation à
faible vitesse dans le sillage des chicanes pour se protéger des conditions hydrauliques
difficiles dans les ponceaux. Dans cette étude, nous étudions comment le dépôt de
sédiments dans le sillage des chicanes affecte le passage et le comportement de la tru-
ite arc-en-ciel juvénile dans un canal expérimental. Le suivi en trois dimensions des
poissons à haute résolution temporelle a fourni les cinétiques détaillées des trajectoires
adoptées. La vélocimétrie stéréoscopique des images de particules a permis une de-
scription à haute résolution de l’écoulement sur une configuration à chicanes de type
déversoir et la même configuration avec des coins de sédiments placés dans leur sillage.
Le maintien contrôlé de position, ne s’est produit que lorsque les coins de sédiments
bloquaient la région de recirculation des chicanes. De plus, les distances maximales
d’ascension étaient plus élevées et on observait des vitesses au sol plus modérées lors
de la présence de sédiment. Les résultats de cette étude suggèrent que les sillages de
recirculation des chicanes ont provoqué des instabilités posturales et ont été à bien des
égards nuisibles à la performance de passage. Des recherches plus approfondies sont
nécessaires pour comprendre comment les sillages de chicanes à recirculation affectent
le passage des poissons dans les ponceaux.
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4.1 Introduction
Culverts are engineered hydraulic structures that many migratory and resident fish
species interact with at various stages of their life cycle. Baﬄes are simple prismatic
objects patterned along the culvert’s bottom with the intent of adding hydraulic rough-
ness, increasing depths and reducing average cross-sectional velocities. The benefits of
lowering velocities to improve fish passage at culverts are widely known (Castro-Santos
et al., 2013; Goerig et al., 2016). Aside from altering the large-scale properties of cul-
vert flow, baﬄes also develop local low velocity zones within their wakes. Occupation of
these recirculatory zones to hold station possibly to rest (flow-refuging), orientate their
movements, and reduce energy expenditures is suggested as a behavior fish adopt to
improve passage performance (Rajaratnam and Katopodis, 1990; Liao, 2007; Feurich
et al., 2012; Khodier and Tullis, 2014; Duguay et al., 2018). Station-holding is defined
as a fish being to maintain position in the flow relative to the ground without actively
swimming (Gerstner, 1998). In practice, however, baﬄed culverts are prone to sed-
iment accumulation within the inter-baﬄe region which may partially or completely
block access to recirculatory wake zones (Rajaratnam and Katopodis, 1990; Ho et al.,
2013). The effects of sedimentation in baﬄed culverts on passage performance is poorly
understood, and improving knowledge of sediment effects on passage performance is
the primary motivation of this study.
The influence of the complex turbulent flow field in the vicinity of weir baﬄes on
behavioral responses of fish is also little understood. The flow through a baﬄed culvert
consists of a continuum of intermittent coherent turbulent structures (i.e. eddies) of
varied vorticity, diameter and orientation. The momentum transferred from these
structures to the fish have the potential to produce postural disturbances such as
involuntary translations and rotations of the fish’s body (Webb, 2004; Tritico and Cotel,
2010; Lacey et al., 2012). Zones of high shear present an additional hydrodynamic
mechanism liable to incite postural disturbances. In the case of weir baﬄes, flow
separation at its downstream face causes a zone of high shear (between the wake and
free-stream) to span approximately 4 baﬄe heights from its downstream face. Though
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likely causing difficulties for ascending fish, few data are available that characterize
how fish respond to this shear zone. Loss of postural stability due to interactions with
turbulent hydrodynamic features is known to reduce critical swim speeds and demand
increased energy expenditures (Tritico and Cotel, 2010), both liable to reduce passage
performance in culverts.
One way to improve understanding of how sediment affects fish behaviors near weir
baﬄes is to monitor fish movements in 3-D space, and to correlate these movements
with detailed mapping of the flow field. In this study, juvenile rainbow trout (On-
corhynchus mykiss) were tracked in 3-D as they volitionally attempted ascent of a weir
baﬄed laboratory flume with and without sediment deposition in the lees of the weirs.
Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (sPIV) was used to interpolate time-averaged
statistics of the turbulent velocity field to a 3-D sampling volume surrounding a weir.
The volume was used to study how fish interact with the disparate flow fields of the two
conditions in terms of preferred trajectories and behavioral responses (station holding,
postural stability). Furthermore, the effects of sedimentation on maximum distances
of ascent attained (Dmax), ground speeds (Ug) employed and number of attempts made
were investigated. The implications of the results are discussed in the context of im-
proving baﬄe designs to mitigate passage issues through culverts.
4.2 Methods and Materials
4.2.1 Experimental apparatus
Trials were performed in a glass walled recirculatory flume (2.0 m in length, 0.15 m
in width and 0.20 m in depth) in the Hydraulics Laboratory at the Université de
Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada (Fig. 4.1). A 1.0 m by 1.0 m (0.3 m maximum depth)
staging area was fitted downstream of the flume. The flume was set to a zero slope.
A flow of 10.15 l/s was provided by two parallel 1.5 HP centrifugal pumps. An HTTF
Transit Time Ultrasonic flow meter (Headland, Wisconsin, USA) with a manufacturer
stated accuracy of ± 1% was positioned along the supply pipe. Aluminum honeycomb
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at the upstream end of the ﬂume was used to break up large-scale turbulent structures
in the approaching ﬂow. The honeycomb also served to block ﬁsh from entering the
headtank.
Figure 4.1: Experimental hydraulic ﬂume for testing eﬀects of sediment wedges on ﬁsh passage
metrics and behavioral responses to turbulent ﬂow ﬁelds; a) depicts the ﬂume conﬁguration
during the trials with the overhead camera rack in place and the 45° mirror spanning the length
of the ﬂume; b) shows the stereo-PIV setup with both cameras angled at approximately 45°
from the plane of the laser light sheet. Drawing is correctly proportioned (see sediment wedge
dimensions in Fig. 4.2 for a sense of scale).
The ﬂume bed was ﬁtted with a steel plate (2.0 m x 0.15 m x 0.06 m) on which
the baﬄes and the fabricated sediment wedges were magnetically held in place. The
baﬄes were fabricated from 24 mm x 24 mm x 150 mm aluminum bars and two rare
earth magnets (able to hold 2.54 kg each) inset on the underside of each baﬄe. The
baﬄes were equally spaced by 300 mm, with the center of the ﬁrst baﬄe positioned
at 300 mm from the ﬂume entrance. The sediment wedges were constructed from the
following materials: an L-shaped plate of 1 mm thick aluminum with length of 100
mm, width of 149 mm and lip height of (90 degree) of 18 mm, 1 rare earth magnet and
a mixture of 280 g of aquarium gravel and 30 g of non-toxic epoxy resin (Artresin).
In a mold, the magnet was centered on the aluminum plate and then the gravel-epoxy
mixture was spread over the plate to ﬁll the diagonal formed between the edge of
the lip and the edge of the plate (see Fig. 4.2). The dimensions of the sediment
wedges were based on observations of how 280 grams of loose aquarium gravel attained
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a quasi-equilibrium state in the lees of the baﬄes. Through trial and error, 280 g
of gravel was found to sufficiently fill the separation zone in the lee of the baﬄes,
effectively blocking access to this zone by fish. Molded sediment wedges, instead of
loose sediment, were needed to reproduce exact conditions in the repeat sediment
treatment trial and during the sPIV experiments. The baﬄes, plate and sediment
wedges were painted white to improve contrast of the dorsal views of the fish. White
sign board material was placed on the outside of the flume glass (right wall, looking
downstream) to prevent operator movements from interfering with fish behavior. A
9.5 mm thick clear transparent polycarbonate top was positioned watertight along the
entire length of the flume giving an internal depth of 90 mm. All trials were performed
with the flume full (i.e. pressurized flow) to permit undistorted dorsal video recordings
of fish and to provide an undistorted laser sheet for the sPIV measurements. This
pressurized flow condition also ensured the bulk velocity would be the same in the
clear and sediment trials despite variations in hydraulic roughness.
steel plate
sediment
weir baffle
24x24x150 mm aluminum
tray
100 mm
clear transparent top
24 mm
24
 m
m
90
 m
m
Figure 4.2: Lateral view of a weir baﬄe and epoxied sediment wedge. The removable wedge
was placed in the downstream lee of the baﬄe for the sediment experiments. The top edge of
the sediment wedge was 6 mm below the top of the baﬄe (18 mm from the bed) to replicate
observations of how the sediment settled during preliminary tests. The baﬄes and sediment
wedges were painted white to improve contrast for video tracking work.
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4.2.2 Fish
Juvenile rainbow trout with an average fork length of 85.7 mm (± 5.7 mm) were ac-
quired from a nearby hatchery. After transit, fish were held in a circular oxygenated
tank (0.15 m3) at a temperature of 16 °C. Fish care conformed to guidelines of the Cana-
dian Council of Animal Care in science (CCPA); the experimental protocol was ap-
proved by the animal care review committee of the Université de Sherbrooke (Québec,
Canada). Temperature and dissolved oxygen concentrations (8.6-9.2 mg/l) within the
holding tank were monitored daily. After a three-day acclimatization period in the
holding tank, passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags were surgically implanted in
the intraperitoneal cavity of the fish using a similar procedure outlined in Castro-Santos
and Vono (2013). Fish were anesthetized with a solution of one-part clove oil for 10
parts of a 95% ethanol - 5% water solution. A volume of 1 ml of this solution was
then diluted in 1400 ml water to make the anesthetic bath. Fish were then measured
(fork length, mm), weighed (wet mass, g), and surgically tagged with 12 mm PIT tags
(Texas Instruments, 12 mm in length, 2.12 mm in diameter; mass in air: 0.1 g; tag-to-
fish mass ratio: 0.8%–2.7%). Fish length was measured between the apex of the snout
to the end of the middle caudal fin rays of the fish (i.e. fork length). Fish recovered
for 7 days after surgery before the first trial was begun.
4.2.3 Fish identification
The entrance of the flume was equipped with two radio frequency identification (RFID)
antennas connected to a master/slaved union of RFID modules (RI-STU-MB2A-02,
Texas Instruments). The antennas were positioned 300 mm and 450 mm from the
downstream entrance of the flume. Each antenna sampled at 10 Hz and had an ap-
proximate 15 cm detection buffer upstream and downstream of the antenna coil. Pre-
liminary trials demonstrated a 100% detection efficiency of the dual antenna system.
The antennas served three purposes: (1) to identify individuals, (2) sound an alert for
the operator to manually trigger the high-speed video cameras and (3) provide times
of detection to temporally locate the fish within the low-speed video recordings of the
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trial.
4.2.4 Video equipment and processing
Maximum distances of ascent (Dmax) were recorded on video over a networked array
of six low-speed video (LSV) cameras (Raspberry Pi 2B, Pi camera module V1- 5-
megapixel OmniVision OV5647 sensor). The LSV array recorded at 27 Hz at 1920
x 1080 resolution continuously for the duration of each trial (3 hrs). The camera
modules recorded quasi-simultaneously (within 10 ms) and were controlled using in-
house software. The LSV camera array was fixed to an extruded aluminum bar placed
approximately 750 mm from the flume bed to record dorsal views of the fish. Maximum
distances of ascent were extracted visually from the LSV recordings. The nose position
of the fish at Dmax was compared to marked graduations placed along the flume bed.
We estimate our visual assessment of maximum distances of ascent to be within ±30
mm due to perspective and distortion error. Two high-speed video (HSV) cameras
(Vision Research, Phantom Miro 110, 300 Hz, 1 MP, 1280 x 800 resolution) were used
to record fish interacting with the baﬄes. The HSV cameras were centered above the
3rd and 4th baﬄes (from the downstream end of the flume). A mirror positioned at 45°
from the bed along the length of the flume permitted both the lateral and dorsal views
of the fish to be captured simultaneously within the fields of view of each HSV camera
(Fig. 4.1). The HSV cameras were master/slaved to share a single image clock allowing
them to record simultaneously. The field of view each camera was approximately 400
mm. Due to overlapping FOV the total longitudinal distance covered by the HSV
cameras was δx = 350 mm. From the 3D trajectories acquired with the 3D tracking
procedure detailed below, we were able to extract instantaneous speeds of the trout
in all three directions. To obtain the three-dimensional trajectories of the fish, a 3D
calibration for each HSV camera was performed. Multiple photographs were taken of
a submersed 3D calibration plate that was traversed over the field of view of the HSV
cameras. Points of known real-world 3D coordinates were visible in both dorsal and
lateral views. The pixel coordinates of each calibration point and its corresponding
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real-world coordinate were used as inputs for a direct linear transformation (DLT)
algorithm written in Python (Duarte, 2008) to provide the 3D calibration for each
view. A similar approach has been employed and verified to track the 3D movements
of zebrafish in a tank (Stewart et al., 2015). A 3D reconstruction error of 3.6 mm was
estimated using lateral and dorsal views of the calibration plate in known positions.
Trajectories of ascending fish in both views were digitized using software developed
in-house with PyQt and OpenCV bindings in Python 3.6. The digitized trajectories
of the center of mass of the fish (centroid of the contour of a background subtracted
image of the fish) in both the dorsal and lateral view were used in conjunction with the
calibrations to reconstruct the 3D trajectories. A typical 3D trajectory of an ascending
fish is seen in Figure 4.3.
4.2.5 Flow field measurement
Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (sPIV) provided 2 dimensional - 3 component
(2D-3C) velocity planes at five lateral positions (y = 15 mm, 45 mm, 75 mm, 105
mm and 135 mm) and two longitudinal positions to characterize the flow field 150 mm
upstream and downstream of baﬄe 3 positioned at x = 0.9 m from the downstream
end of the flume. Component refers to the longitudinal (u), lateral (v) and vertical
(w) components of the vector field. Dual frame sPIV measurements were taken at a
rate of 300 Hz, with the two HSV cameras fitted with 50 mm lenses. The flow field
was illuminated with a Ld:YLF dual cavity Q-switched laser with an output energy
of 20 mJ. Seeding concentrations were optimized to obtain a minimum of 4 particles
per 16 x 16 px interrogation window. The laser light sheet was diverged using a -10
mm concave lens and thinned by a 1000 mm convex convergent lens. For each plane
and each bed condition (clear or sediment wedges) 5 sets of 20 s sPIV recordings were
taken, providing 100 s of total sampling time per position. Image acquisition and
vector processing were performed within DaVis version 8.3.1 (LaVision Inc., Ypsilanti,
MI, U.S.A.). Decreasing 3 pass (i.e., 64x64, 32x32, 16x16) stereo cross-correlation was
performed. A median 2 standard deviation vector removal and replacement filter was
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applied on the intermittent and final vector fields. The spatial resolution of the vector
field was 16 pixels with a 50% interrogation window overlap, providing a vector spacing
of approximately 1.2 mm. The resulting instantaneous vector fields were used to extract
time-averaged u, v and w velocity components (u, v, w), standard deviations of velocity
components (u′, v′, w′) and turbulence kinetic energy estimates (k = 0.5(u′2+v′2+w′2)).
The sPIV planes from upstream and downstream of baﬄe 3 were combined to provide
a field of view of 300 mm x 90 mm centered on baﬄe 3 from the staging area entrance
of the flume.
4.2.6 Spatial analysis sampling volume
The spatial selection of fish swimming upstream in relation to hydrodynamic variables
was done within a sampling volume consisting of 4050 cells with dimensions of 1 cm3 (1
cm x 1 cm x 1 cm) (Fig. 4.4). The volume spanned the full width (15 cm) and height
(9 cm) of the flume and ± 15 cm longitudinally from the center of the baﬄe. Cells
fully contained within, or partially obstructed (> 40% obstruction of cell volume) by
the baﬄe or the sediment wedge were removed from the volume. After removals, 3960
cells remained in the clear bed condition and 3735 cells in the sediment condition for
analysis. Each cell was associated a value for the following seven descriptors; occupancy,
lateral position (y), vertical position (z), u, v, w and k. Hydrodynamic variables were
linearly interpolated to the centers of each cell from data obtained across the five
stereo-particle image velocimetry planes. A cell’s occupancy was measured as the total
number of frames that the center-of-mass of all fish were detected within the cell’s
boundaries. Only upstream trajectories were considered. Tracks from both cameras
were combined within the same sampling volume analysis. Simultaneous detections
occurring in the overlap region in the fields of view of both cameras were only counted
once.
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Figure 4.4: Sampling volume (clear condition) for analysis of spatial selection of juvenile
rainbow trout of hydrodynamic variables. The sampling volume was centered over the weir
baﬄe (black bar).
4.2.7 Statistical analysis
For the study of maximum distances of ascent (Dmax), the probability (P ) of ﬁsh
ascending at least 170 cm was modeled as a binary dependent variable (1 = success, 0
failure) using logistic regression with a binomial generalized linear mixed-eﬀects model
(glmer in lme4 package in R 3.2.0). Equation 4.1 presents the logit (log-odds) form
of the logistic regression used, P (x) is the probability of successful passage given the
values of the independent variables in the vector x, β0 is the intercept and βi are the
coeﬃcients for the independent explanatory variables (xi) within x (Kleinbaum and
Klein, 2005). The value of βi coeﬃcients eﬀect the log-odds of success by a factor of
eβi . Explanatory variables having βi > 0 increase the odds of successful passage, and
those with βi < 0 decrease the odds of successful passage.
log(
P (x)
1− P (x))) = e
β0+β1xi1+...+βkxk1 (4.1)
4.2.8 Trials
Two treatments were tested: a clear-water weir baﬄe condition and the same baﬄes
with sediment wedges placed in their lees (Fig. 4.2). The 2 treatments are referred
to as clear and sediment throughout (see Table 4.1). All trials were performed at a
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constant flow rate of 10.15 l/s, water temperature of 16 °C and dissolved oxygen of
9.6 mg/l. The water was chilled using two aquarium chillers (1 HP and a 0.5 HP).
Dissolved oxygen was measured immediately before, during and after each trial. Water
levels within the main reservoir, head tank and staging area were held constant for
each trial. The water level within the staging area was maintained at the level of the
polycarbonate top. Lighting and ambient conditions in the laboratory were constant
during all trials.
Before each trial 19 fish were transported from their holding tank (selected at
random from a group of 80 individuals) in an adjacent building to the flume inside
an oxygenated and thermally insulated cooler (transport time < 5 mins). The trial
started when the fish were slowly poured from the cooler into the staging area of the
flume. Each trial lasted 3 hours. Fish were not reused in trials – each treatment was
repeated once with a naive batch of 19 fish. On the first trial day, the clear baﬄes were
tested in the morning trial and then the sediment wedges were added for the afternoon
trial. On the second day the order of treatments was reversed. Fish used on the second
day incurred an extra day of holding time (see 4.1).
Table 4.1: Trial details
Trial # Condition Q (l/s) Holding time Trial day Number of fish FL (mm) ± S.D.
1 clear 10.15 7 days 1 19 85.8 ± 5.8
2 sediment 10.15 7 days 1 19 83.7 ± 6.2
3 sediment 10.15 8 days 2 19 88.1 ± 4.7
4 clear 10.15 8 days 2 19 84.8 ± 5.6
Note: FL stands for fish length and S.D. for standard deviation.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Flow field
The central plane sPIV is representative of the major flow features across the lateral
span of the flume and is the only plane presented here. However, the other 4 sPIV
planes showed some deviation from the central plane which may have affected fish
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trajectories and behaviors. Accordingly, these four planes were kept for interpolation
to the spatial selection grid for use in the following subsections.
The flow field in the experimental flume can be decomposed into two main zones,
each characterized by a set of distinct hydrodynamic conditions depicted in Fig. 4.5
for the central sPIV plane. The most spatially dominant zone lies above the baﬄes
(above-baﬄe zone) extending across the length of the flume above z > 30 mm (note
the baﬄe height is 24 mm). For both flow conditions, this zone is characterized by high
time-averaged streamwise velocity estimates (u) and lower levels of turbulence kinetic
energy (k) estimates. The second zone occurs at elevations of z < 30 mm within the
below baﬄe region. This zone presents substantially lower values of u, and for the
clear condition, the wake of the baﬄe is characterized by negative u (i.e. upstream).
The below baﬄe zone also presents the highest levels of turbulence (e.g. 0.10 < k <
0.2 m2/s2). Both the above and below baﬄe zones can be further divided by distinct
hydrodynamic conditions of special interest for fish locomotion and behavior.
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Figure 4.5: Time-averaged longitudinal velocity (u) (a,b), vertical (w) (c,d) and turbulence
kinetic energy (k) (e,f) obtained using sPIV along the central lateral plane of the flume at
baﬄe 3 (x = 0.9 m upstream of the entrance of the staging area). Subplots on the left
are for the clear condition, those on the right are for the sediment condition. The lateral
velocity component (v) is not included because it temporally averages to 0 m/s. However,
the fluctuating component of v (v′) near the baﬄe was close to 50% of the bulk velocity of
the flow and thus contributes substantially to the estimated values of k. Prime (’) indicates
distance from longitudinal center of weir.
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Within the above baﬄe zone two predominant regions prevailed; a choke region,
where approaching flow accelerated due to the constriction caused by the baﬄe, and an
expansion region, where flow decelerated downstream of the choke (the implications of
pressurized flow as opposed to free surface flow are addressed in the Discussion). For
both clear and sediment conditions, the high velocities caused by the acceleration at
the choke extended approximately 4 baﬄe heights downstream of the baﬄes. Values
of u within the choke varied between 1.0 m/s and 1.4 m/s (positive being directed
downstream). The highest values of u occurred between z = 0.045 m and 0.06 m near
the centerline of the flume (y = 0.075 m). Approaching the wall and the polycarbon-
ate top, u decreased due to wall effects. Maximum values of time-averaged vertical
velocities (w) also occurred within the choke, with w in both bed-conditions varying
between positive 0.1 m/s and 0.5 m/s (positive upwards). The strong vertical velocity
component in this region was caused by flow impacting the upstream face of the baﬄe.
Values of time-averaged lateral velocity (v) were comparatively small across much of
the central above baﬄe zone in both treatments, yet increased sharply within 0.02 m
of the walls near the top edge of the upstream face of the baﬄe. In this region, v
attained magnitudes of 0.3 m/s (directed towards the centerline of the flume). The
high values of v were due to near wall flow in the below baﬄe zone being partially
laterally diverted as it accelerated over-top of the upper upstream edge. Except for
these localized high values of v in the choke region, elsewhere within the flow field u
fell within ± 0.1 m/s. Turbulence levels within the choke region were low, typically
within the range of (k ≈ 0 and 0.05 m2/s2). Downstream of the choke, the expansion
zone extended to the upstream face of the next downstream baﬄe. Within the above
baﬄe zone, in the expansion region, u did not exceed 1.1 m/s, w ranged from -0.1 m/s
< w < 0 m/s and turbulence energy was relatively low (kmax = 0.05 m2/s2).
Below the baﬄe tops, the flow is classified as wake interference flow, as the wake
zone and vortex-generating zone of each element are not completely developed and
dissipated before the next element is reached (Morris, 1955). The spatial distribution
of u clearly shows that the boundary layer did not fully develop before reaching the
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downstream baﬄe. Generally, u was substantially lower in the inter-baﬄe region than
above the baﬄes, with values ranging between -0.25 m/s and 0.8 m/s. The flow field in
the wake of the baﬄes was characterized by the highest magnitudes of k, which varied
between 0.1 to 0.3 m2/s2. For the sediment condition, the wake region is characterized
by relatively low u and low k, which spans approximately 100 mm downstream of the
lee edge of the baﬄe.
4.3.2 Recirculation zone
Measured flow fields within the wake zone shared many hydrodynamic characteristics
across the two bed treatments, yet were distinct in one important way; in the clear
bed condition, the recirculatory wake extended approximately 4 baﬄe heights (4h)
from its downstream face before flow reattached. Within the recirculation zone, two
counter-rotating horizontal axis eddies extended spanwise across the width of the flume
(Fig. 4.6a). The core of the primary clockwise rotating eddy (larger eddy, Fig. 4.6a)
was positioned at ≈2h downstream of the downstream face and 0.5h above the bed.
The secondary eddy was located approximately 0.25h from the downstream face and
0.25h above the bed. Within the recirculation region, u attained a minimum of -0.20
m/s counter-current to the dominant direction of flow (Fig. 4.5a). When the sediment
wedge was in place, the recirculation region was highly modified and nearly disappeared
(Fig. 4.6b). Flow still separated at the downstream edge of the baﬄe, yet only a small
clockwise rotating horizontal eddy was observed.
4.3.3 Spatial selection
For both bed conditions, most fish selected cells within the spatial analysis sampling
volume (Fig. 4.4) having u > 0.8 m/s (Fig. 4.7a) and low levels of turbulence (e.g.
< 0.05 m2/s2, Fig. 4.7b). Cells having u > 0.8 were generally within the above-
baﬄe region (Fig. 4.5a, b), which also exhibited the lowest levels of k (Fig. 4.5e, f).
Fish avoided the central region of the flow, where u was > 1.2 m/s and demonstrated
preference for the right wall (y > 0.125 m, Fig. 7c) closer to the bed or near the
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Figure 4.6: Streamlines depicting direction of flow downstream of the baﬄes in the clear (a)
and sediment (b) bed condition. Streamlines are tangent to (u2 + v2)0.5 measured with sPIV
at the lateral centerline of baﬄe 3 (y = 75 mm). The persistent (time-averaged) counter-
rotating primary and secondary horizontal recirculatory eddies dominated the wake zone of
the clear baﬄe bed condition. The sediment wedge, in contrast, modified the downstream
wake zone, resulting in a near-rectilinear flow. Prime (′) indicates distance from longitudinal
center of weir.
polycarbonate top (Fig. 4.7d). Lateral preference was similar in both treatments (ks-
test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, p=0.54) and may have been due to an avoidance response to
the mirrored view present on the left wall. Alternatively, fish may have been attracted
to the white sign-board placed on the outside of the right wall. Qualitatively, the
vertical distribution of fish was more uniform in the sediment condition than in the
clear (Fig. 4.7d), suggesting fish may have selected trajectories over a wider range of
depths in the sediment. In the clear condition, vertical distribution was bimodal, with
numerous fish remaining close to the bed or near the top of the flume (Fig. 4.7d). The
sediment wedge blocked 225 of the lowest cells, forcing fish higher in the water column
than in the clear condition, potentially explaining the more uniform distribution of
occupancy in the sediment. Despite the visual differences in Fig. 4.7d, a ks-test failed
to detect a significant difference in the distributions (p=0.92).
In the clear bed condition, a large proportion of occupancy occurred within the u
range of -0.25 m/s to 0.25 m/s (Fig. 4.7a). In Fig. 4.5a it is seen that cells exhibiting
this range of u occurred only within the recirculation zone. The high proportion of
occupancy in the recirculation zone compared to the small proportion of cells available
there, suggests fish may have been actively seeking this zone to rest, draft or station-
hold. However, further analysis (section station holding) provides evidence to the
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contrary, instead suggesting ﬁsh had a diﬃcult time maintaining postural stability in
the recirculation zone.
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Figure 4.7: Overlapped histograms of relative frequencies of cell occupancy of ascending ﬁsh
versus hydrodynamic (u, k) and geometric variables (y, z ) of the ﬂume for both clear and
sediment conditions. Blue and red curves in a) and b) are kernel density estimates of the
relative frequencies of u and k within the sampling volume.
4.3.4 Attempts
A total of 211 attempts were registered by the PIT-tag system, 106 and 105 respectively
in the clear and sediment conditions. Nearly all 19 ﬁsh present in the staging area in
each trial staged at least one attempt (Table 4.2). The number of ﬁsh staging attempts
was similar in both treatments (Table 4.2). The number of ﬁsh staging successive
attempts decreased similarly in both treatments (Table 4.2). In the clear bed trials
approximately 53% fewer attempts occurred on day 1 compared with day 2, and mean
attempts per individual was 2.00 ± 1.17 on day 1 compared to 4.24 ± 2.45 on the
day 2 (Welch’s t-test p = 0.004; data are mean ± SD). In the sediment trials about
38% fewer attempts occurred on day 1 compared with day 2, and mean attempts per
individual was 2.35 ± 1.37 on day 1 compared to 3.94 ± 1.94 on day 2 (Welch’s t-test
p = 0.016).
During the fourth trial, the RFID system malfunctioned for approximately 20 mins
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near the end of the trial. During this time, a total of 12 unidentified fish attempted
ascent. Because the malfunction occurred late in the trial, most of the total number
of attempts had already been staged. By our estimate, this malfunction did not have
a significant effect on the spatial selection results already presented or the results still
to be presented (i.e. Dmax, ground speeds or station holding). However, the additional
attempts would have increased the total attempts in the fourth trial.
Table 4.2: Counts of juvenile rainbow trout staging at least n attempts in the
clear and sediment trials
number fish staging ≥ n attempts
trial treatment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 trial sums
1 clear 17 9 5 3 34
4∗ clear 16 13 13 10 7 6 5 2 72
subtotal 33 22 18 13 7 6 5 2 106
2 sediment 17 12 6 3 1 1 40
3 sediment 17 16 13 9 4 2 2 1 1 65
subtotal 34 28 19 12 5 3 2 1 1 105
column sums 67 50 37 25 12 9 7 3 1 211
Note: A total of 19 fish were present in the staging area in each trial. ∗ The antenna
system malfunctioned and did not read fish entering the flume for approximately 20
minutes near the last quarter of trial 4.
4.3.5 Maximum distances of ascent
The range of maximum distance of ascent (Dmax) were similar in both treatments, with
several fish abandoning their attempts at low values of Dmax (e.g. < 30 cm) and many
fish attaining the farthest Dmax possible in the flume (190 cm) (scatter in Fig. 4.8).
Across all attempts, the mean value of Dmax was 152 cm (± 66 cm) in the sediment
compared to 108 cm (± 74 cm) in the clear. On first attempts, 20 of 34 (59%) fish
made it 190 cm up the flume in the sediment condition, compared to only 3 of 33 (9%)
fish in the clear condition. In the clear bed condition, many fish staging their first
attempt collided with the downstream face of the first baﬄe and then returned to the
staging area. This behavior was largely responsible for suppressing the 2nd quantile of
attempt 1 in the clear condition (Fig. 4.8a, attempt 1). These collisions also occurred
in successive attempts and are visible as the clusters of points near Dmax of 30 cm in
Fig. 4.8a.
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Figure 4.8: Box plots of maximum distances of ascent (Dmax) attained in the ﬁrst four at-
tempts in the clear (a) and sediment treatments (b). The 1st and 3rd quartiles are represented
by lower and upper edges of the box, whereas the blue lines (black arrow) show the location
of the median. Whiskers are spaced 1.5*IQR (interquartile range). Observations of Dmax are
indicated as ﬁlled circles and scatter beyond whiskers indicate outliers. Attempts > 4 were
not plotted due to the small numbers of observations at greater attempt numbers.
The inﬂuence of treatment variables on passage success (i.e. Dmax > 170 cm) was
tested using logistic regression (see Statistical analysis). Since everything else was held
constant (e.g. Q, temperature, dissolved oxygen), the only testable ﬁxed eﬀect ex-
planatory variables for inclusion in the models were: bed treatment (clear or sediment)
and attempt number. To control for possible pseudoreplication bias, individual was
included as a random eﬀect. Three models were considered: (1) treatment + individ-
ual, (2) treatment + attempt number + individual, (3) treatment*attempt + individual.
Model 1 was the most parsimonious based on Akaike weight criterion (AIC) (AIC =
model 1, 269.28; (2) model 2, 271.28; (3) model 3, 270.96). In model 1, the presence
of sediment wedges increased the probability of attaining 170 cm by a factor of 4 (β =
1.386, p < 0.001). In model 2, sediment had a similar eﬀect to model 1 and attempt
number was found to not signiﬁcantly aﬀect success (β = -0.003, p = 0.97). Model
3, suggests success marginally decreased in the sediment with each successive attempt
(β = -0.262, p = 0.118), possibly indicating decreased motivation to attain the far-
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thest reach of the flume after having already attained it in prior attempts. In all three
models, sediment wedges strongly improved success, highlighting the importance of the
treatment term, whereas attempt number had only a marginal interaction effect with
the sediment condition in model 3.
4.3.6 Upstream ground speeds
Histograms of relative frequencies of mean longitudinal upstream ground-speeds (Ug)
calculated from the 3D trajectory of each fish captured crossing the field of view (FOV)
of the HSV cameras are presented in Fig. 4.9. A ks-test demonstrated overall distribu-
tions of Ug between treatments were dissimilar (p = 0.011), suggesting fish employed
different groundspeeds in each treatment. Conversely, mean Ug were similar in both
bed treatments (clear, 0.43 m/s; sediment, 0.46 m/s, t-test, p = 0.54). However, the
median was 0.33 m/s in the clear and 0.42 m/s in the sediment, suggesting a larger
proportion of fish used lower ground-speeds within the clear condition than in the
sediment condition (Krusall-Wallis test, p = 0.05). The distribution of Ug in the clear
condition is bimodal, with nearly 17% of tracks having Ug > 0.8 m/s and approximately
13% having Ug < 0.2 m/s. The majority of remaining tracks in the clear condition
occurred at values of Ug < 0.5 m/s. In contrast, the distribution of Ug in the sediment
is unimodal, with only 3% of tracks having Ug > 0.8 m/s and no tracks with Ug below
< 0.2 m/s. A larger proportion of fish used Ug in the range between 0.5 m/s and 0.8
m/s in the sediment than in the clear trial.
4.3.7 Station holding
Most fish swam through the combined FOV of both cameras (δ x = 0.35 m) in less
than 2 s, providing few opportunities to capture station-holding behavior (Fig. 4.10).
We considered a FOV time (tFOV ) threshold of 2 s, beyond which tracks would be
investigated for potential station-holding behavior. Of the 261 tracks acquired, 14
tracks in the clear bed-condition and 10 tracks in the sediment had tFOV > 2 s, which
were used in the subsequent analysis. For the purpose of this analysis, controlled
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Figure 4.9: Overlapping relative frequency distributions of average upstream ground speed
(Ug) of juvenile rainbow trout passing through the ﬁelds of view of the HSV cameras centered
on baﬄes 3 and 4 in the clear (blue) and sediment conditions (red). Ground speeds were
obtained from 3D trajectories.
station-holding behavior is deﬁned as a ﬁsh positioned with its anteroposterior axis
parallel to the bulk ﬂow direction exhibiting small (< 0.05 m/s) longitudinal, lateral
or vertical speeds.
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Figure 4.10: Residency times of 261 tracks captured within the ﬁelds of view (FOV) of the
two HSV cameras. Data are stratiﬁed by ascending ﬁsh (up), descending ﬁsh (down) and ﬁsh
that entered and exited the same side of the high-speed video frame (in-and-out, IAO).
To quantify the observed diﬀerences in station-holding behavior between conditions,
the tFOV > 2 s tracks were combined to form datasets of 11281 (clear) and 11693 (sed-
iment) observations of longitudinal (ufish), lateral (vfish) and vertical (wfish) ground
speeds. The cumulative distribution functions of ufish are presented in Fig. 4.11.
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Subsample testing (ks-test) was performed on the distributions for each of ufish, vfish
and wfish. Distributions from each group were composed of random subsamples (n =
1000). A total of 2000 ks-test were performed to provide average ks-test statistics for
analysis. Random sampling and repeat testing was done to reduce potential bias being
introduced by two HSV tracks with tFOV > 5.5 s in the sediment (far right, Fig. 4.10).
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Figure 4.11: Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of ground speeds (ufish)
of trout in 3D high-speed video tracks having FOV residency times > 2 s (clear, n = 14,
11281 frame observations; sediment, n = 10, 11693 frame observations). The CDF for the
clear bed-condition (blue) presents a deviation from that of the sediment, showing fish were
employing generally higher magnitude ufish in the clear conditions than in the sediment. CDF
comparative plots of vfish and wfish for both conditions were similar to that presented here.
Average ks-test statistics (D) were significantly above the threshold value (Dcrit) for
each of ufish, vfish and wfish (p = < 0.01 for all three), suggesting distributions of ufish,
vfish and wfish were distinct among bed conditions. The standard deviation of ufish in
the clear condition was 0.3 m/s compared to 0.2 m/s in the sediment (factor of 0.66).
Similarly, S.D. of vfish and wfish had smaller magnitudes in the sediment compared to
the clear condition (factor of 0.6 for S.D. of vfish and 0.7 for wfish). Figure 4.12 depicts
a typical 2D distribution of ufish versus vfish from one of the random sub-samples of
1000 points used in the ks-test analysis. Ellipses encircling 2 S.D. of each distribution
demonstrate scatter was more densely clustered near (0,0) in the sediment condition
compared to the clear bed condition.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of longitudinal (ufish) and lateral (vfish) velocities within the clear
(blue) and sediment (red) bed conditions. Points generated from a random sample (n = 1000
for each bed-condition) of the subset of 3D high-speed video tracks having FOV residency
times > 2 s. Area enclosed by the ellipses contains 2 S.D. of data. Sediment produces a
denser cluster of points near (0,0), indicating ﬁsh exhibited lower longitudinal and lateral
velocities than in the clear trials. Similar patterns were observed in plots of ufish vs. wfish
and vfish vs. wfish (not shown).
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4.4 Discussion
Sediment wedges in the wakes of the weir baﬄes benefited passage in multiple ways:
maximum distances of ascent were greater, probability of successful passage on first
attempt was increased by a factor of 4 and fish demonstrated station holding behaviors
only in the sediment condition. Many of the improvements observed in the sediment
condition likely stem from the sediment wedge blocking the recirculatory wake, remov-
ing the difficulties fish had to overcome navigating this turbulent flow feature.
Despite nearly identical turbulence kinetic energy levels in the wakes of both weir
baﬄe conditions (Fig. 4.5e, f), fish only held station in the sediment. This suggests
that a strict evaluation of turbulence statistics is not sufficient to predict hydrodynamic
effects on postural stability in the wakes of weir baﬄes. The length-scale ratio (l),
comparing the diameter of the eddy with the body length of the fish, has been proposed
as a relevant indicator of an eddy’s capacity to cause postural disturbances (Pavlov
et al., 2000; Tritico and Cotel, 2010; Cotel and Webb, 2015). A rapidly rotating eddy
with l = 1 has more impetus to accelerate a fish than a slower rotating eddy with l
= 1. The ratio of the angular momentum of the eddy (Γe) with the linear momentum
of a swimming fish (Γf ) gives the momentum ratio (m). To account for momentum
effects, Cotel and Webb (2015) suggest m be considered alongside l. If both l and m
are ≈ 1 and the fish is exposed to the eddy for a significant period of time (what is
called high persistence) then the likelihood of the fish demonstrating reduced postural
control increases (Cotel and Webb, 2015). Relevant length scale ratios for the clear
condition and fish of this study and their definitions are presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Hydrodynamic and geometric descriptors of primary eddy and fish.
Primary recirculatory eddy fish ratios
definition value definition value definition value
pe, eddy perimeter (cm) 13.32 pf , perimeter (cm) 17.15 pe/pf 0.78
Ae, eddy area (cm2) 9.28 Ae, fish area (cm2) 10.6 Ae/Af 0.88
Delong, eddy long diameter (cm) 5.75 BL, fish body length (cm) 8.5 llong=Delong/BL 0.68
Deshort, eddy short diameter (cm) 1.9 D
f
short, short axis length (cm) 1.9 lshort=D
e
short/D
f
short 1
|ω|, vorticity (1/s) 26.9 - - -
Γe, eddy circulation (cm2/s) 249.64 - - -
fe, angular frequency (Hz) 1.4 - - -
V⊥avg, average tangential velocity (cm/s) 18.74 - - -
Note: Data used to calculate parameters for the primary recirculatory eddy obtained using time-averaged results from sPIV at the center-line
plane of the flume. Areas, perimeters and lengths of both the long (anterioposterior) and short (dorsalventral) axis of the primary eddy and a fish
of average body length (85 mm) was done using ImageJ imaging software.
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The high values of the length scale ratios (lshort and llong > 0.65) indicate our
fish were of nearly the same size as the primary eddy (short indicates dorsoventral
axis of fish, long indicates anteroposterior axis). Persistence is high, since exposure to
the eddy continues while the fish attempts to hold station in the wake. Under the
station holding assumption, the momentum of the fish is small (given that ufish < 0.05
m/s), consequently the momentum ratio (m) should be > 1. Therefore, the difficulties
observed in fish within the recirculatory zone (loss of postural stability, whole body
arching and rapid accelerations) can likely be explained with the framework of Cotel
and Webb (2015).
In both Khodier and Tullis (2014) and Duguay et al. (2018), fish were observed to
hold station (often for long durations in Duguay et al. (2018)) with their anteroposterior
axis perpendicular to the bulk flow. This behavior was not observed in this study. It
is possible that given the larger baﬄe heights and fish lengths used, the recirculatory
zones in Khodier and Tullis (2014) and Duguay et al. (2018) may have presented more
favorable length scale ratios for station holding.
4.4.1 Recirculatory eddy stability metric
Here we propose a metric of potential use for assessing the likelihood that a stationary
recirculatory eddy will cause postural stabilities in fish: the recirculatory eddy stability
metric ke (Eq. 4.2), where fBL (Eq. 4.3) is the angular frequency of the eddy (fe, Eq.
4.4) expressed in terms of the average body length of the fish. The average tangential
velocity of the eddy perimeter (V⊥avg, Eq. 4.5) is derived from the eddy circulation
(Γe, Eq. 4.6). Circulation is calculated by performing the closed surface integral of the
spanwise time-averaged vorticity field (ωavg) normal to a representative cross-section of
the eddy (n indicates the unit vector normal to surface). The surface area delineated by
a closed curve encircling the cross-section is denoted by (dS ). Values of eddy descriptors
are in Table 4.3.
ke = lfBL (4.2)
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fBL =
fepe
BL
(4.3)
fe =
V⊥avg
pe
(4.4)
V⊥avg =
Γe
pe
(4.5)
Γe =
∫∫
S
ωavg · dS (4.6)
In the clear bed condition, fBL is 2.2 Hz, thus the perimeter of the primary eddy
rotates at an average tangential clockwise velocity of 2.2 BL/s (0.187 m/s). This agrees
with velocity magnitudes measured along the closed curve (Fig. 4.6a). Evaluating Eq.
4.2, gives ke = 1.46 Hz for lshort, ke = 2.2 Hz for llong (long snout to tail axis) and
ke = 1.8 Hz for lavg = (0.68+1)/2 = 0.84. Though untested here, we speculate that
Eq. 4.2 provides a quantitative method to evaluate a recirculatory eddy’s ability to
cause postural instabilities by combining length-scale effects (l) and a measure of the
relative strength of the eddy (fBL) in one metric. Future research towards establishing
threshold values of ke at which various size classes of target species begin to demonstrate
loss of postural stability in recirculatory wake zones may prove beneficial for passage
at engineered hydraulic structures.
4.4.2 Trajectories
The preference for trajectories near the wall is similar to observations in other culvert
and hydraulic flume studies (Castro-Santos et al., 2013; Goerig and Castro-Santos,
2017; Goodrich et al., 2018). The work required to produce thrust for forward locomo-
tion increases to the 3rd power of the local fluid velocity (Wang and Chanson, 2018).
Under the assumption that fish chose routes to minimize energy outputs, opting for a
trajectory near the wall where longitudinal velocities are reduced (u ≈ 1.0 m/s) instead
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of the center of the flume (u ≈ 1.3 m/s) is appropriate. From an energetic standpoint,
a trajectory within the center of the flume requires more than double the effort (1.33
m/s gives a factor of 2.2) than a trajectory near the flume wall. Fish could further
reduced energy requirements by opting for trajectories passing closer to the bed, in
the below-baﬄe zone (u ≈ 0.6 m/s). However, fish rarely descended within 0.03 m of
the bed in the first 15 cm upstream of the baﬄe. Maximizing their exposure to the
u ≈ 0.6 m/s of the below-baﬄe zone would in theory result in nearly an 80% reduc-
tion in energetic costs compared to swimming through u ≈ 1 m/s near the wall in the
above-baﬄe zone. We speculate two reasons to explain why such a large proportion of
trajectories occurred in the above-baﬄe zone: (1) fish were volitionally selecting the
more energetically demanding (above-baﬄe zone) to avoid additional energy require-
ments to maintain postural stability in the highly-turbulent below-baﬄe region, and/or
(2) a feature of the flow field prevented them from adopting and maintaining trajec-
tories within the below-baﬄe region. Fish passing through the constricted flow region
above the baﬄe were often observed to undergo a rapid upwards vertical acceleration
accompanied by a positive pitching (between 15° to 30° from the bed) of their cranio-
caudal axis. The shear layer in proximity to the wake of the baﬄes (Fig. 4.5a) is likely
the hydrodynamic mechanism responsible for pitching and subsequently redirecting the
fish higher in the water column. From observations of fish trajectories, once a fish was
above z = 65 mm it required a considerable ground distance (5 to 15 cm) upstream
of the baﬄe before descending into the below baﬄe region. Improved baﬄe designs
reducing velocity gradients above the crest of the baﬄe, or designs that permit fish to
curtail the shear zone completely (i.e. offset or slotted-weir baﬄes, (Rajaratnam et al.,
1988; Rajaratnam and Katopodis, 1990)) may assist in reducing craniocaudal pitching
behaviors, which in turn may permit fish to descent more rapidly into the energetically
beneficial below-baﬄe zone.
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4.4.3 Ground speeds
The bimodal distribution of Ug in the clear condition (Fig. 4.9), suggests fish had to
decide between two ascent strategies; a higher more extraneous trajectory, or a lower
trajectory prone to baﬄe collisions, loss of postural stability, downstream translations
and additional energy requirements to recuperate lost ground. Observation of individ-
ual trajectories revealed that many fish avoided the clear bed baﬄes entirely, instead
opting for straight, fast (Ug > 0.8 m/s), unidirectional trajectories high (z > 7 cm) in
the water column, usually in the upper corners of the flume. This behavior may have
been an avoidance response to the hydraulically difficult recirculatory zones. Since
station holding was absent in the clear condition, it is likely the lowest ground speeds
resulted from fish adopting trajectories lower in the flow field where additional time
was spent time accelerating and regaining lost ground following baﬄe collisions. It is
likely that because swimming was not impeded by the difficulties associated with the
recirculation zone, sediment wedges permitted fish to employ more moderate ground
speeds (0.4 to 0.7 m/s) compared to the clear condition. Use of moderate ground
speeds may have reduced energetic costs, which in part may explain the higher Dmax
values attained in the sediment condition.
4.4.4 Study limitations
To minimize confounding variables and isolate the effects of sediment blockage of the
recirculation zone, our study design tested only one covariate; the presence of sediment
wedges or not (clear condition). In field applications, fish passage through baﬄed cul-
verts is affected by many more covariates (e.g. variable flows, species, fish length, baﬄe
height, culvert type, etc.). Also, we only investigated a simple weir baﬄe design with
abrupt corners. Benefits to fish passage may occur by smoothing these corners (po-
tentially reducing velocity gradients and turbulence levels downstream of the baﬄe) or
possibly streamlining the baﬄes entirely to eliminate flow separation in the baﬄes’ lees.
Though the findings of this study suggest sediment accumulation in recirculatory wakes
of baﬄes has the potential to affect fish passage in baﬄed culverts, extensive research
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considering a range of covariates (e.g. round corrugated culverts, additional species,
life stages, sediment amounts, baﬄe geometries) is required to improve understanding
of how sediment deposition influences fish passage in baﬄe culverts.
The experiment was performed under fully pressurized flow conditions (i.e. absence
of a free surface). This was done for several practical reasons and limitations of the
experimental apparatus. The top was necessary to film the fish simultaneously with two
high-speed cameras and provide access to the flow for the sPIV light sheet. However, it
is expected that the acceleration of the flow observed in Fig. 4.5a-b was exaggerated by
the pressurized condition caused by the presence of the top. In an identical experiment,
except performed with a free surface, the maximum u values observed in the choke of
approximately 1.3 m/s would likely be lower than those measured here. Thus, a free
surface would likely have altered the results presented herein and additional work is
necessary to quantify the free surface’s influence on passage metrics.
A final point is that the difference in attempt numbers between day 1 and day 2
may in part be explained by a sample level bias introduced by our selection procedure.
Prior to each trial, 19 individuals were randomly selected from a single tank without
replacement after the completion of the trial. We speculate that due to variability
across individuals in the tank, it is possible that for the day 1 trials we removed
the less motivated individuals (less aggressive and easier to catch) from the holding
tank, leaving behind the more motivated individuals for use in the day 2 trials. Future
studies could mitigate this selection bias through use of a more robust random selection
procedure.
4.5 Conclusions
In this study, juvenile rainbow trout volitionally attempted ascents of a small-scale
flume fitted with either a clear bed weir baﬄe treatment or the same set of weir baﬄes
with sediment wedges placed in their lees. Individuals were 4 times more likely to
swim the entire length of the flume in the presence of sediment wedges and generally
attained the upper reach of the flume on their first attempt. Station-holding behavior
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did not occur in the low-velocity/high-turbulence wake region of the baﬄe (clear con-
dition). Instead, fish only held station when sediment wedges were in place, and only
within ± 50 mm of the downstream edge of the sediment wedge. In the clear condition,
many fish opted for either fast trajectories (Ug > 0.8 m/s) near the polycarbonate top
or slower more laborious trajectories lower in the water-column. In contrast, individ-
uals employed slower median ground-speeds with the sediment condition. Observed
difficulties of fish maintaining postural stability (station-holding, resting) in the clear
condition recirculatory wakes is largely attributed to the difficult turbulent hydraulic
conditions present in these zones. The perimeter of the primary recirculatory eddy in
the wake of the clear weir baﬄe rotated at an average 2.2 body-lengths/s, and had
a similar diameter to that of the length of the fish. The recirculatory eddy stability
metric (ke) is formulated and proposed to evaluate the potential of a recirculatory eddy
to incite postural instabilities in fish. The findings of this study suggest that sediment
blocking low velocity recirculation zones in the wakes of fish baﬄes has potential to
improve passage performance. However, we stress that additional research using a
variety of species and life stage distributions in a similar experiment undertaken in a
full-scale culvert operating under a free-surface flow regime is required to gain a more
complete understanding of how sedimentation and recirculatory zones influence passage
efficiency through baﬄed culverts.
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Chapter 5
Assessing OpenFOAM and Flow-3D
for fishway modeling
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French title:
Une étude de cas d’une passe migratoire à seuils déversants modélisée avec OpenFOAM
et FLOW-3D.
Contribution to the dissertation:
The work presented in this article contributes to this thesis in two major ways: (1) by
demonstrating the open-source model OpenFOAM with its interfoam solver can predict
the turbulent flow field through a full scale fishway to a level of accuracy adequate for
fishway design evaluation, and (2) by demonstrating that OpenFOAM can reproduce
the fishway’s flow field with the same level of accuracy as the commerical CFD software
Flow-3D. This work adds confidence that OpenFOAM can be applied to future fish
passage research applications.
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French abstract: Le solveur interFoam d’OpenFOAM est évalué pour la modélisation
du champ d’écoulement tridimensionnel d’une grande passe migratoire à seuils déver-
sant. Les résultats numériques d’OpenFOAM et du solveur commercial FLOW-3D sont
comparés et validés avec des profils expérimentaux in situ de vitesse, de turbulence et
les niveaux de surface de l’eau. OpenFOAM et FLOW-3D ont produit des champs
de flux similaires. Les modèles ont prédit avec précision les magnitudes de vitesse
dans tout le bassin étudié et la vitesse de barrière immédiatement en aval du seuil.
Les modèles ont surestimé la largeur et la profondeur du jet issu de l’encoche et ont
significativement sous-estimé les niveaux d’énergie cinétique turbulente à l’intérieur de
celui-ci. Dans les deux modèles, un grand vortex occupe un volume majeur du bassin
échantillonné, dont la présence n’est pas supportée par des mesures expérimentales.
Les résultats démontrent qu’interFoam couplé au modèle de turbulence k−  standard
est capable d’estimer les vélocités de barrière, les débits, les magnitudes de turbulence
et les profondeurs à une précision acceptable pour l’évaluation des passes migratoires.
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5.1 Abstract
OpenFOAM’s interFoam solver is validated for modeling the complex three dimensional
flow field of a large pool and weir fishway. Numerical results from OpenFOAM and the
commercial solver FLOW-3D are compared and validated with in situ experimental
velocity, turbulence and water surface profiles. OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D produced
similar flow fields. The models accurately predicted velocity magnitudes throughout
the pool and the barrier velocity immediately downstream of the notch. The models
over-predicted the width and depth of the jet issuing from the notch and significantly
under-predicted turbulent kinetic energy levels within it. In both models a large roller
occupies a generous volume of the sampled pool, the presence of which is not supported
by experimental measurements. The findings demonstrate that interFoam coupled
with the standard k −  turbulence model is able to estimate barrier velocities, flow
rates, turbulence magnitudes and depths to accuracies acceptable for fishway design
evaluation.
5.2 Introduction
In recent years, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has seen increased use in fish
passage and related free surface ecohydraulic engineering applications. Numerous re-
searchers have employed 2D and 3D models to gain insights on the flow fields of a
variety of fishway types (Cea et al., 2007; Barton et al., 2009; Chorda et al., 2010).
Many such studies used commercial CFD codes to predict important fish passage de-
sign criteria. Commercial codes are popular for their user-friendly working environ-
ment, accuracy and thoroughly validated code. Yet, these advantages often come with
substantial licensing fees, scalability limitations and restricted access to source code.
OpenFOAM’s two phase solver, interFoam, has achieved success modeling complex
flows such as hydraulic jumps, sewage collection systems, free surface flows around
submerged hydrofoils and determining wave forces on coastal bridge decks (Seiffert
et al., 2014; Bayon-Barrachina et al., 2015; Bayon-Barrachina and Lopez-Jimenez,
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2015; Prasad et al., 2015). Results from these studies demonstrate the potential of
interFoam to predict fishway design parameters of interest such as barrier velocities,
pool depths, turbulence metrics and evaluating flow patterns for availability of velocity
refuge for migrating fish. Released under the general public license (GNU) software
license, OpenFOAM is free and open-source. Liberated from licensing restrictions, par-
allel scalability is limited only by available hardware, allowing practitioners to more
efficiently allocate computational resources to resolve CFD problems.
The choice of employing either a 2D or 3D model is usually based on the dimension-
ality of the expected flow field of the fishway. 3D CFD can require considerably longer
simulation times than 2D or 1D CFD methods, yet can provide enhanced details of the
flow field not available from lower dimension models. For vertical slot fishway, studies
have reported accurate results using 2D models (Cea et al., 2007; Chorda et al., 2010;
Bombač et al., 2015). The success of 2D models for predicting flow fields in vertical slot
fishway has been attributed to their largely 2D flow-field character (Wu et al., 1999;
Tarrade et al., 2011). 2D depth-averaged models of nature-like fishway, characterized
by numerous surface protruding roughness elements, were also shown to acceptably
model depths, velocities and turbulence levels within nature-like fishway (Tran et al.,
2016). Tran et al. (2016), nevertheless proposed that 2D simulations of nature-like
fishway be performed as precursors to identify promising designs before performing 3D
simulations. However, in certain fishway, where flow is expected to be highly 3D in
character, practitioners may have no choice other than perform a 3D model.
In addition to resolving the lateral and longitudinal components of the flow, fully 3D
models resolve the vertical flow component responsible for many complexities inherent
to fishway designs. Many researches have successfully applied 3D models to vertical-slot
fishway (Khan, 2006; Barton et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2013; Marriner et al., 2014; Marriner
et al., 2016). Notably, Marriner et al. (2014) showed considerable agreement between
3D CFD depth and velocity results and experimental data in a vertical-slot fishway
turning pool. For example, Marriner et al. (2016) used 3D CFD to evaluate variations
in energy expenditures for salmon along potential trajectories within a number of
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vertical-slot fishway design iterations. The apparent success of 3D modeling of vertical-
slot fishway highlights its potential for evaluating pool and weir fishway designs.
Within a typical pool of a pool and weir fishway operating under a plunging flow
regime, the flow over the notch in the upstream weir plunges into the pool and surges
to the surface after impacting the backside of the downstream weir (Ead et al., 2004).
The plunging portion of the flow, or jet, is a critical design feature since its velocity
determines the barrier velocity for migrating fish. 3D modeling has the potential to
resolve this complex 3D flow feature which is largely responsible for initiating the dom-
inant flow patterns within the pool. However, to the authors’ knowledge no studies in
the published literature have employed 3D CFD to model pool and weir fishway. Since
relatively few studies have investigated the use of interFoam for free surface engineering
problems and none to the authors’ knowledge have been on technical fishway, a study
of the interFoam solver for application to pool and weir fishway would prove insightful.
In this work, a full scale in-situ pool and weir fishway is studied both experimentally
with 3-component acoustic Doppler velocimetry and numerically using OpenFOAM’s
interFoam solver and the commercial solver FLOW-3D. The objectives are to (1) com-
pare interFoam with FLOW-3D, (2) perform a Grid Convergence Index (GCI) analysis
on both interFoam and FLOW-3D and (3) validate interFoam with experimental veloc-
ity, turbulence and water surface level data, (4) discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of the modeling approaches used for the analysis of pool and weir fishway. The find-
ings and modeling methods proposed in this study will be of interest to practitioners
applying CFD to assess fishway designs.
5.3 The fishway
The fishway under study is an aging pool and weir fishway designed to provide upstream
passage of American shad Alosa sapidissima. The fishway is situated adjacent to a large
hydroelectric production facility in Eastern Canada. The elevation drop between the
reservoir and tail-race water surface levels is 7.8 m. The fishway consists of concrete
floors and walls and 32 wooden weirs spaced between 2.5 and 5 m apart. Figure 5.1a
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depicts a plan view of the modeled geometry, aerial front view (Fig. 5.1b) and a close
up of pool 16 between weir 16 and 17 (Fig. 5.1c) where the analysis in the following
sections is performed. Water enters upstream of the pass from the left on Fig. 5.1a,
ﬂows down the ﬁsh ladder and returns to the river from the attraction pool on the right
of Fig. 5.1a. The ﬁrst 26 weirs (from upstream to downstream) have a notch width
of 0.65 m whereas the last 6 have notch widths of 0.60 m. The 32nd weir (right-most
baﬄe in Fig. 5.1a) was not in place during ﬁeld work and was consequently removed
from the model to represent the conditions during ﬁeld data collection. The design
discharge is a maximum of 1 m3/s in the ﬁshway, however an additional 7.5 m3/s of
attraction ﬂow exits from three conduits underneath the ﬁshway (visible in Fig. 5.1b).
Only the ﬂow through the ﬁshway itself was modeled, attraction ﬂows were not.
a)
Flow direction
upstream
downstream
b) c) weir 16
weir 17
Figure 5.1: Views of the ﬁshway geometry: (a) top view of the ﬁsh passage where north points
towards the top of the page, (b) aerial front view looking upstream and (c) close up of weir
16 (red) and 17 (orange). Pool 16 between weirs 16 and 17 is the focus of the analysis of this
study.
The dimensions of weirs 4 to 26 are presented in Fig. 5.2. The ﬁrst three weirs and
the last six weirs have similar geometries and vary only from those of Fig. 5.2 in total
height and weir notch width. Notches alternate south and north over the length of the
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fishway.
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Figure 5.2: Baﬄe dimensions of weirs 4 to 26 in mm. The first three weirs and last six weirs
are of similar geometry and differ only slightly in height and weir opening width.
5.4 Methodology
5.4.1 Numerical models
When turbulence is simulated for Newtonian flows, both interFoam and Flow3D solve
the continuity (Eq. 5.1) and the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions governing fluid motion (Eq. 5.2) using a Finite Volume Method (Flow-3D, 2015;
Moukalled et al., 2016). In Eq. 5.2, p indicates pressure, v denotes the velocity field,
time by t, fb indicates the body forces acting on the control volume and τ denotes
surface normal stresses. Over-bars indicate time averaging and ′ the instantaneous
fluctuations around time averaged means. The Reynolds stress tensor (−ρv′v′) in Eq.
5.2 is obtained by first determining the turbulent viscosity (µt) with Eq. 5.3 (Cu =
0.09), where k and  are calculated using the standard k- model, and then by applying
the Boussinesq hypothesis Eq. 5.4 which assumes Reynolds stresses scale linearly with
mean velocity gradients (I is the Kronecker delta). The k- model solves transport
equations for both kinetic turbulent energy (k) and turbulent energy dissipation ()
and was chosen for its ability to acceptably model the influence of turbulence induced
momentum transfer on the flow fields of fishway and free surface applications (Rodi,
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1993; Khan, 2006; Marriner et al., 2014). Complete details of the implementation of
the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the standard k - model
in both interFoam and FLOW-3D are available in Moukalled et al. (2016) and Flow-3D
(2015).
5 · [ρv] = 0 (5.1)
∂ [ρv]
∂t
+5 · {ρvv} = −5 p+ [5 · (τ − ρv′v′)]+ fb (5.2)
µt = ρCu
k2

(5.3)
− ρv′v′ = µt
{5v + (5v)t}− 2
3
ρkI (5.4)
Since a high Reynolds number turbulence model is employed (k -), wall functions
are required to estimate shear stresses on solid boundary cell faces and to determine k
and  values at wall boundaries (Moukalled et al., 2016). Both models employ a wall
function based on the universal properties of flow near smooth no-slip boundaries as
described by Eq. 5.5, where u∗ is the shear velocity, u is velocity κ is 0.41 and B is
0.5. Viscous lengths (y+) are determined using Eq. 5.6, where y is the distance from
the wall and νt = kinematic viscosity. y+ values between 30 and 200 ensure the first
grid point is within the inertial sublayer where Eq. 5.5 is applicable. The mean values
of y+ for each model were between these limits. The calculated wall shear stresses are
then included in the resolution of the momentum transport equations.
u
u∗
=
1
κ
ln(y+) +B (5.5)
y+ =
u?y
νt
(5.6)
Steady-state convergence of the solutions was assured by monitoring the time evo-
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lution of the total fluid volume within the computational domains, flow rates and
probed water surface elevations. Steady-state was achieved when each of the moni-
tored quantities attained a plateau for 300 seconds of simulated time. Furthermore,
velocity component and pressure residuals were monitored for convergence within each
time step. Temporal stability is achieved in both interFoam and FLOW-3D with au-
tomated algorithms that ensure the Courant number is maintained below < 1 across
every cell within the domain. Details on how spatial convergence was assessed in both
models are presented in the results section.
interFoam
interFoam models two immiscible, incompressible, isothermal fluids with a volume of
fluid (VOF) method to delimit the free surface interface between the two fluids. To
account for the variation of density and viscosity between the two fluids, interFoam
resolves a two fluid form of the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(Deshpande et al., 2012). The pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO)
pressure correction procedure ensures the pressure and velocity fields satisfy the conti-
nuity and momentum equations (Deshpande et al., 2012). interFoam solves a species
transport equation for the VOF method similar to that outlined in Hirt and Nichols
(1981). The VOF method determines a phase fraction value α for each cell within the
computational domain. Cells having α equal to 1 contain only water and those equal
to 0 contain only air. Fractional values between 0 and 1 approximate where the free
surface resides. Complete details on the implementation of the VOF method within
the interFoam solver are available in Deshpande et al. (2012).
The discretisation schemes for the gradient, divergent and laplacian terms of the
equations of motion and auxiliary models are presented in Table 5.1. The Euler first
order accurate, bounded and implicit temporal discretisation scheme was applied as
default in the ddtSchemes dictionary. Implicit temporal discretisation schemes are
known to improve simulation stability over their explicit counterparts especially in
simulations involving non-orthogonal meshes and where turbulence models are applied
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(Bayon-Barrachina and Lopez-Jimenez, 2015). Abrupt property gradients, such as
those occurring at free surface interfaces defined in the alpha field have been shown to
be accurately captured using a combination of the vanLeer second order accurate in-
terpolation scheme for div(phi, alpha) and interfaceCompression for div(phirb, alpha)
(Deshpande et al., 2012; Bayon-Barrachina and Lopez-Jimenez, 2015). The momentum
terms use Gauss discretisation with a second order accurate linearUpwind interpolation
scheme. The gradSchemes and laplacianSchemes are defined using second order accu-
rate linear interpolation schemes whereas divergent terms for the turbulence quantities
k and  use first order accurate upwind schemes.
Table 5.1: Discretization schemes applied in the interFoam model.
Dictionary name Subdictionary Entry
ddtSchemes
default Euler
gradSchemes
default Gauss linear 1
limitedGrad cellLimitedGauss linear 1
divSchemes
div(rhoPhi, U) Gauss linearUpwind grad(U)
div(phi, alpha) Gauss vanLeer
div(phirb, alpha) Gauss interfaceCompression
div(phi, k) Gauss upwind
div(phi, epsilon) Gauss upwind
div((muEff*dev(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear
laplacianSchemes
default Gauss linear corrected
interpolationSchemes
default Gauss linear corrected
FLOW-3D
FLOW-3D is a commercial CFD code implementing the Finite Volume Method to
solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with a VOF method to track
the free surface (Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Flow-3D, 2015). The single fluid with free
surface option available in the standard release of version 11.0.1.03 was used. For
this option, the computational cells containing only air are considered void and are
not directly modeled. Instead the free surface between the void and the fluid cells is
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tracked by the application of a boundary condition at the interface. This approach is
accurate if the second fluid’s density (air) is insignificant with respect to the density of
water (Flow-3D, 2015). A second order monotonicity preserving scheme was employed
for the momentum advection equations. An implicit generalized minimum residual
method solver (GMRES) was used to assure continuity by determining cell pressures
and updating the velocity field (Flow-3D, 2015). Further details of the approaches
used within FLOW-3D for solving the equations of motion, discretisation schemes
used, FLOW-3D’s VOF method and the GMRES approach are presented in Flow-3D
(2015).
5.4.2 Meshing
SnappyHexMesh, a body conforming hexagonal structured mesh generation utility sup-
plied with OpenFOAM, iteratively refines a base coarse mesh (created with blockMesh)
to fit surface geometries. The utility provides a considerable degree of control over mesh
refinement levels in proximity to geometric objects (surface refinement) and over gen-
eral volumes (refinement regions) within the domain. Two refinement regions were
implemented upstream and downstream of the pass to better resolve the free surface
interface between water and air and reduce boundary instabilities. To improve the
spatial resolution of the pools, a regional refinement block was placed over the first 21
pools. The refinement level of the first 21 pools of the pass was varied across three
meshes: OF-m1 (finest) up to level 4 (0.05 m), OF-m2 (medium) up to level 3 (0.10
m) and OF-m3 (coarsest) up to level 2 (0.20 m).
FLOW-3D incorporates solid geometries within the computational domain through
the FAVOR method (Fractional Area-Volume Obstacle Representation) which deter-
mines a value for the fractional volume coefficient (Vf ) included in FLOW-3D’s imple-
mentation of Eq. 5.2 (see (Flow-3D, 2015)). Computational cells with values of Vf = 0
are completely blocked to flow, whereas partially blocked or completely unblocked cells
are accorded a value of Vf between 0 and 1. The fluid-solid interface is then constructed
as a plane connecting the points where the geometry cuts the cell boundaries. With
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sufficiently fine mesh resolution, the FAVOR method allows FLOW-3D to accurately
represent complex geometries. For FLOW-3D, a single Cartesian structured mesh block
was used over the entire domain. Three cell sizes were used: 0.05 m (F3D-m1), 0.075
m (F3D-m2) or 0.1125 m (F3D-m3). A coarse cell size of 0.2 m (equivalent to OF-
m3) was attempted and resulted in visibly coarse representations of baﬄe geometries
and stability issues with the solver. Consequently, a cell size of 0.1125 m was chosen
for F3D-m3 to provide adequate geometry resolution.
Meshes sizes were chosen to respect the requirements of the Grid Convergence Index
(GCI) method for testing spatial convergence (Celik et al., 2008). Further details about
the GCI method and its implementation herein are presented in section 5.5.
5.4.3 Boundary conditions
In interFoam, a variableHeightFlowRateInletVelocity boundary condition was prescribed
for U at the upstream boundary. While accounting for downstream water surface lev-
els, this boundary condition adjusts the depth and velocity at the inlet to obtain a
target flow rate (Q). Preliminary simulations were performed to identify the correct
flow rate to reproduce the measured water depth upstream of weir 1. At the outlet, a
Dirichlet uniform velocity boundary condition was imposed. Imposing this boundary
condition requires knowledge of the submerged cross sectional area (a) at the down-
stream boundary (water level) and the discharge through the fishway. The velocity to
impose is then the quotient of Q/a. For FLOW-3D, upstream and downstream water
surface elevations were imposed to establish hydrostatic pressure distributions. This
boundary condition allows Q to be determined according to hydraulic control features
(i.e. the first upstream weir) within the fishway while also permitting realistic velocity
gradients to establish at the upstream and downstream boundaries.
5.4.4 Field data collection
A Nortek acoustic Doppler velocimeter (Vectrino - NortekUSA, Annapolis, MD) fitted
to a custom traverse above pool 16 (Fig. 5.1) was used to acquire three-component
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velocity measurements for model validation. The traverse was fitted over existing sup-
port members above the fishway fixed laterally between the south and north concrete
walls of the pass. Though capable of sampling at 200hz, the Nortek ADV sampled at
60hz to avoid high noise levels observed at greater sampling frequencies. The sampling
volume of the side facing four pronged probe was ∼ 1 cm3 and centered 5 cm away from
the transmitter. A sampling duration of 180 s was chosen to surpass the minimum of
60-90 seconds recommended by Buffin-Bélanger and Roy (1998) to obtain low standard
errors in 1st and 2nd order turbulence statistics.
ADV measurements were taken at two depths relative to the sloped floor of the
pass, z 1’ and z 2’ (where ’ indicates depths relative to the fishway floor), with a vertical
separation of 0.15 m. For each depth, samples were taken along 6 (A, B, C, D, E,
F) longitudinal rows within the pool to complete the array depicted in Fig. 5.3. The
numbers in Fig. 5.3 indicate the lateral rows of the sampling points. Preliminary
sampling within the pool demonstrated that high levels of entrained air within the
pool caused low correlation coefficients and weak signal-to-noise ratios in the ADV
data. Consequently, the sampling array was arranged to reduce the negative influence
of entrained air on the quality of the measured data. Furthermore, sampling was
restricted to within 0.5 m of the surface to reduce over-turning moments and excessive
forces on the arm to avoid instrument damage and erroneous time series due to excessive
flow induced vibrations. A total of 30 points were sampled at z 1’ and 26 points at z 2’.
The upstream water surface elevation above sea level was measured at a cross
section approximately 2 m upstream of weir 1. The downstream water surface elevation
was obtained from an electronic depth gauge provided by the hydroelectric company.
Within pool 16, a total of 14 water surface level measurements were taken - seven
along each the south and north walls of pool 16. Water surface measurements were not
possible in the central region of the pool due to safety concerns.
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Figure 5.3: Spatial array of the ADV sampling points within pool 16. Red and blue indicate
z 1’ (high) and z 2’ (low) respectively.
5.4.5 Study regions for spatial convergence and model compar-
isons
The spatial convergence and comparative studies of the models were performed in two
regions within pool 16. Region 1 (red in Fig. 5.4) was chosen since it encompasses the
high velocity jet issuing from the weir and accompanying high shear zones, whereas
region 2 (blue) was chosen as a representative central region of the pool. Zones of high
shear show the greatest sensitivity to grid refinement (Hardy et al., 2003; Biron et al.,
2007). Both regions consist of 1638 points separated by 0.10 m within a volume of
1.28 m3. Modeled scalar and vector data were time averaged over 11 time steps within
a 110 second period and then interpolated onto the sampling points using a trilinear
interpolation algorithm in Tecplot 360 EX 2016 R2.
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5.5 Results
5.5.1 Spatial convergence
Due to the sensitivity of partial differential equations to spatial discretisation, assess-
ment of spatial convergence by applying successive grid refinements is required when
validating a CFD model (Roache, 1997; Hardy et al., 2003; Biron et al., 2007). A
widely applied method is the grid convergence index (GCI) as outlined by Celik et al.
(2008). The GCI method is based on Richardson extrapolation and requires knowl-
edge of the grid refinement ratio r (interFoam, r = 2 and 1.5 for FLOW-3D) and the
apparent order of convergence of the model (p). Complete details of the GCI method
as applied in this study can be found in Roache (1997) and Celik et al. (2008). The
GCI study was carried out for velocity components within each of the two sampling
regions depicted in Fig. 5.4.
Following the procedure outlined in Celik et al. (2008), regionally averaged p were
determined for each velocity component in both interFoam and FLOW-3D and are
presented in Table 5.2. Since both models employ second order accurate schemes, the
theoretical order of convergence of both models is 2. Relatively small deviations from
the theoretical value of p are not uncommon and are attributed to errors introduced
by turbulence modeling, wall functions and numerical considerations (Roache, 1997).
In Table 5.2, p values for interFoam are acceptably close of p = 2, indicating the
grids are within the asymptotic range (Celik et al., 2008) and the GCI results are
meaningful. However, p values for FLOW-3D are considerably higher than 2, indicative
of considerable divergence within the solutions. As will become more evident farther
on, the solution of FLOW-3D’s finest mesh (F3D-m1) diverged from the solutions of the
two coarser meshes (F3D-m2 and F3D-m3). Most notably, the expected recirculatory
region beneath the high velocity jet issuing from the weir, as measured by Ead et al.
(2004) in a pool and weir fishway, was absent in F3D-m1 despite its clear presence
in F3D-m2 and F3D-m3 (and OF-m1,2,3). Owing to this, an accurate assessment of
the spatial convergence of FLOW-3D could not be performed using the GCI method.
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Figure 5.4: Locations of regions 1 (red) and 2 (blue) within pool 16 used for the grid conver-
gence index (GCI) and comparative study between models.
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Further explanation is presented in the following paragraphs and in the discussion.
Table 5.2: Regionally averaged apparent orders of convergence (p) for interFoam and FLOW-
3D.
Model velocity components Region1 2
OF-u 1.98 1.81
OF-v 1.79 1.80
OF-w 2.06 1.74
F3D-u 3.58 2.59
F3D-v 4.29 3.00
F3D-w 3.68 2.97
According to Roache (1997), GCI values can be interpreted as percent error bands
around the asymptotic value (exact value of the PDEs). The GCI analysis performed on
interFoam determined GCI values of 3.8%, 3.7% and 3.5% for the u,v and w components
within region 1, and 2.7%, 2.9% and 3.1% for u,v and w for region 2. Since GCI values
for interFoam are within 4% error from the asymptotic value, interFoam’s finest mesh
demonstrated a sufficient level of spatially convergence. From the values listed above,
slightly greater convergence was found for region 2 (GCIavg = 2.9%) compared to region
1 (GCIavg = 3.7%) this is likely due to the absence of strong velocity gradients in region
2, such as those found in region 1.
5.5.2 Velocity and flow structure
Figure 5.5 compares u, v and w predicted in OF-m1 and F3D-m1 at the 1638 sampling
points in regions 1 (Fig. 5.5a, b, c) and 2 (Fig. 5.5d, e, f). General agreement is
observed between the finest meshes of both models for u in region 1 (Fig. 5.5a). Less
agreement is observed for v and w, suggesting considerable differences in both the
lateral and vertical flow structure between both models. Table 5.3 presents results
from least square regressions performed on the data points in Fig. 5.5. Apart from u
in region 1 and v in region 2, there is little correspondence between the solutions of
the finest meshes of both models.
Interestingly, a majority of the discrepancies present in Figure 5.5 vanish when mesh
1 results from interFoam are instead compared to mesh 2 results from FLOW-3D. The
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Table 5.3: Least squares regression coefficients and R2 values calculated between OF-m1 and
F3D-m1.
Region 1 Region 2
Variable OF-m1 vs. F3D-m1 OF-m1 vs. F3D-m1
u y=0.97x-0.13 (R2 = 0.81) y=1.93x-0.13 (R2 = 0.86)
v y=0.18x+0.02 (R2 = 0.06) y=0.96x-0.12 (R2 = 0.73)
w y=0.51x-0.01 (R2 = 0.19) y=1.78x-0.07 (R2 = 0.71)
Figure 5.5: Scatterplot comparison of u, v and w between OF-m1 (ordinate) to F3D-m1
(abscissa) for regions 1 (a, b, c) and region 2 (d, e, f).
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improved agreement becomes evident in Figure 5.6. In Fig. 5.6a,b,c, both models
predict roughly the same maximum u in the jet region, with interFoam predicting a
slightly higher 2.28 m/s compared to FLOW-3D’s 2.12 m/s. The tightly concentrated
band between -0.5 and 0.5 m/s in Fig. 5.6a, suggests that much of the u-component
velocity structure in region 1 is nearly identical between both models, with both models
predicting roughly equivalent values in the recirculatory zone underlying the jet.
Figure 5.6: Scatterplot comparison of u, v and w between OF-m1 (ordinate) to F3D-m2
(abscissa) for regions 1 (a, b, c) and region 2 (d, e, f).
Table 5.4 presents results from least square regressions on the scatterplots presented
in Fig. 5.6. In region 1, the agreement between both models is higher for u with a
regression slope of 0.99 (R2 = 0.95) compared to 0.91 (R2 = 0.58) for v and 0.93
(R2 = 0.65) for w. For region 2, u-component velocities are more similar between
both models than for v and w. interFoam predicted generally higher values of v and w
than FLOW-3D with regression slopes of 1.08 and 1.27 respectively, suggesting slight
differences exist between the models within region 2. However, the good agreement
observed in Fig. 5.6d,e,f suggests both models predict roughly equivalent sizes and
revolution rates for the roller occupying a large volume of the pool (see Fig. 5.9).
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Table 5.4: Least squares regression coefficients and R2 values calculated between OF-m1 and
F3D-m2.
Region 1 Region 2
Variable OF-m1 vs. F3D-m2 OF-m1 vs. F3D-m2
u y=0.99x-0.04 (R2 = 0.95) y=0.89x-0.01 (R2 = 0.92)
v y=0.91x-0.01 (R2 = 0.58) y=1.08x-0.06 (R2 = 0.92)
w y=0.93x-0.01 (R2 = 0.65) y=1.27x-0.03 (R2 = 0.89)
Figure 5.7 presents vertical u-component profiles at x∗ equal to 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2,
where x∗ is weir heights downstream of the weir and z∗ is relative weir heights from
the floor of the fishway immediately downstream of the weir. The profiles were taken
at mid-width of the notch. When proper spatial convergence has been achieved the
triangles (OF-m2 and F3D-m2) in Fig. 5.7 should align with the squares (OF-m1 and
F3D-m1) for each respective model. For interFoam this is true, with the exception of x∗
= 0.5, 1, where z∗ < 0.5 shows divergence for OF-m1. For FLOW-3D, F3D-m1 shows
considerable divergence from the coarser solutions across each profile, except when
clearly in the high velocity jet region (1.3 < z∗ < 1.5). Also of note, for each mesh
except F3D-m1, u is negative for much of 0.15 < z∗ < 0.8, attributable to recirculatory
flow under the jet.
z*
u (m/s)
Figure 5.7: Weir height normalized vertical u center-line profiles taken at four normalized
weir heights (x∗) from downstream face of weir 16. (a) x∗ = 0.5, (b) x∗ = 1, (c) x∗ = 1.5, (d)
x∗ = 2.0.
Figure 5.8 presents horizontal u-component profiles taken at z∗ = 1.4 at the same
values of x∗ as Fig. 5.7. y∗ represents notch widths from the southern wall. Once
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again the profiles show substantial agreement in their general form with the exception
of F3D-m1, which predicts lower u for values of y∗ > 0.8 than the other meshes.
interFoam’s coarsest mesh OF-m3 presents a warp in the profile x∗ = 0.5, 1, 1.5 between
0.5 < y∗ < 1. This is likely explained by high numerical diffusion due to coarse mesh
resolution farther from the walls in the lateral shear region closer to the interior of the
pool. For y∗ < 0.3, results from the finest meshes of both models (OF-m1 and F3D-m1)
diverge from their respective coarser meshes. This is attributed to the sensitivity of
the wall functions to mesh cell size.
y*
u (m/s)
Figure 5.8: Weir width normalized horizontal u profiles taken at four normalized weir heights
((a) x∗ = 0.5, (b) x∗ = 1, (c) x∗ = 1.5, (d) x∗ = 2.0) from downstream face of weir 16 and
0.23 m (z∗ = 1.4) above the top of the weir opening.
Velocity magnitude colored streaklines indicating the trajectories of tracking parti-
cles through pool 16 are presented in Fig. 5.9 for interFoam (OF-m1) and FLOW-3D
(F3D-m2). Comparing 5.9a and 5.9d, general flow patterns are seen to be very sim-
ilar. Notably, the velocities predicted in the jet downstream of the notch of weir 16
are within the same range and extend over approximately the same distance in the
x direction. The recirculatory zone underlying the high velocity jet in both models
extends over approximately the same vertical and horizontal distance as depicted in
Fig. 5.9c and 5.9f. A large horizontally orientated roller occupies much of the large
central region of the pool in both models. The roller revolves clockwise around the
positive y-axis in both models. Also, each model predicts a vertically orientated eddy
forming immediately north of the weir 17 deflector (right weir).
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Figure 5.9: Streaklines depicting suspended particles paths: (a) isometric view of OF-m1
results, (b) top view OF-m1, (c) profile view looking north OF-m1, (d) isometric F3D-m2,
(e) top view F3D-m2, (f) profile view F3D-m2.
5.5.3 Flow rate, pool volume and depths
Steady state flow rates measured across the first upstream weir for both models were
approximately 0.56 m3/s. Depths upstream of the first weir were the same as the
measured values. Water surface profiles predicted by both models (OF-m1 and F3D-
m2) along the south and north walls of pool 16 are compared to measured values in
Fig. 5.10. Along the south wall, predicted surface levels are between 0.1 m and 0.15
m lower than measured values. The difference is markedly less along the north wall,
between 0.01 m and 0.05 m. The average measured water level in pool 16 is 0.06 m
higher than the averages of both interFoam and FLOW-3D. This may be explained by a
number of factors: measurement bias for wave crests, long period flow rate fluctuations
within the pass during measurements and possible discrepancies between constructed
and planned (modeled) geometries of the fishway. During field tests, wave run-up
along the south and north walls was observed to fluctuate ± 0.10 m, making accurate
measurements of the water surface level difficult. These fluctuations are believed to
be an important source of error in the water surface level measurements. Despite the
discrepancies between modeled and measured water surface levels, both codes predicted
nearly identical profiles and follow the form of the measured profiles well.
The volume of water in pool 16 is calculated to be 8.21 m3 using the average
measured water surface level. A total volume of 7.66 m3 is calculated in pool 16
using a sampling volume delimiting the geometric limits of pool 16 in FLOW-3D. In
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Figure 5.10: Predicted and measured water surface profiles for (a) south wall and (b) north
wall of pool 16. The bold black line represents the floor of the pass.
interFoam, the pool volume shows dependence on the threshold value of the phase
fraction α as depicted in Fig. 5.11. In order to match interFoam’s volume of pool 16
to FLOW-3D’s a cell volume integration method required inclusion of all cells with α
> 0.2. The difference of 0.55 m3 between the estimated measured pool volume and the
CFD predictions is attributed to the 0.06 m difference between the averaged measured
and CFD water surface profiles. In Fig. 5.11 a sharp break occurs in the pool volume
for 0.45 < α < 0.5. This indicates that a significant volume of water is found within
the cells containing slightly more air than water located primarily in a layer above the
free surface defined at an α threshold of 0.5. This suggests that cell volume integration
approaches for determining volumes including a free surface in interFoam should use
an α threshold of < 0.2, yet not so low as to include excessive cells with very little
water (e.g. α < 0.05).
5.5.4 Validation with ADV
ADV data treatment
Velocity time series were despiked using the Goring and Nikora phase-space threshold-
ing algorithm (Goring and Nikora, 2002). The Goring and Nikora approach replaces
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Figure 5.11: Pool volumes calculated as a function of alpha phase fraction in interFoam,
measured using a sampling volume in FLOW-3D and measured volume using the average
water surface level in the pool.
spiked values with interpolated (non-spiked) adjacent values in the time series. Spikes
occur for a number of reasons including high shear, entrained air bubbles, insufficient
seeding within the sampling volume and reflections off the bed (Lacey and Rennie,
2012). Spectra plots of the despiked velocity data were visually assessed to ensure
retained time series followed the -5/3 Kolmogorov law in the inertial subrange. Time
series demonstrating signal correlation coefficients lower than 40% were also culled
from the analysis. While this minimum signal correlation value is well below the rec-
ommended value of 70% (Lane et al., 1998), time series with signal correlations between
40% and 70% were retained as they occurred in crucial zones in and around the jet.
While not ideal, a similar relaxation of the recommended correlation values has been
performed by other researchers (Strom and Papanicolaou, 2007; Lacey and Rennie,
2012). Of the total 56 points sampled, 8 were removed for quality concerns.
Figure 5.12 compares u, v and w obtained from time averaged values of OF-m1
(Fig. 5.12a) and F3D-m2 (5.12b) with the 180 second time-series average ADV values.
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F3D-m2 is compared instead of F3D-m1 because of the apparent errors in the F3D-
m1 discussed in earlier sections. A considerable level of agreement is found between
predicted and measured u values within the high velocity jet region. In particular, this
can be seen in Fig. 5.12a as the grouping around u = 2 m/s. Nevertheless, there are
a number of discrepancies between measured and predicted u values. In Fig. 5.12a a
group of three points directly above 1.5 m/s on the x -axis indicates the CFD models
under-predicted measured values by roughly 0.5 m/s. This grouping corresponds to
points sampled at positions z′1-4B,C,D (where the 4 and the capital letter indicate the
respective lateral and longitudinal positions) in Fig. 5.3 near the northern edge of
the jet. Also, the loose grouping of four points between 1 m/s < u < 1.5 m/s visible
superior to the unity line in Fig. 5.12 show the models significantly over-predicted
measured u values (z′2-4A,B,C,D in Fig.5.3). These findings suggest that both CFD
models over predicted the width and depth of the jet, and that in reality the higher
velocities within the jet are concentrated close to the southern wall.
OpenFOAM
FLOW-3D
a) b) c)
Figure 5.12: CFD predictions versus ADV measured (a) u, (b) v and (c) w.
With regards to the sampling points taken in the central region of the pool (points
condensed around the origin of Fig. 5.12a), both models predicted only positive u
values. This is consistent with the clockwise rotation of the horizontal roller observed
around the positive y-axis in Fig. 5.9. However, in Fig. 5.12a negative u were measured
at numerous sampling points. Given the large number of sampled points measuring
negative u, it can be said that the ADV measurements do not support the presence
of the predicted horizontal roller. In Figs. 5.12b and c significant differences between
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predicted v and w values and measured values are suggested by the lack of correlation
and general scatter in the plotted results. This further supports that the modeled
flow structure in the recirculatory region of the pool did not accurately predict the
measured flow structure.
Figure 5.13 compares the predicted time averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE,
units J/kg) for both interFoam and FLOW-3D with measured time averaged TKE
results. For the ADV, TKE was calculated from velocity component time series as
0.5
√
u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′, where u’, v’ and w’ represent the fluctuating velocity compo-
nents and the overbar indicates time averaging. For the numerical models, TKE is
output as a scalar field variable and is calculated at each time-step within the k − 
turbulence model sub-routine.
Least square regressions of the series in Fig. 5.13 produced correlation coefficients
of 0.71, 0.33 and R2 values of 0.53, 0.38 for interFoam and FLOW-3D, respectively.
This indicates weak correlations between the predicted and measured values of TKE
and that the models generally underpredicted turbulence levels. With a correlation
coefficient of 0.71 and a R2 value of 0.53, interFoam demonstrated better alignment
with measured values. However, both models under-predicted TKE by upwards of -
60% in the most turbulent region (rows 1-4, Fig. 5.3) where measured TKE values are
> 0.25 (J/kg) in Fig. 5.13.
5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Model comparison and spatial convergence
Earlier it was shown that the solution on the finest mesh of FLOW-3D (F3D-m1)
diverged substantially from those of the coarser meshes (F3D-m2, F3D-m3) and the
solutions of interFoam. Most notably, the expected recirculatory region under the jet
issuing through the notch is not present in the F3D-m1 solution. Experimental work
by Ead et al. (2004) has characterized the hydraulics and confirmed the presence of the
recirculatory region under the jet in a similar pool and weir fishway operating under a
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between predicted and measured turbulent kinetic energy at the 48
retained ADV sampling points.
plunging flow regime. With increasing mesh resolution, modeled variables should tend
toward an asymptotic value, or “exact value”, as the spatial discretisation of partial
differential equations tends to zero (Roache, 1997). In the case of F3D-m1, the opposite
is observed. Furthermore, in a numerical study of hydraulic jumps, Bayon et al. (2016)
demonstrated a similar level of divergence in predicted roller lengths and sequent depth
ratio on their finest FLOW-3D mesh. The reason for this divergence in the present
study is unclear and attempts to correct it (e.g. applying various momentum advection
schemes, varying pressure solvers, applying fixed and dynamically computed turbulent
length scales) were unsuccessful. Nonetheless, comparisons between the finest mesh of
interFoam (OF-m1) and the second finest mesh of FLOW-3D (F3D-m2) demonstrate
a substantial level of agreement. Though spatial convergence could not be shown for
FLOW-3D through a GCI analysis, the relatively fine mesh size of F3D-m2 (0.075
m) and the agreement with the spatially converged results of OF-m1 suggests F3D-
m2 attained an acceptable level of spatial convergence. Finally, in many cases an
exceptional level of agreement was found between the values predicted by interFoam
and FLOW-3D for velocity components (Fig. 5.7, 5.8, TKE (Fig. 5.13) and water
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surface levels (Fig. 5.10). The divergence observed in F3D-m1 was only revealed
through the GCI analysis. This provides support for the continued use of the GCI
method for validating free-surface hydrotechnical CFD solutions.
5.6.2 Flow field and fish passage evaluation
OpenFOAM (interFoam) and FLOW-3D accurately predict the maximum u in the jet
region immediately downstream of the weir (Fig. 5.12), showing the model can achieve
a level of accuracy needed for use with swim-speed time relations (Castro-Santos, 2005;
Castro-Santos, 2006; Katopodis and Gervais, 2012) or other species specific barrier ve-
locity criteria. However, deviations from measured velocities in the shear zone of the
jet suggest the model over-predicts the width and depth of the jet. Furthermore, inter-
Foam and FLOW3D clearly predict a horizontally orientated roller revolving clockwise
around the positive y-axis in the pool, yet ADV data fails to provide evidence of it, and
instead suggests that a much more chaotic flow field exists within the central region
of the pool. During field work, the water surface of pool 16 was observed to be highly
turbulent and punctuated by intermittent, turbulent boils breaking the surface. These
boils likely eliminate the possibility for the establishment of the horizontal roller ob-
served in the CFD results. Despite its shortcomings at predicting flow patterns within
the pool, interFoam successfully predicts velocity magnitudes near the surface of the
central recirculatory region of pool, suggesting the model is sufficiently accurate to
evaluate for low velocity refuge throughout the pool.
Studies have shown turbulence to influence swimming behavior (Tritico and Cotel,
2010; Lacey et al., 2012), holding positions (Smith et al., 2005; Cotel et al., 2006;
Tritico, 2009), spawing habitat (Wang et al., 2012) and energy expenditures of fish
(Enders et al., 2003; Enders et al., 2005) as well as passage success rates through
fishway (Fouché and Heath, 2013). Evaluating turbulence levels within fishway is thus
important for optimizing fishway designs. In this study, even though TKE compares
well with measured results in Fig. 5.13, numerous deviations are apparent. Generally,
interFoam predicts low TKE throughout the pool and to a larger extent in the jet
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region. Despite this, interFoam predicts TKE to within an average absolute error of
31% (FLOW-3D, 40%), demonstrating the ability of the model to reasonably predict
TKE magnitudes over the disparate flow conditions encountered at each of the 48
sampling points.
According to Lacey et al. (2012) turbulence intensity, periodicity, orientation and
scale are four key turbulent metrics influencing fish behaviors. The unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes approach adopted herein is inherently limited in its ability to
accurately predict the periodicity, orientation and scale of coherent turbulent struc-
tures. This is principally because of the isotropic turbulence assumption of the Boussi-
nesq turbulent viscosity hypothesis. Turbulence within pool and weir fishway is a
highly anisotropic phenomena, thus its applicability for modeling turbulence for pool
and weir fishway (and many other fishway types) is questionable. Yet, the k - model
has been shown to give reasonable results and is computationally less demanding than
detached eddy or large eddy simulations.
5.7 Conclusions
The results of this study demonstrate that OpenFOAM’s interFoam solver performs
well at reproducing measured velocity, turbulence and water surface levels within a
pool and weir fishway. A grid convergence study is performed (grid convergence index)
and indicates excellent spatial convergence of the solver. Predicted water surface eleva-
tions were an average 7% higher than measured profiles along the highly turbulent and
air entrained south wall of the pool. Along the tranquil north wall, CFD water sur-
face elevations are an average 1.8% higher than measured. Importantly, the interFoam
solver predicts the maximum u-component velocity in the jet to within < 5% absolute
error of measured ADV values, suggesting the solver can be used to accurately predict
barrier velocities within fishway. A comparative study between the interFoam solver
and FLOW-3D found both models to produce similar maximum velocities, water sur-
face profiles, pool volumes and flow patterns within pool 16. Both models developed a
large horizontally orientated roller in the central region of the pool. ADV data does not
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support the presence of this roller and instead suggests the central region of the pool
to be characterized by a chaotic flow with little resemblance to predicted flow fields.
Despite the inability of the model to reproduce many finer features of the flow, the
general agreement between measured velocity, turbulence and depth values and those
predicted by OpenFOAM’s interFoam solver, suggest the uRANS modeling approach
employed herein can be successfully applied to the general evaluation of important fish
passage criteria of future pool and weir fishway designs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
This chapter details the principal conclusions taken from the work presented in the
three previous chapters (Chapters, 3, 4 and 5). The conclusions from each chapter
are then followed by a discussion of possible continued research topics of interest to
advancing the aims of this thesis.
6.1 Chapter 3
Chapter 3 presents the results obtained from a outdoor flume study of wild brook and
brown trout attempting ascents over various flume bed treatments in the form of a an
article. In this study trout were exposed to the bare flume, two spatial densities of
spoiler baﬄes and a weir baﬄe condition. A high flow and low flow treatment were also
tested. Passage performance and motivation were measured respectively in terms of
maximum distances of ascent (Dmax obtained and the time interval between contiguous
attempts (ta. Transit times required for ascending fish to attained maximum distances
of ascent were also analyzed.
Study conclusions
• Motivation of brook (Salvelinus fontinalis) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) to
stage entry was influenced to a large extent by baﬄe form, species, fish length
and hydraulic conditions.
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• Brook trout were most motivated to attempt ascents over the bare high velocity
supercritical flow conditions of the smooth flume.
• Brown trout were most motivated to attempt ascent in the low velocity subcritical
conditions developed over the weir baﬄes.
• Smaller fish showed a high level of motivation in the subcritical weir baﬄe con-
dition.
• Larger fish were much less motivated to enter the weir baﬄes than smaller fish,
instead demonstrating their highest motivation in the bare condition.
• Independent of form or spatial density, baﬄes significantly improved performance
compared to the bare flume condition.
• Larger fish performed best in the spoiler baﬄes. However, smaller fish of both
species improved performance most in the weir baﬄes, especially brown trout.
• Transit times within the bare and spoiler baﬄes were similar, yet slowed drasti-
cally in the weir baﬄes, especially for smaller fish.
• Passage performance of larger individuals of reproductive age can be greatly
improved over smooth bottomed culverts with the addition of short, sparsely
spaced spoiler baﬄes, imposing minimal impact on the discharge capacity of the
culvert.
• Exceptional performance was noted in the full channel width weir baﬄes, espe-
cially for weaker swimming juveniles. The additional performance observed in
the weir condition over spoiler baﬄes may outweight the additional reduction in
discharge capacity.
• The relative baﬄe heights (baﬄe height to channel width) studied (h/B = 0.08)
were smaller than those used in numerous hydraulic characterization studies
(e.g. h/B = 0.15). This may suggests considerable gains in performance can
be achieved with less impact to discharge capacity than previously thought. This
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finding is especially of interest for baﬄing sliplined culvert retrofits sensitive to
increased hydraulic roughness.
Future work
In this study, only a single baﬄe spacing and height were studied. Spacing and height
are likely key parameters for further optimization of baﬄe form and spatial arrange-
ments for fish passage and discharge capacity. For example, in the case of weir baﬄes,
similar performance to that observed may occur at wider baﬄe spacings. The subse-
quent reduction in the number of baﬄes along the culvert will reduce energy losses,
thus reducing impacts on discharge capacity. In the case of spoiler baﬄes, by increas-
ing the spatial density of spoiler baﬄes (i.e. closer distances between each) further
improvements in performance for juveniles may be gained, with minimal influence to
discharge capacity. Future work would also benefit from a thorough parametric analysis
of performance and motivation responses to variations in slope, discharge and depth.
6.2 Chapter 4
Chapter 4 details the experimental design and results of a study performed with live
juvenile rainbow trout in a controlled indoor laboratory hydraulic flume. Fish tra-
jectories were recorded in high temporal resolution in 3D and compared to flow field
measurements obtained using stereoscopic particle image velocimetry. The influence of
sediment wedges blocking access to the recirculation zone in the lee’s of bed-mounted
weir baﬄes on trajectories, ground-speeds and station-holding behavior were analyzed.
Study conclusions
• Sediment wedges blocking the recirculation zones in the wakes of the baﬄes
predominantly improved fish passage along multiple test metrics.
• Trout had a factor of 4 greater probability to swim the entire length of the flume
in the presence of sediment wedges.
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• With sediment present, fish generally attained the upper reach of the flume on
their first attempt, whereas multiple attempts were necessary in the clear bed
condition.
• Station-holding behavior did not occur in the low-velocity/high-turbulence wake
region of the baﬄe (clear condition) as originally hypothesized. Instead, trout
only held station with sediment wedges present, and only within approximately
± 50 mm of the downstream edge of the sediment wedge in the below-baﬄe zone.
• In the clear condition, many fish opted for either fast trajectories (Ug > 0.8 m/s)
near the polycarbonate top or slower (Ug < 0.2 m/s) more laborious trajectories
lower in the water-column. In contrast, individuals employed more moderate
ground-speeds in the sediment condition.
• An analysis of instantaneous lateral and longitudinal displacements was per-
formed to quantify the observed difficulties of fish to maintain postural stabil-
ity (station-holding, resting) in the recirculatory wakes. Absence of controlled
station-holding in weir baﬄe wakes is largely attributed to the persistent recir-
culatory eddy occupying this zone.
• The recirculatory eddy of the clear weir baﬄe was found to rotate at an average
2.2 body-lengths/s or an average tangential velocity of 18.64 cm/s at its perime-
ter. The eddy also had a similar length-scale to that of the fish, which increases
the probability the eddy incites postural instabilities.
• The recirculatory eddy stability metric (κe) was formulated and proposed to
evaluate the potential of a recirculatory eddy to incite postural instabilities in
fish.
• Additional research is required to build a full understanding of how sedimentation
and recirculatory zones influence passage efficiency through baﬄed culverts.
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Future work
The work presented in Chapter 4 only begins to touch on the question of how sed-
iment affects passage through baﬄed culverts. In this study, only the recirculation
zone was blocked by sediment. It would be beneficial to study the effects of increasing
the amount of sediment blockage (i.e. blocking the entire inter-baﬄe region) on pas-
sage metrics and station holding. An important limitation of the study is that it was
performed on a small-scale flume with juvenile fish. A similar study on a larger scale
experimental culvert, similar to the one used in Chapter 3, with wild fish would provide
insights with broader implication to field applications. Also, the proposed recirculatory
eddy stability metric (κe) for evaluating the capacity of recirculatory eddies to cause
postural instabilities in fish requires rigorous testing. Exposing groups of fish of varied
average fork length, each consisting of a species with a distinct body morphology, to a
well characterized recirculatory eddy would permit thresholds of κe to be determined.
Finally, the three dimensional tracking software, pytracker3D (Appendix A.2), devel-
oped to perform this study requires further development to improve its functionality
and range of application for future research interests.
6.3 Chapter 5
Chapter 5 presents a comparative assessment of the commercial 3D CFD model FLOW-
3D and the open-sourced CFD model OpenFOAM for modeling an existing large-scale
pool and weir type fishway. The turbulent velocity field within a representative pool of
the fishway was characterized using acoustic Doppler velocimetry. Water surface ele-
vations were also obtained in situ. Numerical results from both models were compared
to each other and to the experimentally obtained flow field and water surface elevation
data.
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Study conclusions
• OpenFOAM’s interFoam volume-of-fluid based solver predicted the maximum u-
component velocity in the jet to within < 5% absolute error of measured acoustic
Doppler velocimetry values. This supports that interFoam can be used to predict
barrier velocities to an acceptable level of accuracy for preliminary fishway design.
• Along the highly turbulent and air entrained south wall of the pool, water surface
elevations were on average 7% higher than measured. In contrast, predicted water
surface levels along the north wall were more accurate, deviating only an average
1.8% from measured values.
• A sensitivity study of the water surface level to the choice of alpha phase fraction
(α) was performed. Identifying the isosurface with α ≈ 0.2 is recommended to
obtain a conservative (high) estimate of water surface levels in the pools.
• Integrating all cell volumes with α ≤ 0.2 is recommended to determine the volume
of water in a turbulent fishway pool presenting a moderate level of air entraine-
ment.
• A grid convergence index study (GCI) was performed (grid convergence index)
and indicated excellent spatial convergence of the interFoam solver.
• Both OpenFOAM and FLOW-3D developed a large horizontally orientated roller
in the central region of the pool. Time-averaged in situ velocity measurements
did not support the presence of this roller. Experimental data instead suggested
the central region of the pool was characterized by a highly turbulent flow field
with little resemblance to the CFD predicted values.
• The general agreement between measured velocity, turbulence and depths with
those predicted by the interFoam solver suggest the uRANS modeling approach
employed herein can be successfully applied to the evaluation of fish passage
criteria of future pool and weir fishway designs.
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Future work
The work of Chapter 5 was done in collaboration with practicing engineers at a large
hydro-electric company. Their principal interests were to evaluate OpenFOAM for use
in a practical time sensitive engineering environment. Consequently, detailed investi-
gations of the sensitivity of the results to more advanced turbulence modeling methods
were not performed. Future research towards numerical modeling of large-scale fishway
would benefit from studying various implementations of hybridized Reynolds averaged
methods with large-eddy simulations (i.e., detached-eddy simulations). Also, the hy-
draulic conditions (e.g., high water velocities, entrained air) present in the fishway
made it difficult to characterize the entirety of the flow field within the pools of the
fishway. Comparing numerical results with high spatial resolution experimental data
(e.g. sPIV) obtained in a laboratory setting would be beneficial.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions et travaux futurs
Ce chapitre détaille les principales conclusions tirées des travaux présentés dans les
trois chapitres précédents (chapitres, 3, 4 et 5). Les conclusions de chaque chapitre
sont ensuite suivies d’une discussion sur des sujets de recherche continus d’intérêt pour
faire avancer les objectifs de cette thèse.
7.1 Chapitre 3
Le chapitre 3 présente les résultats d’une étude menée dans un canal hydraulique ex-
térieur avec des truites sauvages. Dans cette étude, les truites ont été exposées soit au
canal lisse, ou un de deux densités spatiales de chicanes de type spoiler ou un chicane de
type déversoir. Un traitement à haut débit et un traitement à faible débit ont également
été testé. Les performances et la motivation du passage ont été mesurées respective-
ment en termes de distances maximales d’ascension (Dmax) obtenues et l’intervalle de
temps entre les tentatives (ta). Les temps de transit requis pour atteindre les distances
maximales d’ascension ont été également analysé.
Conclusions de l’étude
• La motivation de l’omble de fontaine (Salvelinus fontinalis) et de la truite brune
(Salmo trutta) à faire des tentatives de montaison a été influencée dans une
grande mesure par la forme de chicane, l’espèce, la longueur du poisson et les
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conditions hydrauliques.
• L’omble de fontaine était le plus motivé à tenter des ascensions dans les conditions
d’écoulement torrentielle à grande vitesse dans le canal lisse.
• La truite brune était la plus motivée à tenter des ascensions dans les conditions
fluviales à faible vitesse développées au-dessus des chicanes de type déversoir.
• Les plus petits poissons ont montré un haut niveau de motivation dans les chi-
canes de type déversoir en condition d’écoulement fluvial.
• Les poissons les plus longs étaient beaucoup moins motivés que les petits pois-
sons à tenter des ascensions dans les chicanes de type déversoir. Au lieu, ils
démontraient une plus grande motivation dans le canal lisse.
• Indépendamment de leur forme ou de leur densité spatiale, les chicanes amélio-
raient significativement la performance par rapport au canal lisse.
• Les plus longs poissons ont démontré leur meilleure performance dans les baﬄes
de type spoiler. Par contre, les plus petits poissons (surtout la truite brune) ont
atteint leur meilleure performance dans les chicanes de type déversoir.
• Les temps de transit dans le canal lisse et les déflecteurs de type spoiler étaient
similaires. Cependant, les temps de transit ralentissaient considérablement dans
les chicanes de type déversoir, en particulier pour les petits poissons.
• Les résultats démontrent que la performance des plus grands individus d’âge
reproductive peut être grandement améliorée par rapport au canal lisse avec
l’ajout de courtes chicanes de type spoiler. Les chicanes de type spoiler étudiées
devraient avoir un impact minimal sur la capacité hydraulique du canal.
• Des performances exceptionnelles ont été observées dans les chicanes de type
déversoir, surtout pour les juvéniles possédant de faible capacité de nage. Les
performances supplémentaires observées au-dessus les chicanes de type déversoir
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par rapport aux chicanes de type spoiler peuvent justifier la réduction supplé-
mentaire de la capacité hydraulique.
• La hauteur relative des chicanes (hauteur de chicane par rapport à la largeur
du canal) étudiées (h/B = 0.08) étaient plus faibles que celles utilisées dans
de nombreuses études de caractérisation hydraulique antérieures (ex. h/B =
0.15). Cela peut suggérer que des gains de performance considérables peuvent
être obtenus avec moins d’impact sur la capacité hydraulique que ce que l’on
pensait auparavant. Ceci est particulièrement intéressant pour la réfection de
ponceaux de type insertion qui sont sensibles à l’augmentation de la rugosité
hydraulique.
Travaux futures
Dans cette étude, seulement un espacement de chicane unique a été étudié (40.5
cm). Cependant, l’espacement des chicanes est probablement un paramètre clé pour
l’optimisation des chicanes pour la capacité hydraulique et le passage du poisson. Par
exemple, dans le cas des chicanes à déversoir, des performances similaires à celles ob-
servées peuvent se produire à des espacements de chicane plus larges (ex. 60 ou 80 cm).
La réduction subséquente du nombre de chicanes le long du canal réduira les pertes
d’énergie, diminuant ainsi les impacts sur la capacité hydraulique. Dans le cas de chi-
canes de type spoiler, en augmentant la densité spatiale (c’est-à-dire des distances plus
étroites entre chacune), on peut probablement obtenir de grandes améliorations de per-
formance pour les juvéniles, avec une influence minimale sur la capacité hydraulique.
Les travaux futurs bénéficieraient également d’une analyse paramétrique approfondie
sur la performance et la motivation aux variations de pente, de débit et de profondeur.
7.2 Chapitre 4
Le chapitre 4 détaille la conception expérimentale et les résultats d’une étude réalisée
avec des truites arc-en-ciel juvéniles dans un canal hydraulique de laboratoire. Les
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trajectoires des poissons ont été enregistrées avec une résolution temporelle élevée en 3D
et comparées aux mesures de champ d’écoulement obtenues en utilisant la vélocimétrie
stéréoscopiques par images de particules. L’influence des coins de sédiments bloquant
l’accès à la zone de recirculation dans les sillages des déflecteurs sur les trajectoires, les
vitesses au sol et le comportement de maintien de la station a été analysée.
Conclusions de l’étude
• Les coins de sédiments bloquant la zone de recirculation dans le sillage des chi-
canes ont amélioré de manière significative le passage des poissons selon plusieurs
métriques.
• La truite avait 4 fois plus de probabilité de nager sur toute la longueur du canal
en présence de coins de sédiments.
• En présence de coins de sédiments, les poissons atteignaient généralement la
partie supérieure du canal lors de leur première tentative, alors que de nombreuses
tentatives étaient nécessaires dans l’état de lit clair.
• Le comportement de maintien de position ne s’est pas produit dans la région
de sillage à basse vitesse de la chicane (condition claire) comme initialement
hypothésé. Par contre, la truite ne démontrait que ce comportement lorsque les
coins de sédiments étaient présents, et seulement à environ ± 50 mm en aval du
bord du coin de sédiment.
• Dans l’état clair, de nombreux poissons optaient pour des trajectoires rapides (Ug
> 0.8 m/s) près du couvercle en polycarbonate ou des trajectoires plus lente (Ug
< 0.2 m / s) et laborieux plus bas dans la colonne d’eau près de chicanes. En
revanche, les individus ont utilisé des vitesses au sol plus modérées dans l’état
sédiment.
• Une analyse des déplacements latéraux et longitudinaux instantanés a été réalisée
pour quantifier les difficultés observées chez les poissons lorsqu’ils essayaient de
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maintenir la stabilité posturale dans les sillages. L’absence de maintien de po-
sition dans les sillages est en grande partie attribuée au tourbillon récirculatoire
qui occupe cette zone.
• On a constaté que le tourbillon de recirculation tournait à une vitesse moyenne
de 2.2 longueurs de poisson/s ou à une vitesse tangentielle moyenne de 18,64 m
/ s à son périmètre. Le tourbillon avait aussi une échelle de longueur similaire à
celle du poisson, ce qui, selon Cotel and Webb (2015), augmente la probabilité
que le tourbillon incite les instabilités posturales.
• La métrique de la stabilité des tourbillons de recirculation (κe) a été formulée
et proposée pour évaluer le potentiel qu’un tourbillon de recirculation incite les
instabilités posturales chez les poissons.
• Des recherches supplémentaires sont nécessaires pour bien comprendre comment
la sédimentation et les zones recirculatoires influencent l’efficacité du passage à
travers les ponceaux à déflecteurs.
Travaux futures
Le travail présenté dans le chapitre 4 commence seulement à aborder la question de
comment les sédiments influent le passage du poisson à travers les ponceaux. Au
chapitre 4, seulement le sillage était bloqué par les coins de sédiment. Il serait utile
d’étudier comment l’augmentation de la quantité de blocage des sédiments peut affecter
les paramètres de passage et le comportement de maintien de position. Une limitation
importante de l’étude est qu’elle a été réalisée sur un canal à petite échelle uniquement
avec des poissons juvéniles. Une étude similaire avec des poissons sauvages sur un
ponceau expérimental à plus grande échelle, similaire à celle utilisée dans le chapitre
3 fournirait des conclusions ayant une plus large implication pour des ponceaux de
taille réel. De plus, la métrique proposée de la stabilité des tourbillons en recirculation
(κe) pour évaluer la capacité des tourbillons de recirculation à causer des instabilités
posturales chez les poissons nécessite des tests rigoureux. En exposant de groupes
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de poissons de tailles différents à un tourbillon recirculatoire bien caractérisé permet-
trait de déterminer des seuils de κe. Enfin, le logiciel de trackage tridimensionnel py-
tracker3D (Appendix A.2), développé pour réaliser cette étude, nécessite un développe-
ment supplémentaire pour améliorer sa fonctionnalité et son champ d’application pour
des recherches futures.
7.3 Chapitre 5
Le chapitre 5 présente une évaluation comparative du modèle commercial FLOW-3D
et du modèle OpenFOAM pour la modélisation d’une passe à poissons. Le champ de
vitesse turbulent dans un bassin représentatif de la passe migratoire a été caractérisé
par vélocimétrie Doppler acoustique. Des élévations de la surface de l’eau ont également
été obtenues in situ. Les résultats numériques des deux modèles ont été comparés les
uns aux autres et aux données du champ d’écoulement et de l’élévation de la surface
de l’eau obtenues expérimentalement.
Conclusions
• Le solveur basé sur la méthode volume de fluide d’OpenFOAM interFoam prédi-
sait la vitesse maximale du u-composant dans le jet à une erreur absolue de < 5
% des valeurs de vélocimétrie acoustique Doppler mesurées. Ceci indique que
interFoam peut être utilisé pour prédire les vitesses de barrière à un niveau de
précision acceptable pour la conception préliminaire des passes migratoires.
• Le long de la paroi sud du bassin échantillonnée était caractérisé par un écoule-
ment très turbulent et un fort niveau d’air entraînée. Près de la paroi sud, Open-
FOAM prédisaient les élévations de la surface de l’eau en moyenne 7% supérieures
à celles mesurées. En revanche, les niveaux de surface de l’eau prédits le long du
mur nord (où l’écoulement était moins turbulent) étaient plus précis, ne s’écartant
que de 1,8% en moyenne des valeurs mesurées.
• Une étude de sensibilité du niveau de la surface de l’eau au choix de la fraction
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de phase alpha (α) a été réalisée. L’identification de l’isosurface ayant un α ≈ 0.2
est recommandée pour obtenir une estimation conservatrice (élevée) des niveaux
de surface de l’eau dans les bassins.
• Intégrant des volumes de cellules ayant α ≤ 0, 2 est recommandée pour déter-
miner le volume d’eau dans une passe à poissons turbulente démontrant une
concentration d’air entraînée élevée.
• Une étude de «grid convergence index» (GCI) a été réalisée et a indiqué une
excellente convergence spatiale du solveur textit interFoam.
• OpenFOAM et FLOW-3D ont tous deux créé un grand vortex orienté horizontale-
ment dans la région centrale du bassin. Les mesures de vitesse in situ moyennées
dans le temps n’ont pas confirmé la présence de ce rouleau. Les données expéri-
mentales suggèrent plutôt que la région centrale du bassin était caractérisée par
un champ d’écoulement très turbulent avec peu de ressemblance avec les valeurs
prédites par les modèles numériques.
• L’accord général entre les vitesses mesurées, la turbulence et les profondeurs avec
ceux prédits par le solveur interFoam suggère que l’approche de modélisation
uRANS utilisée ici peut être appliquée avec succès à l’évaluation des critères de
passage des poissons.
Travaux futures
Le travail de Chapitre 5 a été fait en collaboration avec des ingénieurs travaillant pour
une grande compagnie hydroélectrique. Leurs principaux intérêts étaient d’évaluer
OpenFOAM pour une utilisation dans un environnement de génie conseil. Par con-
séquent, des études détaillées de la sensibilité des résultats à des méthodes de modéli-
sation de la turbulence plus avancées n’ont pas été effectuées. Les recherches futures
sur la modélisation numérique de la passe migratoire à grande échelle bénéficieraient de
l’étude de diverses méthodes pour simuler la turbulence (c’est-à-dire des simulations de
type detached-eddy (DES) ou large-eddy (LES)). De plus, les conditions hydrauliques
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difficiles (c’est-à-dire les vitesses élevées de l’eau et de l’air entraîné) présentes dans
la passe migratoire ont rendu difficile la caractérisation de l’intégralité du champ
d’écoulement dans les bassins de celle-ci. La comparaison de résultats numériques avec
des données expérimentales à haute résolution spatiale (par exemple sPIV) obtenues
dans un laboratoire serait bénéfique.
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A.1 Station holding in a recirculatory eddy
The following discusses a possible explanation for the difficulties observed
in fish entering the recirculatory wakes of the clear weir baﬄes in Chapter
4. This text was excluded from the submitted manuscript due to a word
limit requirement. It is presented here in hopes it may be of interest within
the context of future work.
Figure A.1 presents a simplified free body diagram of a fish attempting to hold
station within a recirculatory wake eddy in the lee of a baﬄe (gravity, buoyancy and
added mass are not considered). The turbulent shear driven flow in the wake of the
baﬄe means the instantaneous flow field varies drastically from its temporal average
(Fig. 5.9). Despite this, the assumption of rigid body rotation of constant Ωe is
appropriate for a fish attempting to hold station in the wake for a duration on the
order of multiple eddy revolutions (e.g. > 10 eddy revolutions).
With snout orientated upstream, the fish will undergo an anteriodorsal (to the
left and upwards, Fig. A.1) acceleration resulting from hydrodynamic drag forces
induced by venteroanterior (to the left and upwards) directed flow over its body. The
accelerating fish will continue along a circular path (held by a fictitious centripedal
force) until the angular velocity of the fish (αf ) equals Ωe (angular velocity of the eddy).
In this simplified framework, hydrodynamic forces apply a clockwise torque (τe=fe⊥r,
where fe is the hydrodynamic force and r is the distance of the center of mass of the
fish from the center of the eddy) with respect to the center of the eddy. To oppose
the angular acceleration and hold station, the fish most provide a counterclockwise
torque (τf=ff⊥r, where ff is the force produce by the fish) of equivalent magnitude to
τe. However, the undulatory propulsive wave mechanism employed by rainbow trout is
unable to provide the posteriorly (towards the tail) directed force necessary to develop
sufficient τf .
Though pectoral fin braking has been observed in rainbow trout Drucker, 2003, it
has only been observed in fish exposed to anteroposterior (snout to tail) directed flow.
However, in the event pectoral fins are capable of producing posteriorly directed force
in an posteroanterior flow field (tail to snout), it is doubtful the pectoral fins alone
would provide sufficient magnitudes required to hold station in a recirculatory eddy
with values of ΩBL on the order observed here.
An alternative station holding strategy, is for the fish to reorientate their anterior
half to point downstream of the bulk flow direction. Positioning the snout in this aspect
allows sufficient thrust from the undulatory propulsive wave mechanism to counter drag
forces. This behavior was only briefly observed in one HSV recording in Chapter 4.
However, strong turbulent fluctuations inciting large body accelerations likely made it
difficult for fish to maintain this aspect, possibly explaining the lack of observations of
this behavior. The high lateral and longitudinal ground-speeds observed in Fig. 4.12
are suggestive of these involuntary accelerations.
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Figure A.1: Simpliﬁed free-body diagram of hydrodynamic forces acting on (fe, and reac-
tionary forces produced by, a ﬁsh (subscript f) attempting to hold station within a recir-
culatory eddy. The eddy is conceptualized simply here as a rigid body rotating at constant
angular velocity Ωe. To hold station, the ﬁsh must resist hydrodynamic drag forces (Fe)
caused by ventroanterior (left and upwards) directed ﬂow over its body. These forces induce
an angular acceleration of the ﬁsh about the center of the eddy. Aside from soliciting its
pectoral ﬁns, rainbow trout lack the propulsive physiology necessary to counter anteriorly
directed drag forces. Consequently, the hydrodynamic drag component (fex) causes the ﬁsh
to rapidly accelerate towards the leeward face of the baﬄe (not shown), followed by a loss in
its postural stability. Deliberate or involuntary ejection from the wake zone soon follows.
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A.2 Brief pyTracker3D GUI explanation
The following is a brief explanation of the Python graphical user interface (GUI) pro-
gram used to obtain the 3D tracks of fish presented in the work of Chapter 4. The
latest version of the source can be cloned into a local git repository by following the link
in the footnote 1. However, in the future the code may be migrated towards another
github repository. In this case, an effort will be made to directed users to its new home
if need be.
The GUI code is written using object orientated programming in Python to facil-
itate code maintenance and open-source development. It is written for Python 3.6.
The choice to use Python 3 was done for a number of practical reasons, but mostly
to facilitate the installation and setup process so that more user may benefit from it,
and also to keep the GUI in the most current development line of Python to assure the
highest level of of forward compatibility.
The layout of the GUI is composed of three tabs each presenting the user with
one of the three main parts of pyTracker3D functionality. The Project (Fig. A.2)
tab is where the user chooses the current working directory in which the output files
will be stored. The Project tab is also were the 3D calibration files are imported. In
its present state, the calibration files must be made outside of pyTracker3D using the
DLT.py script packaged with the source code. In the future, functionality for the 3D
calibration will be implemented within pyTracker3D.
Figure A.2: First panel which user is presented in the pyTracker3D GUI. In the Project
tab the user chooses the working directory containing the video files of the two views of the
swimming fish to be tracked in 3D. The calibration file for each of the two views are also
chosen in the Project tab.
The Tracking tab is where the 2D tracking of a single fish in each of the two
views is performed. The tab contains functionality to limit the tracking area to a
specified region, choose the entry and exit frames of the fish and perform various image
1https://github.com/Fishified/pytracker3D
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manipulations to improve tracking performance. An example of tracking in progress
is presented in Fig. A.4. The tracks are recorded in .csv files in a folder named
./2DTracks that will be created in the project directory. The tracks are recorded in
pixel coordinates with no scaling applied to georeference them to real world coordinates.
Users interested only in 2D tracking can use the output .csv and apply their own scaling
to these files if desired.
Figure A.3: Second panel user is presented in the pyTracker3D GUI. In the Tracking tab
the user defines the image background subtraction method, defines regions to exclude from
tracking, applies various image manipulations and views tracking output. Tracks are stored
as .csv files in the ./2DTracks directory in the project directory.
Following tracking, the user passes to the Processing tab where the 3D reconstruc-
tion is performed (Fig. A.5). The Processing tab is where the user imports the 2D
tracks for each of the two views. Each 2D track is then associated with that view’s
respective calibration file. When properly associated, the track file name in the ’track
to edit’ list becomes green. Following association, the user then places the desired
tracks for 3D reconstruction in the Tracks for reconstruction list box using the <- add
view button while selecting the respective track file in the track to edit list. Once both
views are present, the 3D reconstruction is performed by pressing the Reconstruct 3D
button. A separate window will appear presenting the reconstructed 3D track (Fig.
A.6). Finally, the 3D reconstructed path is exported as a .csv file to the ./3DTracks
directory that will be created in the project directory if it hasn’t already been created.
The user can then apply any post-processing desired on these tracks to calculate and
extract various kinematic metrics of interest in their software of choice.
A.3 Brief pyTracker3D installation and code expla-
nation
The necessary dependencies for pyTracker3D are listed in the preamble statements
above line 24 in the pytracker3D.py script displayed below. A number of standard
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Figure A.4: Example of window that appears after the Track button is pressed in the Tracking
tab of pyTracker3D. The position of the centroid of the body contour of the fish is tracked on
each frame of the video and is represented as a red dot. The blue rectangle is a region of the
frame that has been blocked due to excess lighting glare causing difficulties in the tracking
procedure.
Figure A.5: Third panel user is presented with in the pyTracker3D GUI. In the Processing
tab the user associates the calibration files and performes the 3D reconstruction. Resulting
tracks are stored as .csv files in the ./3DTracks directory in the project directory.
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Figure A.6: Window appearing after the “Track” button is pressed, allowing the user to
interactively view the final 3D reconstruction of the fish’s trajectory.
library packages are required as well as the third party packages PyQt5 and cv2
(OpenCV bindings for Python). Using the latest Ananconda distribution with Python
3.6 along with the Spyder IDE is recommended, since Anaconda ships with most of the
dependencies already. Exceptionally, you will need to install cv2, which can be easily
done with the command conda install opencv from the conda terminal prompt. The
local scripts described below are distributed with the source code.
The principal control script is pytracker3D.py, which instantiates an object of the
MainWindow class (which makes the GUI interface appear). From a terminal, navigate
to the directory you installed pytracker3D. If you have all the proper dependencies, the
command python pytracker3D.py should get the GUI to open. If not, it is likely you
don’t have the right dependencies.
Briefly, the pytracker3D code functions through four main scripts: (1) pytracker3D.py,
which is essentially the control class responsible for creating the GUI and allowing user
interaction; (2) videoTracking.py which contains all the functionality required to track
the movement of a single fish (multiple fish is currently not supported) in a video and
export the tracked pixel coordinates to file; (3) postProcessing2D.py modifies certain
aspects of the track file and provides interactive plotting and data manipulation func-
tionality to the user for the individual 2D tracks; (4) postProcessing3D.py contains all
the logic to extract the 3D positions of the fish. Most of the functionality of postPro-
cessing3D.py revolves around DLT.py, written by Duarte (2008), which contains the
necessary code to perform a 3D calibration and a 3D reconstruction from both the
planar and profile pixel coordinate tracks of the fish.
Each of these four main scripts are presented below. In the near future, an ar-
ticle presenting the complete description on the installation, functionality and use of
pytracker3D will be available.
A.3.1 pytracker3D.py
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1 import sys
2 import os
3 import time
4 from glob import glob
5 import csv
6
7 sys.path.append(’..’)
8
9 from PyQt5 import QtCore , QtGui , QtWidgets
10 from PyQt5.QtWidgets import QFileDialog , QMessageBox
11 import cv2
12
13 from pytracker3D.gui import tracker_ui
14 from pytracker3D.processing import postProcessing2D
15 from pytracker3D.processing import postProcessing3D
16 from pytracker3D.util import DLT
17 from pytracker3D.tracking import videoTracking
18
19 class MainWindow(QtWidgets.QMainWindow , tracker_ui.Ui_MainWindow):
20
21 def __init__(self , parent=None):
22 super(MainWindow , self).__init__(parent)
23
24 self.setupUi(self)
25 self.setWindowIcon(QtGui.QIcon(’./misc/dice.png’))
26 self.setWindowTitle("Tracker3D")
27 self.setGeometry (300, 200, 700, 500)
28 self.path=os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))
29
30 self.tracks =[]
31 self.cal2DFiles =[]
32 self.cal3DFiles =[]
33 self.reconstruct3D =[]
34 self.tracks2DInsts =[]
35 self.trackList =[]
36 self.master_calList =[]
37 self.three_dee =[]
38
39 self.chooseProjectPath_b.clicked.connect(self.get_project_path)
40 self.loadCal3D_b.clicked.connect(self.loadCal3D)
41 self.removeCal3D_b.clicked.connect(self.removeCal3D)
42
43 self.trkTrack_B.clicked.connect(self.trackVideo)
44 self.trkLoad_B.clicked.connect(self.videoOpen)
45 self.trkPreview_B.clicked.connect(self.previewVideo)
46 self.selectStartStop_b.clicked.connect(self.selectVideoBounds)
47
48 self.gaussSlider.valueChanged.connect(self.gaussSliderChange)
49 self.medianSlider.valueChanged.connect(self.medianSliderChange)
50 self.kernelSlider.valueChanged.connect(self.kernelSliderChange)
51
52 self.choose_background_b.clicked.connect(self.select_background_image)
53
54 self.ppFileOpen_B.clicked.connect(self.open_CSV_tracks)
55 self.ppClearList_B.clicked.connect(self.clean_CSV_tracks)
56 self.ppBlank_B.clicked.connect(self.blankRows)
57 self.ppUndo_B.clicked.connect(self.changesUndo)
58
59 self.csvList_LW.doubleClicked.connect(self.selectTrack)
60 self.tracks3D_LW.doubleClicked.connect(self.select_3D_track)
61 self.calView1_3D_select_B.clicked.connect(self.calView1_3D_select)
62 self.calView2_3D_select_B.clicked.connect(self.calView2_3D_select)
63 self.addView_3D_b.clicked.connect(self.addTrack3D)
64 self.clear_reconst3D_LW_b.clicked.connect(self.clear_reconst3D_LW)
65 self.reconstruct_3D_b.clicked.connect(self.reconstruct_3D)
66 self.cleartracks3DLW_b.clicked.connect(self.clean_3D_tracks)
67
68 def get_project_path(self):
69 self.path=QFileDialog.getExistingDirectory(self ,"Choose project folder", "C:\\ Users \\ tempo\\ Desktop \\
Trial_1")
70 self.active_path_label.setText(self.path)
71
72 def select_background_image(self):
73 self.background_video = QFileDialog.getOpenFileNames(self ,"Video file", self.path ,filter="Video Files( *.
mp4 *.h264)")[0][0]
74
75 cap = cv2.VideoCapture(self.background_video)
76 length = int(cap.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_COUNT))
77
78 def onChange(trackbarValue):
79 cap.set(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_FRAMES ,trackbarValue)
80 err ,self.background_img = cap.read()
81 cv2.imshow("mywindow", self.background_img)
82 pass
83
84 cv2.namedWindow(’mywindow ’)
85 cv2.createTrackbar( ’Choose a good blank background image:’, ’mywindow ’, 0, length , onChange )
86
87 onChange (0)
88 cv2.waitKey ()
89 cap.release ()
90 cv2.destroyAllWindows ()
91
92 def videoOpen(self):
93 try:
94 fileobj=QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self ,"Video file", self.path ,filter="Video Files( *.mp4 *.h264)")
95 self.pathLabel.setText(str(fileobj [0]))
96 self.video=fileobj [0]
97 self.tracking=videoTracking.VideoTracking(self)
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98
99 except AttributeError:
100 self.errMessage="Project path not specified."
101 self.errorTitle="Please specify a project path ..."
102 self.errorMsg ()
103
104 def previewVideo(self):
105 self.tracking.preview ()
106
107 def selectVideoBounds(self):
108 self.tracking.selectVideoBounds ()
109
110 def trackVideo(self):
111 self.tracking.trackVideo ()
112
113 def loadCal3D(self):
114
115 try:
116 self.cal3DFilesTemp = QFileDialog.getOpenFileNames(self ,"CSV files", self.path , filter="Text Files (*.
csv)")[0]
117 self.cal3DFiles = self.cal3DFiles+self.cal3DFilesTemp
118 self.cal3D_LW1.clear ()
119 self.cal3D_LW2.clear ()
120
121 for i in range(len(self.cal3DFiles)):
122 print(i)
123 self.cal3D_LW1.addItem(os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.cal3DFiles[i]))[1])
124 self.cal3D_LW2.addItem(os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.cal3DFiles[i]))[1])
125
126 except AttributeError:
127 self.errMessage="Project path not specified."
128 self.errorTitle="Please specify a project path ..."
129 self.errorMsg ()
130
131 def removeCal3D(self):
132 self.cal3DFiles =[]
133 self.cal3D_LW1.clear ()
134 self.cal3D_LW2.clear ()
135
136 def calView1_3D_select(self):
137 view = 1
138 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. define_calibration(view)
139
140 def calView2_3D_select(self):
141 view = 2
142 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. define_calibration(view)
143
144 def selectTrack(self):
145 try:
146 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. plot_pixel_coordinates ()
147 except IndexError:
148 pass
149
150 def select_3D_track(self):
151 try:
152 print("sometime")
153 except IndexError:
154 pass
155
156 def addTrack3D(self):
157 self.reconstruct3D.append(self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()])
158
159 if len(self.reconstruct3D) > 2:
160 self.errMessage="Only two views allowed for 3D reconstruction."
161 self.errorTitle="Trying to add too many views!"
162 self.errorMsg ()
163 return
164
165 self.reconstruct3D_LW.addItem(self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. filename)
166
167 def clear_reconst3D_LW(self):
168 self.reconstruct3D_LW.clear()
169 self.reconstruct3D =[]
170
171 def reconstruct_3D(self):
172 try:
173 self.threeDee_temp=postProcessing3D.postProcessing3D(self)
174 self.three_dee.append(self.threeDee_temp)
175 self.tracks3D_LW.clear()
176
177 for i in range(len(self.three_dee)):
178 self.useless_path , self.basename=os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.three_dee[i]. three_dee_name))
179 self.filename=os.path.splitext(self.basename)[0]
180 self.tracks3D_LW.addItem(self.filename)
181 except AttributeError:
182 self.errMessage="One or both files has not been attributed a calibration"
183 self.errorTitle="Please specify calibrations ..."
184 self.errorMsg ()
185
186 def open_CSV_tracks(self):
187 self.tempTracks = QFileDialog.getOpenFileNames(self ,"CSV files", self.path , filter="Text Files (*. csv)")[0]
188 self.tracks=self.tracks+self.tempTracks
189
190 if self.tracks2DInsts:
191 self.nmb_tracks=len(self.tracks2DInsts)
192 self.newTracks2DInsts =[ postProcessing2D.postProcessing2D(self.tempTracks[i],self) for i in range(len(
self.tempTracks))]
193 self.tracks2DInsts=self.tracks2DInsts+self.newTracks2DInsts
194
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195 for i in range(len(self.tracks2DInsts)):
196 if i+1 <= self.nmb_tracks:
197 continue
198 else:
199 self.useless_path , self.basename=os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.tracks2DInsts[i]. fileobj))
200 self.filename=os.path.splitext(self.basename)[0]
201 self.csvList_LW.addItem(self.filename)
202 else:
203 self.tracks2DInsts =[ postProcessing2D.postProcessing2D(self.tempTracks[i],self) for i in range(len(self.
tempTracks))]
204 self.nmb_tracks=len(self.tracks2DInsts)
205
206 for i in range(len(self.tracks2DInsts)):
207 self.useless_path , self.basename=os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.tracks2DInsts[i]. fileobj))
208 self.filename=os.path.splitext(self.basename)[0]
209 self.csvList_LW.addItem(self.filename)
210
211 def clean_CSV_tracks(self):
212 self.tracks =[]
213 self.tracks2DInsts =[]
214 self.pp_TV.clearSpans ()
215 self.csvList_LW.clear()
216 self.reconstruct3D_LW.clear()
217 self.reconstruct3D =[]
218
219 def clean_3D_tracks(self):
220 self.tracks3D =[]
221 self.tracks3D_LW.clear()
222
223 def blankRows(self):
224 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. blankRows ()
225
226 def changesUndo(self):
227 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]= postProcessing2D.postProcessing2D(self.tracks[self.
csvList_LW.currentRow ()],self)
228 self.tracks2DInsts[self.csvList_LW.currentRow ()]. plot_pixel_coordinates ()
229
230 def gaussSliderChange(self):
231 self.gaussValueLabel.setText(str(self.gaussSlider.value()))
232
233 def medianSliderChange(self):
234 self.medianValueLabel.setText(str(self.medianSlider.value ()))
235
236 def kernelSliderChange(self):
237 self.kernelValueLabel.setText(str(self.kernelSlider.value ()))
238
239 def errorMsg(self):
240 msg = QMessageBox ()
241 msg.setIcon(QMessageBox.Information)
242 msg.setText(self.errMessage)
243 msg.setWindowTitle(self.errorTitle)
244 msg.setStandardButtons(QMessageBox.Ok | QMessageBox.Cancel)
245 retval = msg.exec_()
246
247 app = QtWidgets.QApplication(sys.argv)
248 app.aboutToQuit.connect(app.deleteLater)
249 form = MainWindow ()
250 form.show()
251 app.exec_()
Listing A.1: pytracker3D.py
A.3.2 videoTracking.py
1 import cv2
2 import numpy as np
3 import pandas as pd
4 import os
5 from PyQt5.QtWidgets import QMessageBox
6
7 class VideoTracking ():
8
9 def __init__(self ,MainWindow):
10 self.MainWindow=MainWindow
11 self.path , self.basename=os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.MainWindow.video))
12 self.filename=os.path.splitext(self.basename)[0]
13
14 def blockRegion(self ,img):
15 if self.MainWindow.blockRegion1_cb.isChecked ()==True:
16 cv2.rectangle(img , (self.blockOriginx_region1 ,self.blockOriginy_region1),(self.blocktopx_region1 ,self.
blocktopy_region1), 100,-1)
17 if self.MainWindow.blockRegion2_cb.isChecked ()==True:
18 cv2.rectangle(img , (self.blockOriginx_region2 ,self.blockOriginy_region2),(self.blocktopx_region2 ,self.
blocktopy_region2), 100,-1)
19 return img
20
21 def preview(self):
22 cap = cv2.VideoCapture(self.MainWindow.video)
23 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("Playing preview. Click video window and press ’q’ or click ’Stop’ button
to cancel")
24
25 while(True):
26 (grabbed , frame) = cap.read()
27
28 if not grabbed:
29 break
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30 currentframe = cv2.cvtColor(frame , cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)
31 height , width = currentframe.shape [:2]
32 cv2.namedWindow("Preview", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
33 cv2.imshow("Preview",currentframe)
34
35 if cv2.waitKey (1) & 0xFF == ord(’q’):
36 break
37 cap.release ()
38 cv2.destroyAllWindows ()
39
40 def selectVideoBounds(self):
41 cap = cv2.VideoCapture(self.MainWindow.video)
42 length = int(cap.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_COUNT))
43
44 def onChange(trackbarValue):
45 cap.set(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_FRAMES ,trackbarValue)
46 err ,img = cap.read()
47 cv2.imshow("mywindow", img)
48 pass
49
50 cv2.namedWindow(’mywindow ’)
51 cv2.createTrackbar( ’start ’, ’mywindow ’, 0, length , onChange )
52 cv2.createTrackbar( ’end’ , ’mywindow ’, 100, length , onChange )
53
54 onChange (0)
55 cv2.waitKey ()
56
57 self.start = cv2.getTrackbarPos(’start’,’mywindow ’)
58 self.end = cv2.getTrackbarPos(’end’,’mywindow ’)
59 self.MainWindow.start_l.setText(str(self.start))
60 self.MainWindow.end_l.setText(str(self.end))
61
62 cap.release ()
63 cv2.destroyAllWindows ()
64
65 def trackVideo(self):
66 self.blocktopx_region1 = int(self.MainWindow.le_topx_region1.text())
67 self.blocktopy_region1 = int(self.MainWindow.le_topy_region1.text())
68 self.blockOriginx_region1 = int(self.MainWindow.le_originx_region1.text())
69 self.blockOriginy_region1 = int(self.MainWindow.le_originy_region1.text())
70 self.blocktopx_region2 = int(self.MainWindow.le_topx_region2.text())
71 self.blocktopy_region2 = int(self.MainWindow.le_topy_region2.text())
72 self.blockOriginx_region2 = int(self.MainWindow.le_originx_region2.text())
73 self.blockOriginy_region2 = int(self.MainWindow.le_originy_region2.text())
74 self.cap = cv2.VideoCapture(self.MainWindow.video)
75 self.firstFrame = None
76 self.fgbg = cv2.createBackgroundSubtractorMOG2 ()
77
78 count = 0
79 xcoord =[]
80 ycoord =[]
81 frame =[]
82 cx=0
83 cy=0
84
85 while(True):
86 if count ==0:
87 self.MainWindow.track_TE.setText("Tracking. Click video window and press ’q’ or click ’Stop’ button
to cancel")
88
89 if self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.isChecked ()== False:
90 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setText(’Track’)
91 break
92 else:
93 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setText(’Stop’)
94
95 (self.grabbed , self.frame) = self.cap.read()
96
97 if not self.grabbed:
98 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setChecked(False)
99 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setText(’Track’)
100 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("Tracking complete!")
101 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("Raw pixel coordinate points saved to:")
102 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("%s\\%s.csv" %(self.MainWindow.path ,self.filename))
103
104 break
105
106 rows ,cols ,ch = self.frame.shape
107
108 ret=self.backgroundsubtraction ()
109 if ret:
110 pass
111 else:
112 self.errMessage="Please specify a background image of identical pixel dimensions to video."
113 self.errorTitle="Image matrix size error."
114 self.errorMsg ()
115 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setText(’Track’)
116 break
117
118 self.filters ()
119
120 try:
121 self.cntareathreshold=int(self.MainWindow.contourLineEdit.text())
122 except AttributeError:
123 cntareathreshold =100
124
125 (_, cnts , _) = cv2.findContours(self.currentframe.copy(), cv2.RETR_EXTERNAL ,cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
126
127 cntarea =[0]
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128 xcntcoord =[0]
129 ycntcoord =[0]
130
131 for c in cnts:
132 if cv2.contourArea(c) < self.cntareathreshold:
133 continue
134
135 cntarea.append(cv2.contourArea(c))
136 (x, y, w, h) = cv2.boundingRect(c)
137
138 M = cv2.moments(c)
139 cx = int(M[’m10’]/M[’m00’])
140 cy = int(M[’m01’]/M[’m00’])
141
142 xcntcoord.append(cx)
143 ycntcoord.append(cy)
144 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("coutour area: %d" % float(cv2.contourArea(c)))
145
146 self.start=int(self.MainWindow.start_l.text())
147 self.end=int(self.MainWindow.end_l.text())
148 if count > self.end or count < self.start:
149 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("Animal not within frame limits.")
150 else:
151 biggestcontour=cntarea.index(max(cntarea))
152 xcoord.append(xcntcoord[biggestcontour ])
153 ycoord.append(ycntcoord[biggestcontour ])
154 frame.append(count)
155 self.fishcoords=np.array ((frame ,xcoord ,ycoord),dtype=float)
156
157 for i in range(len(xcoord)):
158 if xcoord[i]==0:
159 pass
160 else:
161 cv2.circle(self.frame , (xcoord[i], ycoord[i]) ,6, (0, 0, 255),thickness =-1)
162 if i == len(xcoord) -1:
163 self.MainWindow.track_TE.append("Detection on frame: %d" % count)
164
165 cv2.namedWindow("Background removed", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
166 cv2.imshow("Background removed",self.currentframe)
167
168 if self.MainWindow.blockRegion1_cb.isChecked ()==True:
169 cv2.rectangle(self.frame ,(self.blockOriginx_region1 ,self.blockOriginy_region1),(self.
blocktopx_region1 ,self.blocktopy_region1), 100,-1)
170 if self.MainWindow.blockRegion2_cb.isChecked ()==True:
171 cv2.rectangle(self.frame ,(self.blockOriginx_region2 ,self.blockOriginy_region2),(self.
blocktopx_region2 ,self.blocktopy_region2), 100,-1)
172
173 cv2.namedWindow("Tracking", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
174 cv2.imshow("Tracking",self.frame)
175
176 if cv2.waitKey (1) & 0xFF == ord(’q’):
177 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setChecked(False)
178 self.MainWindow.trkTrack_B.setText(’Track’)
179 break
180 count = count +1
181
182 self.cap.release ()
183 cv2.destroyAllWindows ()
184
185 try:
186 os.mkdir(self.MainWindow.path+’\\’+’2DTracks ’)
187 except WindowsError:
188 pass
189 try:
190 self.fishcoords=np.transpose(self.fishcoords)
191 self.fishcoords=pd.DataFrame(self.fishcoords)
192 self.fishcoords.to_csv("%s\\2 DTracks \\ pixels_%s.csv" %(self.MainWindow.path ,self.filename))
193 except AttributeError:
194 pass
195
196 def backgroundsubtraction(self):
197 if self.MainWindow.rb_MOG.isChecked () == True:
198 self.currentframe = cv2.cvtColor(self.frame , cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)
199 self.currentframe=self.blockRegion(self.currentframe)
200 self.currentframe = self.fgbg.apply(self.currentframe)
201 ret=True
202
203 if self.MainWindow.rb_absolute.isChecked ()==True:
204 self.currentframe = cv2.cvtColor(self.frame , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
205 self.blockRegion(self.currentframe)
206
207 if self.firstFrame is None:
208 self.firstFrame = self.currentframe
209
210 if self.MainWindow.specify_background_cb.isChecked ()==True:
211 try:
212 try:
213 self.firstFrame=self.MainWindow.background_img
214 self.firstFrame = cv2.cvtColor(self.firstFrame , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
215 if self.MainWindow.specify_background_cb.isChecked ()==True:
216 self.firstFrame=self.blockRegion(self.firstFrame)
217 except:
218 self.errMessage="Background image and video not of same dimensions."
219 self.errorTitle="Please specify the correct background image ..."
220 self.errorMsg ()
221 except AttributeError:
222 self.errMessage="No background image specified."
223 self.errorTitle="Please specify a background iamge ..."
224 self.errorMsg ()
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225
226 if self.firstFrame.shape [0] != self.currentframe.shape [0]:
227 ret=False
228 pass
229 else:
230 self.frameDelta = cv2.absdiff(self.firstFrame , self.currentframe)
231 self.currentframe = cv2.threshold(self.frameDelta , 25, 255, cv2.THRESH_BINARY)[1]
232 ret=True
233 return ret
234
235 def filters(self):
236 self.medianFiltersize=int(self.MainWindow.medianSlider.value ())
237 if self.medianFiltersize % 2 == 0:
238 self.medianFiltersize=self.medianFiltersize +1
239
240 if self.MainWindow.medianFilterCheckbox.isChecked () == True:
241 self.currentframe = cv2.medianBlur(self.currentframe ,self.medianFiltersize)
242
243 kernelsize=int(self.MainWindow.kernelSlider.value())
244 if kernelsize % 2 == 0:
245 kernelsize=kernelsize +1
246 kernel = np.ones((kernelsize ,kernelsize),np.uint8)
247
248 if self.MainWindow.erodeCheckbox.isChecked () == True:
249 self.currentframe = cv2.erode(self.currentframe ,kernel ,iterations =1)
250
251 if self.MainWindow.dilateCheckbox.isChecked () == True:
252 self.currentframe = cv2.dilate(self.currentframe ,kernel ,iterations =1)
253
254 if self.MainWindow.gaussCheckBox.isChecked () == True:
255 self.gauss=int(self.MainWindow.gaussSlider.value ())
256 if self.gauss % 2 == 0:
257 self.gauss=self.gauss +1
258 self.currentframe = cv2.GaussianBlur(self.currentframe , (self.gauss ,self.gauss), 0)
259
260 def errorMsg(self):
261 msg = QMessageBox ()
262 msg.setIcon(QMessageBox.Information)
263 msg.setText(self.errMessage)
264 msg.setWindowTitle(self.errorTitle)
265 msg.setStandardButtons(QMessageBox.Ok | QMessageBox.Cancel)
266 retval = msg.exec_()
Listing A.2: videoTracking.py
A.3.3 postProcessing2D.py
1 from PyQt5.QtGui import *
2 from PyQt5.QtCore import *
3 from PyQt5.QtWidgets import QMessageBox
4 from PyQt5 import QtCore
5 import pandas as pd
6 import numpy as np
7 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
8 import os
9 from glob import glob
10 import csv
11
12 class postProcessing2D:
13
14 def __init__(self ,fileobj ,MainWindow):
15 self.MainWindow=MainWindow
16 self.fileobj=fileobj
17 self.framerate=int(self.MainWindow.trkFramerate_LE.text())
18 self.df=pd.read_csv(self.fileobj)
19 self.path , self.basename=os.path.split(os.path.abspath(self.fileobj))
20 self.filename=os.path.splitext(self.basename)[0]
21 self.df.columns= [’Index ’,’Image frame’, ’x_px’,’y_px’]
22 self.df.drop(’Index ’, axis=1, inplace=True)
23 self.df=self.df.replace (0.0, np.nan)
24 self.df=self.df.round (0)
25
26 def define_calibration(self ,view):
27 self.view=view
28 with open(self.MainWindow.cal3DFiles[self.MainWindow.cal3D_LW2.currentRow ()], ’rt’) as f:
29 reader = csv.reader(f,quoting=csv.QUOTE_NONNUMERIC)
30 self.calibration = list(reader)
31 self.calibration=self.calibration [0]
32 self.MainWindow.csvList_LW.item(self.MainWindow.csvList_LW.currentRow ()).setBackground(QtCore.Qt.green)
33
34 def plot_pixel_coordinates(self):
35 if self.MainWindow.show2Dplot_B.isChecked ()==True:
36 self.x=’x_px’
37 self.y=’y_px’
38 self.color=’Red’
39 self.label="pixel coordinates"
40 self.MainWindow.pp_TV.setModel(PandasModel(self.df))
41 ax=self.df.plot(x=self.x,y=self.y,kind=’scatter ’,color=self.color , figsize =[7,2], label=self.label)
42 ax.set_xlabel(’X’)
43 ax.set_ylabel(’Y’)
44 plt.legend(loc=’best’,prop={’size’:10}, frameon=True , shadow=True , bbox_to_anchor =(1.1, 1.1))
45 plt.title(’Fish Track’, style=’italic ’)
46 fig = ax.get_figure ()
47 plt.show()
48
49 def errorMsg(self):
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50 msg = QMessageBox ()
51 msg.setIcon(QMessageBox.Information)
52 msg.setText(self.errMessage)
53 msg.setWindowTitle(self.errorTitle)
54 msg.setStandardButtons(QMessageBox.Ok | QMessageBox.Cancel)
55 retval = msg.exec_()
56
57 def blankRows(self):
58 self.rowIndices=self.MainWindow.pp_TV.selectionModel ().selectedRows ()
59 for i in range(len(self.rowIndices)):
60 self.df.iloc[self.rowIndices[i].row() ,1:10]= None
61 self.plot_pixel_coordinates ()
62
63 def interpolate(self):
64 self.df=self.df.drop([’u’,’v’,’up’,’down’],axis =1)
65 self.df["Interpolated"]=0
66 self.df.ix[self.df[’x’]. isnull (),’Interpolated ’]=1
67 self.df=self.df.interpolate ()
68 self.df[’Interpolated_x ’] = np.where(self.df[’Interpolated ’] == 1, self.df[’x’],None)
69 self.kinematics ()
70
71 class PandasModel(QtCore.QAbstractTableModel):
72 """
73 Class to populate a table view with a pandas dataframe
74 """
75 def __init__(self , data , parent=None):
76 QtCore.QAbstractTableModel.__init__(self , parent)
77 self._data = data
78
79 def rowCount(self , parent=None):
80 return len(self._data.values)
81
82 def columnCount(self , parent=None):
83 return self._data.columns.size
84
85 def data(self , index , role=QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole):
86 if index.isValid ():
87 if role == QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole:
88 return str(self._data.values[index.row()][index.column ()])
89 return None
90
91 def headerData(self , col , orientation , role):
92 if orientation == QtCore.Qt.Horizontal and role == QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole:
93 return self._data.columns[col]
94 return None
Listing A.3: postProcessing2D.py
A.3.4 postProcessing3D.py
1 import sys
2 sys.path.append(’..’)
3
4 from PyQt5.QtGui import *
5 from PyQt5.QtCore import *
6 from PyQt5 import QtCore
7 import pandas as pd
8 import numpy as np
9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
10 import os
11
12 from pytracker3D.util import DLT
13 from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
14
15 def printname(name):
16 print(name)
17
18 class postProcessing3D:
19
20 def __init__(self ,MainWindow):
21 self.MainWindow = MainWindow
22 self.image_points_1 = self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [0].df[[’x_px’,’y_px’]]
23 self.three_dee_name=self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [0]. filename
24 self.image_points_1 = self.image_points_1.as_matrix(columns=None)
25 self.image_points_2 = self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [1].df[[’x_px’,’y_px’]]
26 self.image_points_2 = self.image_points_2.as_matrix(columns=None)
27 self.cal_view_1 = self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [0]. calibration
28 self.cal_view_1 = np.asarray(self.cal_view_1)
29 self.cal_view_2 = self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [1]. calibration
30 self.cal_view_2=np.asarray(self.cal_view_2)
31 self.calibrations =[self.cal_view_1 ,self.cal_view_2]
32 self.image_points_together =[self.image_points_1 ,self.image_points_2]
33 self.find_3D_coordinates ()
34 self.plot_3D_points ()
35 self.populate_table ()
36
37 def find_3D_coordinates(self):
38 self.nd=3
39 self.nc=2
40 self.xyz = np.zeros ((len(self.image_points_1), 3))
41 for i in range(len(self.image_points_1)):
42 self.xyz[i,:] = DLT.DLTrecon(self.nd, self.nc , self.calibrations , [self.image_points_1[i],self.
image_points_2[i]])
43 self.xyz = pd.DataFrame(self.xyz , columns =[’x’, ’y’, ’z’])
44
45 if self.MainWindow.save_3D_track_cb.isChecked ()==True:
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46 try:
47 os.mkdir(self.MainWindow.path+’\\’+’3DTracks ’)
48 except WindowsError:
49 pass
50 self.xyz.to_csv("%s\\3 DTracks \\3D_%s.csv" % (self.MainWindow.path ,self.MainWindow.reconstruct3D [0].
filename),sep =’,’, index=False)
51
52 def plot_3D_points(self):
53 ax = plt.figure ().gca(projection=’3d’)
54 ax.scatter(self.xyz.x, self.xyz.y, self.xyz.z)
55 ax.set_xlabel(’Distance from start of flume (mm)’)
56 ax.set_ylabel(’Lateral position (mm)’)
57 ax.set_zlabel(’Vertical position (mm)’)
58 ax.set_xlim(int(self.MainWindow.xmax_le.text()), int(self.MainWindow.xmin_le.text()))
59 ax.set_ylim(int(self.MainWindow.ymax_le.text()), int(self.MainWindow.ymin_le.text()))
60 ax.set_zlim(int(self.MainWindow.zmax_le.text()), int(self.MainWindow.zmin_le.text()))
61 plt.show()
62
63 def populate_table(self):
64 self.MainWindow.pp_TV.setModel(PandasModel(self.xyz))
65
66 class PandasModel(QtCore.QAbstractTableModel):
67 """
68 Class to populate a table view with a pandas dataframe
69 """
70 def __init__(self , data , parent=None):
71 QtCore.QAbstractTableModel.__init__(self , parent)
72 self._data = data
73
74 def rowCount(self , parent=None):
75 return len(self._data.values)
76
77 def columnCount(self , parent=None):
78 return self._data.columns.size
79
80 def data(self , index , role=QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole):
81 if index.isValid ():
82 if role == QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole:
83 return str(self._data.values[index.row()][index.column ()])
84 return None
85
86 def headerData(self , col , orientation , role):
87 if orientation == QtCore.Qt.Horizontal and role == QtCore.Qt.DisplayRole:
88 return self._data.columns[col]
89 return None
Listing A.4: postProcessing3D.py
A.3.5 trackanalyzer.py
1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-
2 """
3 Created on Thu Mar 1 15:47:38 2018
4
5 @author: dugj2403
6 """
7 import os
8 import numpy as np
9 from copy import deepcopy
10 import pandas as pd
11 from glob import glob
12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
13 from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
14
15
16 def find_3D_tracks(path ,prefix ,extension):
17 """ Recursively look in subdirectories for 3D track files.
18
19 Args:
20 path (str): Path to folder to look in.
21 param2 (str): User selected prefix used to identify 3D tracks.
22
23 Returns:
24 bool: list of file names containing prefix in path.
25 """
26 tracks =[]
27 result = [y for x in os.walk(path) for y in glob(os.path.join(x[0], extension))]
28 for i in result:
29 if prefix in i:
30 tracks.append(i)
31 return tracks
32
33 def convert_to_dataframes(csvList):
34 """ Convert list of 3D tracks into pandas dataframes.
35
36 Args:
37 csvList (str): list containing 3D tracks to be converted to dataframes
38
39 Returns:
40 bool: list of pandas dataframes containing 3D tracks.
41 """
42 dataframes =[]
43 for file in csvList:
44 dat = pd.read_csv(file , sep=’,’, engine=’python ’)
45
46 dataframes.append(dat)
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47 return dataframes
48
49
50 def plot_2D_lines(df ,columns ,limits):
51 """ Plot multiple columms of a pandas dataframe on a line graph.
52
53 Args:
54 df (dataframe): pandas dataframe to plot , must contain x,y and z for now
55 columns (list): list containing xmin ,xmax ,ymin ,ymax ,zmin ,zmax
56
57 Returns:
58 bool: list of pandas dataframes containing 3D tracks.
59 """
60
61 if type(columns) is list:
62
63 ax = df.plot(y=columns [0], use_index=True)
64 for i in range(len(columns) -1):
65 df.plot(y=columns[i+1],ax=ax,use_index=True)
66
67 def plot_3D_points(df ,** keyword_parameters):
68 """ Convert list of 3D tracks into pandas dataframes.
69
70 Args:
71 df (dataframe): pandas dataframe to plot
72 limits (list): list containing xmin ,xmax ,ymin ,ymax ,zmin ,zmax
73
74 Returns:
75 bool: list of pandas dataframes containing 3D tracks.
76 """
77
78 ax = plt.figure ().gca(projection=’3d’)
79 ax.scatter(df.x, df.y, df.z)
80 ax.set_xlabel(’Distance from start of flume (mm)’)
81 ax.set_ylabel(’Lateral position (mm)’)
82 ax.set_zlabel(’Vertical position (mm)’)
83
84 if (’limits ’ in keyword_parameters):
85 limits=keyword_parameters[’limits ’]
86 ax.set_xlim(limits [0], limits [1])
87 ax.set_ylim(limits [2], limits [3])
88 ax.set_zlim(limits [4], limits [5])
89 plt.show()
90
91 def scalar_3D_plotter(x,y,z,scalar ,limits ,pane_gray ,title):
92
93 """ plot 3D scatter with associated scalar values all within scalar pandas dataframe
94
95 Args:
96 df [dataframe ]: containing 3D scatter data to plot
97 columns list: [’x’,’y’,’z’,’scalar_name ’]
98 limits list: [xlow ,xhigh ,ylow ,yhigh ,zlow ,zhigh]
99 pane_gray booelan: makes pane backgrounds gray for better constrast
100 title string: title of plot
101
102 Returns:
103 plot the 3D scatter
104 """
105
106 fig = plt.figure ()
107 ax=fig.gca(projection=’3d’)
108 ax.set_aspect(’equal’)
109
110 if pane_gray:
111 ax.w_xaxis.set_pane_color ((0, 0, 0, 0.2))
112 ax.w_yaxis.set_pane_color ((0, 0, 0, 0.2))
113 ax.w_zaxis.set_pane_color ((0, 0, 0, 0.2))
114
115 ax.set_xlim(limits [0], limits [1])
116 ax.set_ylim(limits [2], limits [3])
117 ax.set_zlim(limits [4], limits [5])
118 ax.set_title(title)
119 ax.set_xlabel(’x’)
120 ax.set_ylabel(’y’)
121 ax.set_zlabel(’z’)
122 sc=ax.scatter(x, y, z, c=scalar , cmap=’jet’)
123 plt.colorbar(sc)
124 plt.show()
125
126
127
128 def smooth(df ,columns ,names ,period ,** keyword_parameters):
129 """ Smooths out spikey data in a 3D trajectory by running a moving average
130 over specified columns of input dataframe. Optionally , the smoothed curve
131 can be shifted back close to its originally position by including the shift
132 optional argument.
133
134 Args:
135 df (dataframe): pandas dataframe
136 columns (list): list of dataframe headers to smooth
137 names (list): names of new columns in same order as columns
138
139 Returns:
140 dataframe: pandas dataframe containing smoothed and/or shifted columns.
141 """
142 df=deepcopy(df)
143 for i in range(len(columns)):
144 df[names[i]]=pd.rolling(df[columns[i]],period).mean()
145
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146 if (’shift ’ in keyword_parameters):
147 shift = keyword_parameters[’shift ’]
148
149 if shift:
150 shift_names=keyword_parameters[’shift_names ’]
151 shift_period=keyword_parameters[’shift_period ’]
152
153 for i in range(len(columns)):
154 df[shift_names[i]]=df[names[i]]. shift(shift_period)
155 return df
156
157 def calculate_vel_components(df,columns ,names ,fps ,** keyword_parameters):
158 """ Add velocity components of 3D track to input dataframe. Optionally adds
159 the velocity magnitude (’V’).
160
161 Args:
162 df (dataframe): pandas dataframe
163 columns (list): list of dataframe headers to smooth
164 names (list): names of new columns in same order as columns
165
166 Returns:
167 dataframe: pandas dataframe containing velocity component and/or magnitude.
168 """
169
170 df=deepcopy(df)
171
172 for i in range(len(columns)):
173 df[names[i]]=(df[columns[i]]. diff())*fps
174
175 if (’mag’ in keyword_parameters):
176 mag = keyword_parameters[’mag’]
177 if mag:
178 df[’V’]=(df[names [0]]**2+ df[names [1]]**2+ df[names [2]]**2) **0.5
179 if (’acceleration ’ in keyword_parameters):
180 acc = keyword_parameters[’acceleration ’]
181 if acc:
182 for i in range(len(columns)):
183 name=names[i]+’_acc’
184 df[name ]=(df[names[i]]. diff())*fps
185
186 return df
187
188
189
190
191 def check_time_in_zones(df):
192
193 # df=deepcopy(df)
194 # df=df.groupby([’Zone ’]).count()
195 df=df.join(df.groupby(’Zone’)[’Zone’].count (), on=’Zone’, rsuffix=’_counts ’)
196 # df=df.reset_index ()
197
198 return df
199
200
201 def check_direction(df,limits ,names):
202
203 df=deepcopy(df)
204 df[’direction ’]=np.nan
205 df[’direction ’]=np.where (((df.x.iloc [0] <= limits [0]) & (df.x.iloc[-1] >= limits [1] )),names[0], df.direction)
206 df[’direction ’]=np.where (((df.x.iloc [0] >= limits [1]) & (df.x.iloc[-1] <= limits [0] )),names[1], df.direction)
207 df[’direction ’]=np.where (((df.x.iloc [0] <= limits [0]) & (df.x.iloc[-1] <= limits [0] )),names[2], df.direction)
208 df[’direction ’]=np.where (((df.x.iloc [0] >= limits [1]) & (df.x.iloc[-1] >= limits [1] )),names[3], df.direction)
209
210 return df
Listing A.5: trackanalyzer3D.py
185
186
Index
Oncorhynchus mykiss, 8
Salmo trutta, 7, 137
Salvelinus fontinalis, 7, 137
alpha phase fraction, 142
autocorrelation, 32
backwater, 29
baﬄe form, 137
baﬄe spacing, 139
barrier velocities, 142
body morphology, 141
brook trout, 137
burst speed, 27
cross-correlation, 32
culvert slope, 139
depth, 139
discharge capacity, 2, 138
drag, 28
eddy tangential velocity, 140
energetics, 28
entrained air, 142
entraining, 31
entrainment, 29, 30, 32
fast Fourier transforms, 32
fatigue time, 29
fish length, 137
fishway, 142
flow-refuging, 29, 32
grid convergence index, 142
ground speed, 8
interFoam, 142
juvenile trout, 138
Kármán gait, 30
length-scales, 32
locomote, 32
maximum distance of ascent, 29
motivation, 138
overtopping, 2
particle image velocimetry, 13, 32
performance, 138
polycarbonate top, 140
pool volume, 142
postural instability, 140, 141
postural stability, 13, 32
prolonged speed, 27
pytracker3D, 141
rainbow trout, 8
recirculation zone, 139
recirculatory eddy stability metric, 140
recirculatory eddy stability metric,κe,
140
resting, 140
Reynolds number, 28
sediment wedge, 139
separation, 32
slipline culvert, 139
spatial density, 138, 139
spoiler baﬄe, 138
Station holding, 13
station holding, 28
station-holding, 140
structural fill, 2
subcritical regime, 138
supercritical regime, 138
time-resolved particle image
velocimetry, 32
transit time, 138
turbulence, 13
turbulent kinetic energy, 34
187
unsteady Reynold’s averaged
Navier-Stokes, 142
velocity, 13, 142
vena contracta, 29
volume-of-fluid, 142
vortex capture, 29, 32
water surface, 142
weir baﬄe, 32, 138
wetted surface area, 28
work, 28
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